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Abstract:
The feeder cattle industry is vital to the economy of Montana. The customary market for the product of
this industry is in danger from the encroachment of the produce of the feeder cattle industry in the
Central and Southeaster states. The best means of blocking this encroachment is through improved
marketing efficiency.

Methods of marketing feeder cattle have long been undergoing change. Resultant indications of each
change are that the feeder cattle producer is attempting to reduce his marketing costs, retain more
control over the marketing of his product, and attain more bargaining strength.

Observations of the rancher were primarily concerned with direct marketing because analysis of
Montana brand inspection records shows an obvious movement of the feeder cattle producer toward
this market. Analysis of survey data indicates a strong preference for this market. Even though the
surveyed cattlemen were predominately marketing direct, they preferred to deal with the feedlot
operator more often than the dealer—order buyer. Analysis of the actual marketing methods which they
used demonstrated that they were dealing with these buyers in reverse order.

It is postulated that when the producer is facing the feedlot operator structural characteristics of the
market approximate that of pure competition on both sides of the market. When the producer is facing
the dealer order buyer, there are market conditions approaching pure competition on the selling side,
but there are imperfect conditions on the buying side.

It was posited that these imperfections were due to an imbalance of market information. Models were
constructed by which to examine differing posited levels of information. Observations of ranchers offer
some empirical evidence to substantiate the resultant conduct indicated by these models. Analysis of
market information used by the observed rancher indicates that he is largely unaware of much available
information and that very little available information is meaningful in the market of his preference. At
the same time, the observed rancher made many efforts to obtain better information.

Most of the sellers in the sample, for strategical reasons engaged in forward contracting. Examination
of contracting data indicated that these sellers were subject to disadvantage by the terms of these
contracts. This disadvantage is brought about largely by lack of market information.

The observed rancher had definite ideas as to the type, form, and timing of needed information. Market
information, designed along these lines, would enable the Montana rancher to increase his bargaining
strength, improve his marketing efficiency, and thereby retain his share of the feeder cattle market. 
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ABSTRACT

The feeder cattle.industry is vital to the economy of Montana. The 
customary market for the product of this"industry is in danger from the 
encroachment of the produce of the feeder cattle,industry in the Central 
and Southeaster states. The besut. means. of ,blocking this encroachment is 
through.improved marketing efficiency.

Methods of marketing feeder cattle:have long been undergoing change. 
Resultant indications-of each change are that the feeder ,cattle producer 
is • attempting to reduce his-marketing.-costsretain, more control over the 
marketing of his product, and attain more bargaining strength.

Observations of the rancher were, primarily.concerned-with direct mar
keting because analysis of Mohtana.brand inspection-records shows an 
obvious movement of the feeder cattle producer:toward this market. Analysis 
of survey-data indicates . a. strong:preference'-for:this: market. Even though 
the surveyed.cattlemen w e r e .predominately marketing direct, they preferred 
to deal with the feedlot operator more often than the dealer— order buyer. 
Analysis of the actual marketing'methods which'they used demonstrated that 
they were dealing with these buyers in reverse order.

It is • postulated that when the producer is . facing.the feedlot operator 
structural characteristics of the market approximate that of pure compe
tition on both sides of the-market.. : When the producer is facing the dealer 
order buyer, there"are market conditions approaching pure competition on 
the selling side, but there are imperfect conditions on the buying side.

It was posited that these imperfections.were due to an imbalance of 
market information.; Models were constructed .by which to:.examine differing 
posited levels.of information; .Observations of ranchers offer some 
empirical evidence to - substantiate the: resultant conduct, indicated by these 
models. Analysis of market information used by the observed, rancher indi- 
cates, that he is. largely unaware of much available information and that 
very little available information is. meaningful in the market of his pref
erence. At the same time, the observed, rancher made many efforts to ob
tain better information.

Most of the sellers in the sample-, for:strategical - reasons ■ engaged 
in forward.contracting: Examination of contracting data:indicated that '
these sellers were -subject to disadvantage.by the terms of these contracts. 
This disadvantage is brought about largely by lack of market information.

The observed rancher had definite ideas:as-to-the - type, .form, and 
timing of needed-information; Market information,.designed along these 
lines, would enable the Montana rancher to increase hisr.bargaining-strength, 
improve his marketing efficiency,, and thereby retain his share of the 
feeder cattle market.
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CHAPTER I

. . . INTRODUCTION 

The General Problem. Setting

Montana is.experiencing:a widening gap. in.her economic growth rate in 

comparison with that .of most'other!;states . \J In order. to . reduce this gap, 

political leaders and chambers of'commerce have:gone;to.great effort to 

induce outside industries: to relocatectozMontana, to.enticecnewenterprise, 

promote tourism, and to..-devisecpromotional.;.schemes..of all sorts. Another 

way to attack the basic- growth'problem.would:.be .to seek ways"to strengthen 

the basic industries-already, present.

It has become commonplacetamong land economists;.to:divide industries 

into two major categories, those.rwhich- are townr-building; and those which are 

town-servingi- Those 'industries' generally/.referred.to^asi town-building 

industries are basic i n d u s t r i e s T h e r e , m a y  be:a:particular= characteristic 

such as geography, or several..characteristics;:which.-explain:the initiation of 

a basic-industry.' Around this fbasic industry .springs^a: community. ..As the 

community becomes more concentrated'- thef activities-: of ; itsr population become 

more specialized^ -Communityc growth brings, with,:,it„many- demands for.diverse 

commodities and: services". Townes erying;:. industries care:-initiated and, in 

time; an' economic complex"is formed.

A basic industry is-not-typified. : It- c a m b e  any,:but it must be primary 

in the sense;that it'provides the chief means, oft support; in’the area and

V  Maurice C-. Taylor, ,.IncomecTrendscin--Montana,:. -(in; process of publication) . 
' page I.
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other industries" i n ' a large-'measure adjust themselves, to it.

Another property of a basics industry is itsiexport •.orientation. This 

• is not a necessary condition; but mos t' communities. o w e t h e i r  .origin to an 

export industry— one which produces for markets mainly out of its area.

General Economic ImportancekofrAgriculture

Agriculture, mining., and-, lumbering, have ,.historically: been .the, three 

mainr.basic industries.-in:Montana^,This1:is,:.still .true, today even though 

there are- fundamental', changes .". taking- place::in-each:, of them.

Of these, agriculture is:foremost.. Within agriculture'the cash receipts 

from the marketing of. livestock, and" livestock.-products- have' been’ increas

ing as:a percentage of total:receipts. The upward, trend of cash receipts 

from livestock and livestock: products has been .under way since 1954. Cash 

receipts from crops have, during the same time, .been.declining as a per

centage of total receipts. This is illustrated.in.Figure I. The trends 

since.1957-58 have been more divergent.

Within the major.classifications..of livestock and.products, and of 

crops, attention is.drawn in Figure 2 to ..two.particular.commodities:

(I) cattle and calves and (2) wheat; Each .contributed largely to the 

trend;of its .commodity.group. Cash receipts, from other:commodities within 

each group have remained- relatively constant;., ;-,:Crops rfor- livestock feed 

have at least held their-positiom over- the-timer.periodv under- consideration.

Beef..cattle production; is: a.;basic .Industryvto Montana. Tt was not 

always this type.of.an.industry. In the.beginning it was a non-basic 

industry. If one can ignore the early fur trading posts, it can be said



Percentage 
of Total,-.
_  , . U VReceipts

Livestock & 
Product

1953"

Figure I. Cash Receipts as a Percentage of Farm Marketings by Major Commodities, 1954-61.*
* Source: Montana Department of Agricultura, Statistical Reporting Service, Helena, Montana.
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that mining was the first:, industry which" was basic^to .Montana and'.to early 

Montana-communities.

Before, the .coming-of the:.whiter.man, itLis- said, that:certain Inter

mountain' .Indian' .Tribes ' annually..traveled: weTl-defined::.traiIs: to • the plains

- to hunt buffalo. These,:.annual.migrations., .-.Of-Course,. were, not:possible 

before, the taming, of r the. horse. ■ Days;.onr. the. trail, were:many: The object 

was. to return to home, grounds, with'the. heaviest, possible, payload of. cured 

meat for winter use.. . This.-meant that. the. parties.:.had..to live, off the 

country while on the: trail,. ." The., accounts:of. Lewis:and:Clark make note of 

the' scarcity of game: on'the"portions: of :their:journey, which" took them over 

these trails.

- When the- early prospectors-made their finds and.began working the pay 

dirt- of 1 Bannack,1 Nevada:.City, and Virginia City,, they.were in areas which

- - had felt -the "hunting pressure, of many such:, annual: migrations. Game was

scarce even from"the'beginning; As population increased in the mining 

- . camps, game had to be:soughffarther and:farther:away\fromrthe camps. Time 

■ spent"hunting"for food was time lost to the1primary industry. To meet this 

demand cattle at first. were: trailed, in: for.:.immediate..slaughter. Soon herds 

,. . were established, on, the: grass' ranges near the mining .camps. Beef cattle 

. . .,production, had become.;a;.;town-sserving., industry inzMontana.

.:... Good, grass, was .abundant, .; Gf course.;"there1 were the original land 

owners--the Indians; and the original’grass-;.consumers-^the buffalo. These 

though, .were regarded by the:white "man' as. nothing more than, hindrances to 

■ ■ his "manifest destiny!1.,... Qver. uncertain and dangerous..routes— great herds
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from all directions were trailed into Montana.

On trail junctions and,supply routes communities sprang up. At first, 

the industries were rudimentary; mostly -food,: drink,,.and:-shelter for 

horse and rider. The nature.and number"of.the population-changed rapidly; 

so did the industries.,serving, them... Big .money.was. being made running cattle 

on the free grass and shipping,.them.:tor.eastern^markets.. .-Big money:"was also 

being made, providing' commodities and services to;those who herded the cattle. 

Beef cattle production Lhadrbecome an exportr.or ;town^building industry long 

before the big bonanza days of the mining'camps.ended,

Types of beef ‘cattle'and. techniques of producing~them have undergone 

many changes. Beef production became a leading industry almost from its 

inception in Montana and has remained.so ever-since. "Montana, in turn, 

has been for many years not only a leading, state.:in-feeder,.cattle pro

duction, but has a reputation for-producing high quality feeder cattle.

There is nothing sacred about such a position, however.. Most segments 

of the beef industry are in the midst of.drastic.changes. Many old areas 

are changing to new methods and new forms of production;. New areas are 

now ready to challenge the position of areas:holding historically prominent 

positions. Montana is one of .the historic, areas .of beef production that 

are about to.be challenged.by the growing industry in the South and South

east. This industry is-vital i to .the economy'of Montana;. ' It'is important 

to appraise the .means, at;-thhaindustry ’s disppal .which can be used to keep 

and perhaps improve its position.



Percentage 
of Total 
Receipts

Figure 2. 

* Source:

Cattle & 
Calves

Wheat

Cash Receipts as a Percentage of Farm Marketings by a Particular Commodity of 
Each Major Group, 1954-1961.*
Montana Department of Agriculture, Statistical Reporting Service, Helena, Montana.
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Feeder. Cattle are .a..Strategic .Export Product

Within the Montana-: cattle :industry ..the..production iof' feeder and Stocker 

. cattle is the main, enterprise , of most, operations. .. Other .types - of cattle 

sold for slaughter or finishing are.largely-by-products.of this endeavor, 

i.e., cull cows. and .bulls, dry.cows and. such,. The production of two and 

three-year olds has dropped to the point"of!insignificances Seldom are 

animals held beyond the stage of long yearlings;before starting finishing 

operations.

Montana cash receipts for:cattle and .calves, in 1961 were $166,048,000; 
$156,934,000 in 1962; and $137,338,000 in 1963. ..Although some receipts 

are included for classes other than .feeder .cattle.-they• are-insignificant. 

Further, it- is difficult:,to>...attribute.: an exact ..figure to" classes and grades 

because of wide' yearly and- seasonal:.swings-. in::prices;, wide - variability 

in weights and ages,.and, nonrstandard .definitions .,of !.grades. Regular, 

reliable recordings, of .theser f actors are-.not. made;-iiv Montana.

Statistical evidence does • indicate,' though., that: in - terms" of gross 

income or cash receipts the .feeder .cattle' industry is strategic:to-Montana’s 

■ economic welfare. 2/ At this point two-' considerations are due. Because 

the industry is a significant source"of income.in all areas.of the state, 

it exerts substantial leverage-on agri-businesses:throughout the state.

Trade and service industries, in all :areas of the1 state.:extract varying

2/ Maxine C . Johnson. Beefi Cattle in the Montana-Economy, Montana State 
University, 1961, p. 13.



portions,■ all significant^'from the feeder cattle.industry. 3/

The second consideration-due t h e .feeder cattle- industry is that of an

export ,industry. Table-.I'. illustrates that .ajlarge.portion .of steers,

heifers and -calves ..inspected, both .at .country,, points-and'-,at markets , and
/

r moved--out’ of - the county , / were1 shipped- out-of-state » : Bear in mind that not 

all inspections necessarilyrepresent.vsalesi.-i.,iln: addition,^heifers were 

included in total movements'-:and-.in shipments.^out-rof-state.,-:. - Sales of 

' replacement heifers then- would-::- appear , in.; total !-.movements-' even though ' these 

cattle are not intended- to be'feeder.cattle^..Mostvofvthem would see the 

market-'again as ' dry - or- culli.cows.

Slightly more thanvhalf::ofi,the-::tqtalvmovements....of feeder cattle were 

of calves .- Over ■ the-r six-year•; period., shown, „the:, variation:was small. The 

• largest change -tookv,placet.-inv 1961:,due, tot.-drought-;conditions. - ,

The portion o f ■feeder-cattle- making., up .total out-of-state shipments 

ran rather steady, averaging about 74,percent. -Galves again averaged 

; around the 50 percent level of the feeder/cattle .in out-ofT-state shipments.

• Table II gives a top-ten ranking of states to which these feeder 

■ calves are shipped for the "same-years ' under ̂.consideration;, -Although' there 

has been some slight shifting'inrrecent years;, the:,market for Montana feeder 

cattle is well defined.- Among~the top five-1 states, -no--state has moved 

more than one place in rank .-over the. six-yearvperiod,.: ;,Iowavhas ̂ remained 

first place through'the .periods : Illinois-has^retained second place. Not

- 8 -

3/ Ibid., p. 16.



TABLE I. MOVEMENTS OF MONTANA FEEDER CATTLE, 1958-1963. *

Year Total Movements 
of Feeder Cattle

Percentage 
of Calves

Total Out-of-State 
Shipments

Feeder Cattle 
.Out-of-State 
Shipments

Column 5 
as a

Percentage 
of Column 4

Percentage Calves 
in Feeder Cattle 
Out-of-State 
Shipments

1958 1,232,312 51.46 1,086,491 761,101 70.05 50.71
1959 1,252,046 48.83 1,069,348 773,963 72.37 47.52
1960 1,473,528 50.61 1,227,835 916,202 74.62 50.76
1961 1,465,814 57.08 1,201,893 876,388 72.92 55.89
1962 1,321,997 55.10 977,406 739,367 75.65 55.63
1963 1,296,069 52.49 881,192 671,043 76.15 51.10
Average .1,340,294 52.58 1,074,028 789,677 73.63 51.94

* Source: Montana Department of Agriculture, Statistical Reporting Service, Helena, Montana.



TABLE II. RANKING OF TOP.TEN STATES RECEIVING MONTANA FEEDER CALVES, 1958-1963. *

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

I Iowa Iowa Iowa Iowa Iowa Iowa
2 Illinois Illinois Illinois Illinois Illinois Illinois
3 Nebraska Nebraska Nebraska Minnesota Minnesota Minnesota
4 Wyoming Wyoming Minnesota Nebraska Nebraska Wyoming
5 Minnesota Minnesota Wyoming South Dakota Wyoming Nebraska

'6 South Dakota South Dakota South Dakota Wyoming South Dakota South Dakota
7 Kansas Colorado North Dakota Kans as North Dakota North Dakota
8 Colorado Kansas Kansas Colorado Idaho Idaho
9 Idaho Idaho Colorado Texas Kansas Wisconsin

10 North Dakota 'North Dakota Idaho North Dakota Wisconsin Kansas

* Source: Montana Department of Agriculture, Statistical Reporting Service, Helena, Montana.
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all feeder cattle went directly to users. Iowa, Illinois» Nebraska, and 

Minnesota each have collection yards ~belonging.-.to speculators'receiving 

large numbers of cattle:from Montana; These speculators have buyers which 

operate in- large, almost, delineated areas oftMontana. : These same speculators 

also own. holding yards - andi grazing .land,;in.:Montana-.and-:;other states in 

order to take : advantage*; of ..market:timing,. •: .Several; of:them"own auction 

yards and other marketing:facilities or.have^controlling.interests in them.

• These, structural aspects should..be. taken.. into. cons ider at ion;, in making 

deductions from.Table II.

There- exists ■ a practice;; > already .pronounced:: and..expected-: to grow, of

■ crossing Angus bulls with Hereford Cows; to,.obtain ."black baldy" calves.

This started out as. a means of more'safely calving heifers as 2-year olds 

and obtaining a higher :percentage calf, crop; from..these...heifers. Feedlot

- performance; probably due- to,:hybrid . vigor ; .has .• increased', the' demand for

■ this type; of. feeder, calf. ..If this" demand .".continues -to: increase; it means 

that marketing practices for.-.heifers will. becaltered. All "cross" heifers 

will be sold as feeders and straight-bred replacement heifers'will.need to 

be purchased for the cow herd. Implicationscare.that, if carried far enough, 

this practice could have .the - effect of restructuring production programs.

It also-could restructure•individual.marketing.programs, and the numbers, 

types, classes and timing- of'"she-stuff"- arriving.ou the market.

The production■and marketing-of' feeder .cattle. in..Montana are very 

seasonal operations . Some: operators have lately undertaken'fall calving 

enterprises and claim varying degrees of success. .Thecweather'in Montana
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though, is a powerful limiting factor; One should not.expect' to obtain 

m u c h .cyclical dampening through this medium. Any investigation of cattle 

marketing problems in Montana .should..there fore be cognizant of this season

al production and marketing, pattern.. Table-.III,.affords an examination of 

numbers of steers andvheifers shipped..out-of-state over the past six 

years. The percentage of.the yearly total shipped in each month is listed. 

The percentage for like.months.over the .six-year .period is averaged. These 

average, percentages show.’that ' September and- October .are., the..months in which 

more than half of the steers and heifers are. shipped::out-of-state. The 

build-up1 of numbers, shipped., starts and. continues..through:August to the 

peaks in September and October.. InvNovember.,.numbers, shipped let down to 

about the same, volume as.that.of:August.. A first trough shows-up in Feb

ruary after a continuing decline. throughout ...December ..and: January. A 

slight , increase, occurs ,,in-April , and. continues. into .May only to be converted 

into a decline, then another..trough, in: June-. ...Individual years have their 

own stories to tell. The.early increase invnumbers.shipped in July, 1961 

and reaching the high point earlier, in September points to the drought 

which occurred that.year.. T h e .higher, numbers shipped'in. November and 

December of 1963 point to the drastically changing market conditions of 

that season.

Much of the same is given for number of calves shipped out-of-state 

in Table IV. Notable among-the-differences is;that the-peaks'and troughs 

are more extreme in numbers. The highest number of calves shipped is in 

October. The next highest number, in November, is. only little more than 

half of that in October; The fall-off is very, rapid,.followed by a
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gradual reduction until;the."trough is reached, in.May and;June. The build

up" is very slight until suddenly October again; ..Again.," each year reflects 

or fails to reflect disturbances.- ' The. conditions" at..work ;on~shipments out- 

of-state of steers and heifers in 1961 and.in/19.63,had about the same effect 

on shipments of calves.

The'Market1 Here in Montana

At the present "time-j. a considerable portionr.of..the.,finest" quality feeder 

cattle in the nation; by generally:acceptedcindustry standards^ is produced 

"in- Montana. .The Montana .Agricultural ExperimentStation;: 4;/ working in 

cooperation with the cattle industry has.madeitremendous"progress in beef 

cattle improvement.

Much interest has.been shown recently:in.Montana-in:the feeding of cattle 

within the state. Available feed"grains ..could"support -an almost endless 

expansion, of.cattle feeding. /Such an industry would her able to realize 

economies of-transportation/of basic inputs and-be.able; to-.utilize labor 

and other resources which are in.danger of under-utilization. However, recent 

research indicates that slaughter, packing, and processing facilities already 

in existence in the state could handle limited1, increased-production'of fed 

cattle 5/ It seems that there -are1'restricted possibilities for such an 

industry.

4/ Contributions from animal scientists of the"Montana.-Agricultural Experi
ment Station are extensive; with publications too numerous to cite. Many 
such contributions appear in proceedings of annual conferences.

5/‘ Charles Hv Rust and Clive R. Harston;-The Survival"and- Growth Potential
of Small Meatpacking Businesses in Montana, a study prepared for the Mont
ana State Planning Board"(Bozeman-; Mont". Ag Expt; Sta., MSC; 1963), p. 80.



TABLE III. SHIPMENTS OF MONTANA STEERS AND HEIFERS OUT-OF-STATE, 1958rl963. *

Month 1958 1959 % 1960 % 1961 % 1962 % 1963 % Average %
January 8,964 2.3 10,400 2.5 15,349 3.4 18,030 4.7 13,694 4.2 7,698 2.3 3.2
February 7,691 2.0 7,871 1.8 11,498 2.6 12,142 3.1 12,000 3.7 8,362 2.5 2.6
March 9,587 2.5 18,823 4.9 21,582 5.2 22,824 6.1 16,337 5.0 19,904 6.0 5.0
April 18,248 5.6 19,035 5.1 25,004 5.8 26,804 7.1 27,553 8.4 18,656 5.6 6.3
May 15,798 5.0 9,063 2.3 17,470 4.1 15,130 3.8 11,571 3.5 12,704 3.9 3.8
June 10,065 3.0 5,675 1.4 17,526 4.0 13,487 3.5 5,659 1.7 7,338 2.2 2.6
July 9,217 2.7 10,250 2.6 22,398 5.2 31,448 8.7 7,027 2.1 9,241 2.8 3.9
August 24,637 6.7 32,989 8.2 58,105 13.7 55,923 15.0 18,633 5.7 22,523 6.9 9.4
September 124,373 33.5 112,568 28.0 112,430 24.5 76,978 20.3 86,537 26.5 62,429 19.0 25.3
October 113,898 28.1 107,301 24.2 102,627 21.0 78,025 18.5 92,002 28.1 94,305 28.7 24.8
November 22,105 5.7 53,530 13.6 35,950 7.9 27,385 7.0 26,977 8.2 48,789 14.9 9.5
December 10,567 2.9 19,757 5.0 11,172 2.5 8,436 2.2 . 9,101 2.8 16,193 4.9 3.4
TOTAL 375,150 100^'406,164 100 451,111 100 386,612 100 327,091 100 328,142 100

* Source: Montana Department of Agriculture » Statistical Reporting Service, Helena, Montana
a/ Percent of total number each month.
b/ Since percentages have been rounded off to one decimal point percentage columns will not necessarily

total 100.



TABLE IV. OUT-OF-STATE SHIPMENTS OF MONTANA CALVES, 1958-1963. *

Month 1958 %-/ 1959 % 1960 % 1961 % 1962 % 1963 % Average %

January 10,925 2.8 15,696 4.3 24,848 5.3 24,411 5.0 17,496 4.3 10,253 3.0 4.2
February 4,925 1.3 5,710 1.6 11,440 2.5 9,264 1.9 8,124 2.0 6,609 1.9 - 1.8
March 6,597 1.7 9,300 2.4 12,472 2.7 11,384 2.3 5,914 1.4 4,277 1.2 2.0
April 4,886 1.3 6,743 1.8 5,117 1.1 5,516 1.1 8,481 2.1 2,419 0.7 1.4
May 3,261 .8 1,363 .4 3,261 0.7 2,969 0.6 2,224 0.5 2,124 0.6 0.6
June 1,914 .5 1,309 .4 3,680 0.8 5,066 1.0 3,023 . 0.7 2,475 0.7 0.7
July 1,667 1 .4 1,112 .3 3,189 0.7 16,179 3.3 861 0.2 914 0.3 0.9
August 2,846 .7 3,261 .9 3,817 0.8 37,941 7.8 904 0.2 766 0.2 1.7
September 15,074 3.9 12,356 3.4 20,114 4.3 49,260 10.1 6,738 1.6 5,273 1.5 4.1
October 210,922 54.7 135,443 36.8 230,001 49.5 211,207 43.1 223,079 54.2 133,017 38.8 46.2
November 103,416 26.8 112,534 30.6 123,280 26.5 96,697 19.7 114,659 27.9 142,154 41.5 28.7
December 19,518 5.1 62,972 17.1 23,872 5.1 19,882 4.1 19,773 4.8 32,620 9.6 7.6
TOTAL 385,951 100^367,799 100 465,091 100 489,776 100 411,276 100 342,901 100

* Source: Montana Department of Agriculture, Statistical Reporting Service, Helena, Montana,
a/ Percentage of total number each month.
b/ Since percentages have been rounded off to one decimal point percentage columns will not necessarily

total 100.
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The Limit' of the In-State Market

One- collateral consideration comes to' the fore,;' evenr if the cattle 

feeding'-industry should show anticipated growth;, in- the near- future, it 

still could not utilize'torbest advantage-'the quality; of- feeder--cattle 

produced in M o n t a n a A .  high,-percentage. of?Montanazfeeder cattle have, 

inherent - characteristics*'which;, - with efficient:, feeding-: operations’, enable 

them to reach the higher, slaughter:grades.; ~Ther;demand -.on-’ the'West' Coast 

and; in .the Intermonntainustatesr is:for, slaughter,.cattle;which grade low 

choice and good; . Those- are:the.:grades;.which;- oneuf inds being- predominately 

fed" in'Montana.ifeedlots.

..Evidence presented-ins a*: recent:.stadyeindieates;; that':beef*' slaughter 

and"-consumption in^Montana:;are:,.approximateIy,..in:.balance» _6/’ Marketing 

of products -from;.inr-state .expansion- must! look .foruoutt-ofestate outlets . 

Since other intermountain: states are . in about :: t h e r s a m e position-, near 

markets may-’-be1 hard to-come by.

Challenge- to - Montana.' scExport. Market -

That Montana-' scfeederccattle,..arei.today.iof .top- qualityrand..bring 

commensurate prices is not;enough; :;'Montana hasr’long.',had- competition 

from other"areas which have-traditionally, raised: feeder: cattle;- A very 

rapid expansion of beef cattle production isr.nowutaking’place outside the 

areas;which- are usually1 considered to be traditionally beef cattle or 

- ....: .: : ' - -. . • • ’

- b/ Ibid; p p . 14-15.
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range country.

The growth of urban population on the. East and West .Coasts, the Ohio 

Valley, and in the Southwest h a s , it can be:said,.contributed indirectly 

to the shifting of areas,;of-supply.-.of/.feeder, cattle.. . Therincrease in 

average income of these :,consumers .has'.changed;their.-meat :preferences ; they 

have continued tordemand, more , beef,

■ The'/production.-of beef v.cattler is becoming; an. attractive economic 

alternative for,agricultural; resources ... .An. outstanding, area in point is 

the southeastern ,states* ; The;area has the.-climate, for..almost- year around 

production. When this area lost cotton.as itsvbig„income.producer, beef 

cattle production was/.the. next.best. alternative.. .Conversion of tilled land 

to grazing land was -also,:;a;:.conservation, measure:welcomed -by many groups for 

many reasons. ;

Extension.workers/in.these.states:aggressively,spread-the merits of 

■ beef cattle production testing andzother^recent findings of agricultural 

• researchers.. . A very; short.time ago this ."area .produced:: an ■ insignificant 

number of beef cattle;, now,.it.,ranks .nearly, the.highest:,in the nation and 

is s til I..growing,, rapidly. 7/, ■ Virginia,has^gone .from.50^000 beef: cows in 

. 1940 to. 450,000. in,. 1963,.. /Kentucky--has more, than/doubled :its beef cow 

numbers-in:the last six years;' Mississippi started the year 1963 with 

879;000 beef cows as compared:with.I,210,000.in/Montana. Whereas the 

January I, 1963 .inventory;:shows: that, nationally,- beef cow numbers; increased

JJ Warren L. Trock, Cattle Feeding in the: Northern-Great'Plains, Bulletin 
576, Montana Agricultural Experiment'Station-,;'Bozeman,-Montana, April 
1963; p p . 12-13.
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6 percent ," the-western;'Corn-Belt states *showvan increase, o f 7 o5 percent 

and the Southcentral states, show... an; increase^.of .6v5' percent-, ■■■'The • Midwes t 

and East show-' thev:bi.gges.t:increase;: i n Mbeef;.heifersi,.which"-indicates 

intentions- of increasing beef cattle:numbers; in, that,.section.

There is ample evidence, that;the, quality .of:calves, from .these areas 

is improving: as rapidly, as-the .number, As ‘mentioned; above-, "producers have 

shown that they are eager to put to use the. findings: of^experiment stations. 

In addition. extension.c-.agen.ts?: in; these areas are .busy; demonstrating the 

advantages' of various marketing-methods and; techniques ..and:, these-" teachings 

are being, well-received.

Although the progress being'made, in these-areas is the most'spectacular, 

the movement-' is ■ in the same direction in several: other areas.", The expansion 

of production and changes;of movement of feeder-cattle are very complex, 

and no attempt at, treatment; will'be made in this study,-:It is the purpose 

of this section to point"out."thati.Montana.. could;lose;a; substantial portion 

of its feeder cattle market,

.. ■ Structural.,Changesv.in Feeder.. Cattle . Marketing 

■■ From the foregoing:, it; is:: evident that the ways.-: in "which' the; feeder 

cattle .industry in .Montanavcanunaintain or increase its competitive 

position- are.limited; One way would be. by:achieving a greater measure 

of marketing .efficiency, rThisv-study ".will concentrate' on problems in the 

marketing: of feeder cattle:, in Montana, To aid :in,-establishing'arperspec- 

tive for. such a study.some:of;the.market structural, changes of the past 

need:to;be.considered.
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"A livestock" marketing" system" began-with the, growth 
of towns and-cities during" the latter part of the 
seventeenth and the early part of the eighteenth 
centuries. Prior to that time, most of the people 
lived on the land, and the individual family was 
entirely self-sufficient, producing .its .own,supplies 
of meat, fats, leather.and wool. There was no need 
for a marketing system, and the marketing= problem 
did not existo .As cities developed, and. began t° 
depend on nearby farmers for.their meat and animal 
■ products , the marketing system emerged,"8/

Changes. Leading, to. Terminal Markets

Shortly after the close of the Civil War,, it" is. estimated that cattle 

worth $4,00 in Texas would .have been, worth $40= on: a .Northern' market ,9_/

First, efforts, to market these.herds were uncertain,;.almost .desperate, 

attempts to reach a .railrhead, . The-drovers ,.:in..following a natural tendency 

to proceed directly  ̂ encountered irate farmers who blamed their cows' 

illnesses on the transient..cattle, multitudes ;of. bandits•and poor feed 

conditions. It. soon became ̂ apparent; that ..cattle trails had to be more to the

West, But this requirement..added considerably to :the distance and time of
>

travel; J. G, McCoy; a livestock shipper.from.Illinois, is credited with 

being the. .first;; to see. clearly, what was needed to; bring. Southern, drovers

Steward H, Fowler; The Marketing of Livestock and Meat, Second Edition 
The Interstate Printers and Publishers-, Inc:,; DanvilIe, 1961 pp. 35-6,

9/ Walter Prescott Webb, The Great Plains, 'New York: ■ Grosset & Dunlap, 
1931 p. 216. This publication offers a complete and well documented 
study of the inception and early growth of cattle. production as an 
industry.
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and Northern- buyers together. 10/. . Railroads were going.to push 'West any
way. His plan was to establish rail transportation and handling facilities 

farther to the West so that the:cattle herds' could.remain on the prairie 

through, their travel.: McCoy,. after, refusals from, other companies , con

vinced the Kansas .Pacific to.furnish service to the:.Missouri River and the 

:■ Hannibal- and. St. Joe Railroad, ."at:.a. special-, rate,, to, Chicago; The refusal 

by the Missouri Pacific, ,turned the. cattle .traffic: from-St". Louis, and 

McCoy thought, made. Chicago: the, principal.cattle. market ..for many: years .11/ 
He selected as his. terminal, the;outpost of:Abilene-,..Kansas.

It was i n " S e p t e m b e r 186-7, before the. -first,.shipment;:of: cattle went 
out-^destined for Chicago. But 35,000 head:of.Texas cattle went out that 

year, even with a late.start....In 1871, five years later, 700,000.head were 
loaded and shipped out : the. same-way. McCoy had;, intelligently diagnosed 

the- critical need for,.change,.i.e., large,capacity.of cheap transportation 

and expansive, permanent, handling and.'shipping .facil±ties-ea cow town,

- if one: wishes. - Chicago, grew-.' rap idly . as „ a:; r ai lroad, center, and as. livestock 

production inc re as e d b  e came-' t h e •Iives to ck:marke ting r capital of the United 

States.

10/ Ibid., p p . 219-20. 

UJ Ibid., p. 220.
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During the1 first' decade' following ■ the' Civil" War;,. several railroad 

companies had built facilities'there-for'the handling-of'livestock. In 

1865,' these; companies: consolidated their-efforts and;established the
- T

Union Stockyard of-Chicago--the"firs't"mDdern"-public' livestock market in 

the United States. 'Thersuccess'of'the Chicago public market'led to the

■ establishment: of similar: markets at' other- railroad':centers" and' important 

river crossings.

During"these-yearsthe: growth:;' development; :and particularly, the

■ location of'the, stockyards was/closely associated: with: railroad expansion. 

Terminal markets a n d ’concentration-yards'becamer.anrimportant-link in the 

livestock-marketing'chain.".'.'./Another"factor:.influencing: the= growth of 

terminals, -particularly- in" the-Midwesf, was' the:.development"of' the refrig

erator-car in the'early ISSOjs . This:permitted~packing companies to 

gradually:shift: their: slaughter-operations: from-thee.consuming: centers in

■ the" East:, to-. Pher more;; concent rated areas o f: lives tockr-.s uppliesv in-; the Mid

west, and ship-their:meat,'East . 12/ N e w  and-.better-markets"for""western

- dressed--:beef "v were:.thee.signhlsfor:. greatertcattle production: in-' the' western 

part of"the- nation.-'The'rapid growth"of* the; ranger:cattle-:business also 

. caused:.a~ marked- change-in, beefrproductions:in.the? Corn" Beltr states.; Feedlots 

;■ could- be/ filled--with- western", cattle' at; a lower-.' Costrthanrnative' cattle could 

be-'raised- atjTiome.; - I n  addition,"widespread- use; of improved breeding stock.

12/ Edward Uvacek and D.. Li,; Wilson; Livestock; Terminal. Markets , USDA 
- Marketing;Research:Reporf-No.'299', January;,■ 1959 p. 2.
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and feeding practices throughout the"range, .countryi resulted- in"cattle that 

would fatten-' and- fInishr out" at an- early age* vSince:-these; cattle proved 

highly; satisfactory'for-feeding-purposes, the"beef: cattle.business in the 

Corn Belt, became: largely. a: finishinguoperation^, 13/

1 ' Changes-Leading tor Auction;. Markets

Since th e 'mi d̂ -twenties,™the':relat-iverimp.ortance of,, terminal" .markets 

as an outlet for slaughter-livestock has/declined for . all;,species of live

stock, although less" f orgeat tie than*- others*. The^relative importance of 

feeder and Stocker cattle.declined'- from*; the^.1920... toother mid-thirties then 

increased generally: until. 195:7.* 14/. Although;;total: numbers= of saleable

receipts of"cattle at: 12.public.stockyards;combined^hasrshown little change 
from 1940 to 1962, like receipts of calves have shown slight variability 
from 1940 to 1947 then an almost steady drop from 2,598,587 head to 935,996 
head in 1962. 15/ Throughout this period, total marketings-of;cattle.and

calves have increased. . - - - -

After World War I,-the: improvements, in-motor;.trucks*,- the- vast expan

sion of hard-surfaced highways*:throughont'-the-.country^ and the increasing 

use of the radio combined^to reduce* the'-advantage,,derived* from the concen- 

* tration of livestock at the terminal markets*- The-"growth" of packing plants 

within the-areas*of-production* and- by-the; incfeasing-sipopulari t y o f  Iive-

13/ Agricultural Research -Bulletin No'. 15, "Cattle and Calvesi--Where They're 
Raised and Beef•• is Eateulf j-Swift'and"Company*;-Agricultural-Research Div., 

■ Chicago, 1963,’p p . 5-6.

14/ Uvacek- and* Wilson; op. cit., p. 9.

15/ Livestock and Meat Statistics,*: 1962, USDA, Statistical Bulletin, No.
333, Washington, July, 1963, p. 51.
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stock-auction markets alse played a role. 16/

The number of auction markets1 increased; from about' 266*'operating in 

1930- to .2,472 b y  1949= *' The"peak' in''numbers*was5-reached; in'1952" when over 

2,500 auctions were holding;sales= Factors,.in:addition to those above, 

leading to the growth: of, auction; markets' were1- the;, development-; o f . more . 

uniform grades and- weight: classifications-:, for;.livestock andr improvements 

made by the Federal Government in providing more, extensive? collection and 

dissemination of market news = 17/

Harston indicates -another, growth, factory "The: small:.local" auction also 

serves as an afternoon, social.to many: rural .folksy . Often i f  is difficult 

to find a place to sit at the; local sale; yet;.the. baying may be done 

primarily by those on the,first two rows.V 18/ ,Therauction market is 

often conveniently, located and the.producer.can .follow his cattle through 

the sale = Since time.in.transportation1 is less than,shipping"to terminal 

markets, the producer has^control; over1 hisr.product,..longer through..the 

marketing process.-= :0ut..West,;.aimarket was, needed .for:-cull cattle of too 

little value to warrant. high;,marketing costs;=;.. uSpecial"■ feeder calf sales 

have attracted high quality calves- in good number. Too; they have served 

an educational purpose . Producers have: been- able tor witnes-s ■ thei marginal 

value product differential:attributable to better quality bulls and 

improved cow herds" (MVP>MC) =

16/ Fowler, o p = cit.. p. 226=
17/ Gerald Engelman and Betty- Sue Pence ,'Livestock1Auction'Markets in

the United States,• USDA1, Marketing" Research'Report ,7No = ' 223, March, 
1958; PP= 5-6 =

18/ Clive R= Harston; An Economics Studyrof .Community Livestock Auctions 
In Washington, Bul= 545," Wash"= Ag Expt.- Sta=, Pullman, April, 1954.
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The peak in auction numbers, just over 2,500', was reached"in 1952.

But growth was slowing down. By 1955, auction market numbers: had declined 

to 2,322. 19/

Changes Leading, to.Direct Marketing

The growth and relative importance of auctions b y  species of livestock 

and with other marketing methods varied.considerably, with, regions and even 

by states within a region.

Many of the f actors'-Which:: caused the . growth, of the-auction market 

m a y  be found in element: in' the; causes for increased direct-marketing. 20/ 

Roads,-highway and - farms-have:continued to;improve. Specialized cattle 

trucks have been'designed and built for long,:distance;:haulingv Cattle 

frequently are picked up:at the ranch loading,chute and,unloaded at the 

Midwestern farmer’s feedlot. However-,, a :large..number, of Montana feeder 

cattle are still shipped by rail,.especially:thosergoing to the most distant 

points. Improvements, of/radio:; telephone-e-especially-: rural'telephone, and 

teletype service have affected direct'marketing-. And'now, television. 

Educational programs of high' schools;:. colleges , andrgovernment' agencies 

have given the producer more conf idence and an inclination' to - assume more 

of his marketing functions.

19/ Engelman and Pence, o p ; cit., p. I

20/ Direct marketing of feeder cattle is defined for purposes of this study 
as sales directly from producer to feedlot operators; order-buyers, 
dealers, and other ranchers,where the sale is completed between the 
seller and the buyer.
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Table V shows h o w  the cattle shipped= oot-of-rs tate: were .dispersed 

through1 the;-various brand?inspection' points: over the. past- six-years .■ These 

figures afford the best indication- of thevdistribution-: of marketing" methods 

used, however,: records with this particular.information-were not kept before 

1958; In that year, a - revised;::brand-:inspection: form:;was-put= infuse. No 

distinct trend• in market, chan-geciscdi-scernable-;;in?this:.short™time period. 

However, - some;-.observations, canvbe- advanced.

First, i t - can :be. noted-.-that™inspections "at.; the-country shipping' points 

have averaged around-= 58 percent over the-time .period :and.--make up-more than 

half of the total shipments !-out-of-state-. - Second-.inspections: of- this type 

have* at least- held their own= and hint at an ,upward., trend.

Also-, it- is noticeable, that out-of-state:.-:shipments-- from:Montana auc

tions have held about steady, over, the.-time,.period-.- This increase in 

inspections' at country shipping points-- indicatescan increase-in direct 

marketing at the-expense=, ofroutT-ofT-state-..specifiedcmarket^shipments. .

Not .all-- shipments -in-1 thisvcategory- are-to terminal markets . Some-are to 

out-of-state auction markets. 21/

21/ Any attempt at complete-; tabulation, of: movement-of1 feeder-cattle from 
producer to-next--user-is made™complex and confusing?by™the inter
play of dealers. Throughisome- categories=of-inspection points, these 
movements- are- thought- to be=-insignif leant ; others not.,
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The- changes discussed- in this ,section-have; been , those:,concerning the 

marketing of live-cattler. 'Many"changes; havet taken place:.in other phases of 

the livestock-meat complex^;, .These: in turnrhave ..had: a 1 feedback" effect on 

cattle' production .and marketing;.; To-name- a - few=;- the.many= innovations of 

the= packing industry5, .growings size1 and':bargaining ,power5- of * food; retailers , 

less concentration-of- strength, among-"the-'.largev,packing firms,- reduction in 

meat' wholesaling- and,mores direct sales^between:packers and retailers, 

immense :growth of; commercial, feedlot'operations, andv:more;.production 

specifications for. livestock .and,.meat. The automobile and; the-home-refrig

erator; enabling the5consumer, to' buy'less frequently and farther-away, has 

been no less important.

The-Research=. Prob Iem

This paper will deal.directly.with the problenv-of;increasing the 

efficiency of1 the=marketing process. It will be.specifically"concerned 

with= increasing 'the- efficiency.of5, direct-, marketing= of, feeder- cattle,. The 

market ■ information:: level,: and; inf ormationai^ equal ity:. as:; between - the buyer 

and' the^ seller 1 are - the primary measures"of;: market=.;ef f iciency- to; be- examined» 

The feeder' cattle' industry^is' made'upr.-ofvmany- f irms' of1 widely- varying 

size but none' large=enough= to affect-pricing"and output-on"an-industry-wide 

scale.- The problem s-ituation^was=posed'-in',.terms= of=. therindnstry. This 

specific research' problem;■' though5; examines=; a -'randomly^selected,-.represent

ative s ample -of' ranching-' firms - o n  a state and ,area-withins?state basis.

Qncei this sample= is identified- and described'; - the market characteristics 

allow inferences drawn from the sample - to'be= applied;to1the'industry.
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TABLE V, SHIPMENTS OF 
1958-1963. *

MONTANA CATTLE OUT-OF-STATE BY INSPECTION POINTS,

Inspected at
Country Inspected at Inspected at
Shipping Montana Specified Markets

Year Points Markets Out-Of-State Total

Number of Head

1958 639,964 352,285 94,242 1,086,491
1959 558,578 388,033 . 122,737 1,069,348
1960 708,503 415,107 104,225 1,227,835
1961 697,052 410,822 94,019 1,201,893
I 962 608,085 319,353 49,968 977,406
I 963 536,263 295,587 49,340 881,192

Percentages

1958 58.9 32.4 8.7 100
1959 52.2 36.3 11.5 100
1960 57.7 33.8 8.5 100
1961 58.0 34.2 6.2 100
1962 62.2 32.7 5.1 100
1963 60.9 33.5 5.6 100

* Source: Montana Department of Agriculture, Statistical Reporting Service,
Helena, Montana
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Any means ' which' wxll • improve' the- bargaining7-position - of" the- individual 

rancher,‘'wiil increase his • marketingveffIeienejr^t. ■ Sueh«.meansvw6en-made 

available to ail = ranchersv.in" the-.,:state",rwill^increasesthe marketing 

■ efficiency of the'industry/int the:, state*'- This",research was ̂ designed to 

isolate and,define- sueh<.means,

Objectives.

Thisf s tudy >■ wi 1 1 measure; the; relative- extent; to-iwhich- direct" marketing 

auction markets ,■ and: terminal 'markets- are- being-;: usedrby--the!- feeder--' cattle 

producers; within- the-, state. ■ It w i l l : attempt:- toe measure=-- the= producers’ 

attitudes-towards these,marketing methods?,-reasons:, for? these?attitudes and 

aspirations toward- methods- of.- marketing. ■ . It; will..- at temptr tof- evaluate the 

bargaining position of then individual.' rancherr andjof f err suggestions for 

• improvement -of- this position;= The'.study/will, pursue-:ther following'-specific 

objectives: -

1. To determine ther.preference7 the-, feeder-;.cattle?producer 
holds ,for; direct:.marketing?,r.auctionsv.and«terminal■ markets, 
and to determine-::thei..e-xtent; tovwhich he actually uses 
these- marketing"methods.

2. To determine--why"therfeeder cattle rancher-in= Montana
' has generally"increased'"his"-preferenee'for" direct

marketing.

• 3= To delineate- areas.:-in=7the- direct"marketing: process- which 
may, be--improved--; in'.order' to" give" the- rancher? a better 
bargaining- position.

4. To evaluate the role the'feeder:cattle7contract and 
examine- extant contract"arrangements.

5. To?measure the.use%ofravailable/market information and
to determine- its- adequacy- for an- evaluation-by7the"rancher 
of his marketing alternatives a n d ■for the?improvement of 
,.direct marketing.
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Hypothesis

• ■ The feeder cattle producer in'Montana-, in -order to:.maintain his econ

omic position, needs"to-improve"his marketing<efficieney^. There is an 

imbalance of bargaining-power between the;:commercial::direct"buyer and the 

producer= Improved marketing, information-made readily: available would 

■ do much toward increasing: thecequality of -bargaining;, strength between the 

Buyer* and the,producer. - Little- of ' the marketing-information which is 

available is suited to the-producer's/preferred-marketing-method. The 

producer is not aware-of. much market information that is* available, nor 

is he able-to-" gather-, it"and^put it - to - use". - Ther feeder-' cattle' producer 

and the next user of-the*product, b y  bargaining more directly may=improve 

market efficiency .’ The* producer,' the- feedlot- operator,: and- society in 

general will benefit-. - Regardless1- of"whichrmarketingrmethod is: used by 

the'producer, an improved'information level will increase- his! benefits 

to some extent.

Procedure

Source of Data

Information-to- place--the-cattle feeder-marketing'problems- in- perspec- -

tive was developed-primariI y  through1 the use of- secondary :material. However,

- analysis'of the- problems-associated-withcdireet=transactions-per se 

required- information* from - the:"producers- takings* part in-the- bargaining 

process <; To meet these-data needsf/ a random* sample- of 120 ranchers- located
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throughout the state were interviewed. The' fact: that little-was known 

of the actual parameters of the total population made the chosen sample 

size depend heavily on the. judgment and experienee-,.of the:. researcher.

"Samp-iiT-ig Considerations

Considerations of choice were; the desired- representativeness, degree 

of accuracy, time involved', and cost of travel.- The definitive^ climatic, 

and topographic regions- of- the state which.likely. affect'the'organization 

of beef cattle , operations?.rather closely follow the;, delineation of the 

seven crop reporting, districts, used1.by the; Montana.Department: of Agricul

ture as shown' inr Figurev3. • These'districts', then; were used as frame

areas; Two districts'were found to be distinctly.lower in numbers of 
cattle and calves on ranches and in total movements of feeder cattle
out of county. These two districts were assigned a '’quota of one 
sampling county each'. The other five districts'were-assigned a quota of

two sampling counties each. A random twc-digit'number list was formed. 22/

All number groups from 01 to 56 were' allowed. Next, a table of Montana

car license plant prefix numbers, which designate counties, was .formed.

Proceeding from- the top of the two-digit number list, a -selection- was made

of any county whose car license prefix' number- was*identical/ to a two-digit

number until the quota of counties for all seven districts-had been filled.

In areas having two'samplings counties , the- first and second' county selected

are marked so in Figure 3.

22/ G. W. Snedecor, Statistical Methods , 4th-Edition, Iowa State College 
Press, Ames, Iowa, 1946, p. 4.
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Ten' observations ■ f rom'each" county-were needed-. Names - of ranchers 

were randomly drawn- from•the'Brand Inspection.Record files. 'Two criteria 

were set up for the selection of names: One, that a bill of sale was

passed; two, that the-inspection was made on the feeder'class of'cattle.

The names could have been-selected'from out^of-state-market files'* - Montana 

markets, files; or'Country Shipping-Points files. . • Since- the- study is

• largely concerned with direct marketing;■ the-'latter- file- for-the year-1962
r

was selected from which- to draw names. This-technique1 slightly- biased the 

study but does: not‘restrict-itTfrom-rendering-inferences~which"are appli

cable* to a* large-portion of- the-'feeder" cattle industry. It restricted 

from selection only those- cattle producers who had.never sold feeder cattle 

and those who had never-sold- directly. The rancher^selected did sell one 

group'of' feeder cattle- in- 196-2-by direct marketing. ■ He*may have sold 

■ other groups of cattle, feeder or otherwise=; the- same-year-:by* another 

marketing method. He-may-have-sold"all-classes-of-cattle by*another 

marketing- method- the- previous< or- following- year. - Within- the* sample, any 

or all those^-possible happenings-.frequently-occurred. This circumstance, 

then, provided-'thet?opportunity- to- gather-and- analyze data- concerning any 

marketing- method- which-:the-.rancher- had been , or was - using . Table V illus

trated in= numbers= and-percentages'= the extent- to which=-the- marketing* methods 

are used b y  feeder cattle^ producers .- ■ This- tables further=.points -to- trends 

in the use-of these-mafketing' methods.

■ Before taking= observations 'lnr any* particular-county,= the* name *list was 

checked- for current- applicability'and'-location= of"ranch-with* an*individual
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who was familiar with the’ cattle- industry within- the county-. • County 

agents, livestock- inspectors, and- sheriffs were- consulted. Without fail, 

each declared that he felt it would be difficult to- devise a list-which 

would be-more representative.



CHAPTER II

COMPETITION ANDi THE FEEDER; CATTLE. MARKET 

• The- Nature'1 of” the- Market

Professor Lamborn; of fered:. the- tepinioni that:,there-, are^ twor distinct types 

of market'studies ; 23/ One .type?; he. says% -deals .with the-r.f actors-of- supply 

and demand'" actually, affecting, or--determiningrprice%r Therother^type studies 

the degree;- the- amount-;- or1 the.-kind- of imperfeetion?,that;'is!;present1'in the 

market for a particular; good - to. determine-'howewell- or- how1.ef ficiently a 

market works- to establish, price.

• The'present' analysis; is..of the. second, type^andcattempts to- find- out how 

the system- of marketing"for- feeder v' cattie:, works - and.how- it may-be-" improved.

The" terms- ^market"- and- -'’’marketing"1 have--a;' number. ofcmeanings . • The 

■ following definition- of" marketing;;- :thoughenot>. extracted4" from""an "agricultural 

source, seems - well" applicable-:' tor feeder- cattle-, marketings,« rft states-, "mar

keting covers' all business;.; activities necessary ..to; effectctransfers''in the 

ownership- of goods- and' to-, provide- for their? physical-.,distribution. : It 

embraces the entire group of. services -and-functionsv-performed^ in'the- distri

bution of-merchandiserfrom? producer to'-.consumer^rexcluding--only" operations 

relating"to changes-in^the;form of- goods normally"regarded"as-processing or

23/ Ellis. Wo Lamborn, "Studies of Mechanics-of"Pricing-vs ."Studies of Under
lying Price-Making- Forces ,"A" Discussion''1".' Pricing as a- Problem for 
Marketing Research; Report No. 5', Proceedings-, Marketing'Research 
Committee of the Western-Agricultural Economic' Research'"Council" Berk
eley, California: University of-Galiforniay"June- 10-12, 1963 p p . 25-
27.
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manufacturing operations„" 24/

Marshall said, "When demand^and' supply^are 'spoken=of"in"Telation to 

one another, it is, of course-,'necessary- that-the-.-markets to-which they 

refer should be the same. As Cournot says',=. 'Economists- understand* by the 

term-market. not' any.particular market place - invwhi chr things^ are1 bought 

and sold, but the whole of- any region in which buyers and sellers are in 

such free intercourse with- one- another - that- the- prices- of"the' same goods 

tend to equality easily and quickly', or again as.Jevons- says: 1. . . 

Originally a market was-a public.place-in aj town where*provisions-and other 

objects were exposed for sale;-but the-word-"hasc beeaegeneralized so as to 

mean any body of persons-who- arec-.-in' in timate? businessh-relations' and' carry 

on extensive transactions in any-commodity'.- A-great city may contain as 

many markets as there are important. branches;.of ,.trade,  ̂= a n d -these markets 

may or may not be localized . - The central point-of" a- market-is* the'public 

exchange- mart or auction: rooms , where' the; traders' agree*- to-meet'and; trans

act business'. ■ In London;-- the Stock-Market:, theCorn-. Market", and-many others 

are distinctly localized, i n  Manchester, the Cotton Market, the Cotton Waste 

Market and others. But: this distinction of locality is-not necessary.

The traders may be spread over a whole town-,vor: region of'the country, and 

yet^make a market , if t h e y  are;.by'means of *fairs; meetings , published 

price lists, the post office- or- otherwise7,; in^c-lesevcommunication with each

24/ Harold H. Maynard and Theodore 'N-. Beckman ; 'Principles - of Marketing, 
Fifth Edition, The Ronald*Press-Company,New York,'1952, p. 3.
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other"1. 25/ Shepherd says that, "It-will simplify matters a good deal 

if we recognize that a market is not a place, nor center, nor area, nor 

sphere, A market is-a group of men (or women), a:group- of- buyers and 

sellers with facilities for trading: with eaehnother,. They may-be gathered 

together at- one point1, or in' one market place-, or~scattered-over-a large 

area— that is only incidental;: The important thingrwhich' defines a-market 

is the closeness-of the .communication-between-the men in-it." 26/

■■A-market then may be, described' in-several'ways~*in-terms- of' (I) the 

changes that have, taken place, in it, (2) the firms that are part of it,

(3) their sources of supply and demand; and (4) their margins:of - costs of 

operation.

. Perfect Competition as an ."Ideal".Market

The theoretical model for a perfectly competitive market"has been 

advanced b y  many economists, as a. model which:prescribes- an,ideal market. 27/ 

If the conditions, of . perfect.competition, hold,”it can be shown that the 

result would be the most efficient of"all possible organizations of

25/ Alfred Marshal, Principals of Economics; Eighth Edition," Macmillan, 
London, 1959* p.. 270.

26/ • Geoffrey S . Shepherd. Marketing Farm Products--HEconomic-Analvsis. , 
Third Edition, Iowa State College Press; Ames; 1958, p. 17.

27/ Donald S. Watson. Price Theory and Its Uses; Houghton Mifflin Company. 
. Boston, 1963, pp. .232-233«
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production and the best allocation of resources. 28/

The following-conditions “exist in a1 perfectly .,.competitive - market: 29/

I, The numbers. of-'buyers-and*'sellers:, are large;;enough so 
that none-are^able to: exert, a:, significant, influence 

- on the price of ;the- goods.

2 o The goods or services-are.-homogeneouso

3. There is free entry - into and- exit, from ..the? market and 
no interference- with:'the- free; determination of- price, 
either through-.collusion: among: firms-;or consumers or 
by government-interventiono

4. Producers andrconsumers have knowledge of prices and 
quantities«

In - general, the characteristics of firms producing-feeder cattle suggest 

that - the-perfectly .competitive market concept"then:is" a- proper:framework for 

an analysis of the-feeder-cattle-market.

It is not expected -that'- the- feeder™cattlennarket will closely approxi

mate the ideal-market; However; this-model'does outline-conditions against 

which the actual conditions of a particular market can be:compared^ Depart

ures suggest areas of the'market.which.can be improved.

28/ With reference to-the first condition; there are examples-of firms and 
industries in which-fulfilling this would"not.provide commodities to 
society with maximum-efficiency; In Such- cases-,' society- has' sanctioned 
the establishment-of 'Sdministrativecand -Iegal" ins truments-to' act" in the 
public interest as a-substitute for-the-competitive conditions^ The 
feeder cattle industry ;'though,- is" characterized" b y  many firms; none 
of which have a measurable impact'on the-general”price- level.- There 
has; therefore, been-little need'for-legislation-to-curb' market power.

29/ Albert-M -. Levenson and Babette-Sv S o l o n y QutIine-of - Price:Theory, Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston; New York,-1964; p. 38.
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Ideally, the feeder cattle industry= woald n e e d .to-exhibit'the- follow

ing conditions:

I . The industry must- be made1 up- of a: large ..number: of- producers 
■so that .any ■ action: on ,the part;of - any;one.!producer: will have 
no effect on the-, actions-, of other:..producersl in - ther-industry»
The producer 1S' output is such a small:proportion-of-the' total 
output that large changes on-even-cessation of output will - 
have negligible effect on the- output, and ..price" of - the* industry.

2<> Grades are sufficiently. precise- andcwell. understood-. -' They are 
!uniformly used- through the: industry=; .Transactions:-among. . 
grades are accurately recorded in.market information.

3» There is no impediment; to- free- entryror.exit;: either* actual or 
potential, into or out of-the-feeder-cattle'producing-industry.

4» There is perfect knowledge of market information;about prices,
' numbers and conditions-in-the'market: on* the part of-all sellers 
and buyers„ 30/

In general, the conditions' of-size' are-met,' Even- though-there is a 

wide variance in the sizer of = operations- in-Montana .there* are'none- large 

enough to have more than'a negligible-effect on^output^and^price within 

the state's industry»

- Grading is one of the critical areas" in- terms: of: needed'" improvement,

In order to meet'the-homogeneity-condition;much" needsvro: berdone-to make 

the-grade descriptions'communicable and more- economically-meaningful.

The conditions of entry and: exit within: the;industry:.are: generally 

me t .■ Of course, there'are financial-considerations,.: as? in-any entre

preneurial undertakingo There are, though%rna ..forces.:of: collusion or other- 

concerted barriers.

30/. . Alfred- Wo Stonier and Douglas C. Hague, A Text Book of Economic Theory, 
second-edition,' Longmans,.Green and G d ., Ltd., London, 1957, pp. 123-
126 o
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The other critical area in terms, of needed .improvement is that of
X

market information. In consideration of the.feeder cattle.industry these 

two critical.,areas, flow, together .. . Prices.mus.t.be.based .on grades. Market 

information, in ..its ..entirety does not,meet, the ,.conditions .,of perfect or 

even, adequate, knowledge. .,Knowledge..is needed .which, can be relied on in 

considerations of market, forecasting, ..pricing,,. cut-back,.,.and. shrinkage.

Henderson .and Quandt.,, in.discussing the.assumptions \of perfect 

competition say "Condition (3) ,guarantees..perfect..information on both 

sides of the market. Buyers and.sellers possess:complete;information 

with,respect t o .the,quality ,and .nature.of-the..product and.the prevailing 

price. Since there .are. no .uninformed buyers ,. ,['sellers ],.:cannot attempt 

to. charge.more than. the. prevailing., p r i c e , [Buyers], cannot. buy, from, some 

[sellers] at.less.than,,,the.:prevailing. price..for..analogous.reasons.. Since 

the.product, is homogeneous., and,, everybody. possesses perfect-information, a 

single, price.must prevail.in ,a,perfectly.competitive market." 31/

Conventional,.marginal analysis.-assumes, -in perfect competition, that 

buyers and., sellers, make,' decisions in .a„ timeless static .world of perfect 

knowledge with.no structural ..differences ..and . all adjustments made 

instantaneously.

. .Marshall's,concept.of.a market period would ..we 11...apply to a single 

season's production of.feeder cattle..32/ .Figure 4 depicts the supply

31/ James M. Henderson and Richard E. Quandt, ..Microeconomic Theory: A
Mathematical Approach, McGraw-Hill Book Company,.New York, 1958,
po 86. 1

32/. Marshall, op. cit., p. 309.
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of an individual producer and assumes, in addition to the conditions of 

pure competition, no selling costs, and no storage costs. The supply

Stock

Figure 4. Individual Supply

Stock

Figure 5. Market Supply

characteristics are such that the product can be withheld from the market 

depending on expectations; that is, the product may have a reservation 

price. If a producer expects a high price tomorrow, he may sell none of 

his products today. If he expects a lower price tomorrow he may sell all 

of it today. The nature of feeder cattle is such that beyond one marketing 

season the assumptions do not apply. The feeding efficiency potential of 

the cattle begins to diminish and storage costs set in. The product may 

be traded but need not be consumed (put to immediate use) that is, it may 

face a speculation demand. As in Figure 5, perfect market foresight would 

afford the stock of the product to be just exhausted at the end of the 

market period.

If there is perfect knowledge of the market, no one would trade off 

the equilibrium price. This is illustrated on an industry basis in Figure 

6 by P 1 formed at the intersection of the Marshallian scissor blades.
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If the market knowledge is something less than perfect, the transactions 

will be on and around the target as shown by (x). When the conditions 

of large numbers, homogeneous-products, and free entry are held but there 

is less than perfect market knowledge, the conditions are known as purely 

competitive conditions. The conditions of pure competition are analogous 

to short-run situations.

Figure 6. Market Equilibrium.

The Idol of Perfect Competition has not been struck down by those who 

have turned to other approaches. The model is still the standard of desir

able social performance. Even the old master, Marshall, though, held it 

out as only an ideal and made explicit that the actual world did not even 

closely fit the model„ It involves certainty of expectation and precise 

cost, return, and demand conditions-. It is a normative concept based on 

optimization and is largely devoted to entrepreneural situations, But in 

a real world of uncertainty and imperfect knowledge there are market forms 

of oligopoly, oligopsony, monopolistic competition, and monopsonistic 

competition rather than perfect monopoly-and perfect competition. Perfect 

competition still retains its position as one of the normal market models.
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but as a tool of analysis- it' is: recognized:', to-have'.:failings- or- unexplained 

spaces =

"Market Structure Analysis

Professor' Lairibornt suggests "It - might be- possible;.to:.haverworkable' models
'

even-if- knowledge "is- not:: perfect What is; needed: is not perfect' knowledge 

but equal knowledge for:both:buyers and sellers^-or, if1 you' prefer, equal 

amounts'of ignorance = " 33/: It: isv.doubtful:. if :;we. would, accept' equal amounts 

of-ignorance as- a:goal„. .However-; whenrit. is found that- inequality- exists, 
any movement toward' the equation" of the- buyer ’s' and seller"* s market know- 

lege-would improve marketing-efficiency.

The-perfectly competitive-market'model is a: sufficient* framework' for the 

study of the feeder- cattle-industry, Howevery there are: more’ "workable" 

measuring devices, ■'

Several violent turns-in.world affairs which have occurred during the 

first half of the present- century have*made-economists acutely aware’ of the

- need to develop* analytic- toolsr.capable"of"dealing with; extant* problems,

- Marketrstructure analysis*is- arset .of!criteria."developed' to'test for

•"workable" rather'than perfect-competition;- One-of the characteristics of 

market structure analysis- is- the* degree* of; product*, differentiation*,. Product 

differentiation* has- been* defined generally-to*: include^ market-knowledge 

or information. Specifically-for purposes:-at-hand .it."refers* to the. 

availability .of.relevant*, market' information'and^its ,relative distribution

33/ Lamborn, o p , cit,, p, 26,
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among buyers and sellers„ Product differentiation is.concerned-with the 

adequacy of market information"for- more precise price-quality comparisons 

and with decreasing, the. risksand- uncertainties' about-the future„

Market structure.analysis though is more concerned and more-readily 

adaptable to markets, as .pertain.to groups= of-firms.and"individual firm’s 

behavioral pattern towards'its market» Market' structural" analysis- does not 

include any personal .’.factorsr. relating- to: individuals:, in-, the- market,'. If it 

can be known what are the-bargaining stra.tegies-used-andrwhat-arethe 

ingredients-which-determine*these- strategies of both buyer and seller on 

a case-as well as a group basis the-structural aspects m a y b e  more finely 

analyzedo

.The: Game: Approach

The'foregoing :models^offer aid in' measuring- the -conditions * of"competi- 

, tion;: to be in the-market IorTfeeder^cattle. Improvement-yin""these- conditions 

will"increase market, efficiency^' It has been posited, that- there- is- inequal

ity: of. bargaining ■ power:;b e t w e e m  the-; commercials direct", buyer- an d " the- feeder 

cattler.producer and. that;-improvement: between , the equality of bargaining 

strength, be tween--.. the:.buyer-;and"-seller: would;, increaae,v.marketingr efficiency. 

Models- are needed, . then:,c,which1;-will aid" in- measuring- the: relative- bargaining 

positions-of the'buyer*. and- feeder: cattle'■ producers .

: When-the?, producer-, of feeder. cattler.and-Tthecbuyer: o f feedervcattle find 

.. themselves in:, a bargainingcsituatlon-, they-.are-:two::individuals- in- economic 

conflict. There- has-been-developed recently ..as problematic- approach which 

has as its-,purpose-. the;;solution--or'at least increased enlightenment-toward
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solution-— of situations of- opposing'interests. This approach is a 

mathematical one' which' has - come'"to-be1 commonly- known- as? Game • Theory. This 

Section-1Will not' deal .'with?, the-theoretical:.mathematics? of the- approach 

and' only with that part; of1 the theory;:as .issapplicable?:to?;the-problem at 

hand'. • Standard terms' and.models? w i Il::be1:defined".VrModelsi-Will' be1 developed 

and"the- extent of' their-applicatiom investigated-^;: ,,Certainrterms-Used in 

the - theory-of" games j -becauser theyr are" alsor;in.-.commonL use? must" b e . given 

precise' definition. 34/

(1) A - game "is - a- conf lict- situation;-in-1 which- there- isr a- collection- of rules 

- and-conventions' for- playing.

(2) Players' are assumed"to'know the"rules'before.the game commences.

(3) Each player pursues his-1 own-interest- and^no single-player-can determine 

the"outcome-of-the game.

(4) •A  play is a set of moves for a complete game.

(5) A move is a point in- a game at1 which-one-of-the;.-players" selects an 

alternative"-from- a set-'of "alternatives.

(6) (A choice-is\that alternative1selected,

(7) A strategyis a set'of'choices"by one-player-. Instead?of"making a 

decision" at each move, a player may- formulate-:before- the..beginning'-of the 

play -a plan for playing-the-game"from?beginning:to.end^ - This plan must 

be-complete and include an y  information -which- mayvbecome-avaiIabIe to 

playerv Each different way that a ..player- may play a game- is a. strategy

34/- Earl O v  Heady-and Wilford'Candler; Linear Programming'Methods, The 
Iowa State Press , Ames-, 1958, P • 501. Concise-: terminology may be 
found here.

■■V £.'
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for- that■ player=

('Sl A^ pure -s trategy is a- complete- set"of- eontingeirt- sitaations with a .

■ specification as to ’whatv.shallr^e-'donet inr-each’. case.

(9) A amixed''strategy .is - one selected ' o m  B- Probabiliiiy basis from-.among 

those-strategiesrpertinent"' to- thea game:. This ".definition- is strictly appli

cable to games' being"played:, more' than; once:; '.and' snchr games' are' not' to be 

dealt" -witiv in" thi S" ■ treatis e .

(10) Games can be" classified:.other,.^xraysvji such'j;as':,.b.y thesnnmberipf^players. 

There'- are- one^person', ■ two^-person-, 'andim to n^person..games = . Ratherathan 

strict' reference to'-people*; - this . designates the: sets.. of" intereststat play; 

This- work- c o n c e r n s 1tself - withr>two-person-"gamesa - T h i s ?  means-that’ there 

are— two-mutaaliy-exclusive- sets" to-that'"the^people- within-each" set..have 

identical " inherests^^inr this case-opposing"interes ts.

- (J1X) '-a - pay-off- ~ is- a payment" to- be" made?-Sfter-; thee completion-of: a»game
r

- and- is- indicated'-by-the^selection-of-ra-particuiar-: strategy.
. >

(12)-" A- f ai r - game- • is One-InTwhich" one- player" cannot‘-win?'more-- than": the value

of-the? game".' If’ two1-players -foilow-theirroptimalyprocedure':.and- neither
r

• player wins- f rom the:• others->ther-game -is-"fairsc-A" fair:-game-has-been posed 

as" a- social' arbiter- as-between'-individuals- and groups".'. ' From- a market 

structural-standpointy- it-connotes'-that'-social- devicesrshouldeexist. to 

take-- into- accourit'-the- preferences- and" stra^egic"potential±ties- of' each of

35/ .JoG-Oev McKinsey; - Introduction- to" the- Theory- of: ,Games-. McGraw-Hill 
- Book-Company-,- N e w  York-; 1952'; ■ The ‘'mathematical treatment" of this 
and" other' games? is-to - be- found- here

j
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the players •' and" to" arrive^ at;, a- fair- solution - of "the-conflict'.' - fhis' aspect, 

though,, i.srout.side' of- the consideration'of-this;'thesis'.-. ■ Alsoy a' fair game 

implies' utility- values-, and:-rigorous--treatment'.:odhsuch1, is;,outside- this 

thesis.

(13) : .Finite games-; such" as;:those' treated..herein:,: arethose: in which the

p layers--make-theirchoices* from; finite: sets-, /or" at, finite-number- of"moves .

(14) Other games.are-called-infinite.

(15) The-term-^ ‘perfect..information.; has'been'..used:;inJ.previous': discussion 

to refer to a state-of market information-. -.In- this- discussion-of games 

the-term shall mean'that--at each move the players are-completely informed 

about' the-previous'moves" of "the' game'=" - Such' games:-have- saddle-points.

(1.6) Saddle" points ■ are -equilibrium1-points-in* zero- sum-; two-person: games .

The- guaranteed minimum- and: maximum- payoffs of the two contestants are 

exactly' equal.

Elements' of : a Two-Person:;Constant: Sum Game-

The use-- of • the-term: strictlycompetitive'-may'-seem' redundant"since in 

the- opening--paragraph- of this-section"; it'.was:-said:- that: the --: two -players had 

opposing- interest .- 36/ The situation'is such'that-the-decision-maker wants 

...to.:choose :his bestrstrategy: and-match' it" against'hisropponents-best' strat- 

■ egy. The:.player- "S'- shall, be?considered":the::decision-maker* and" the1 player 

- llB lll M s '  opponent; - - Assume- that- each' player: has: twoalternatives: -

36/ Max R= Langhamy Game- Theory- Applied" to' a-Policy. Problem- of-Rice- Farmers 
November, 1962-. ■ D 0A=E-. Circular-No. 317, Louisiana State-University 
and Agricultural~and-Mechanical' College^:.Agricultural* Experiment Sta
tion, .Baton" Rougey Louisiana.
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S = (s^, Sg) and B -. (b^ , bg) .' With' each: combination:;of :,opposing' alterna

tives there-'is ■ associatedr a.,ntimber:;.which- constitutes-,the- pay-off, A 

positive pay-off'indicates^the-value received*..by-t h e decision-maker 

from his- opponenti ■ A...negative:.pay-off: indicates ithe: value: of the* payment 

from:the*decision^maker^tochis:.opponent*;- These: pays-offs. are-arranged in 

a- matrix* to* describe . values-, players - mus t.. pay* each.-otherr at: the/end' of the 

game-, " A-basic assumption* of:.game ..theory-:is-.that:each:of- the* players knows 

the- value* in* the* pay-offvmatrixr,~ Convention-;has- the:.: player "receiving the 

pay-offs, the* decision, makers .-..placed' one the: left:: side:of- the- matrix. In 

the*hypothetical payf-of fvmatrix-.:in*.Figure*7::if-S? ..chooses- his*first^aitern- 

ative, s ^ and "B": chooseschis .second: alternative, bg , and' the:,value: of the

B
bl bg -

sI -I'; 20

. s2 - ,5* 15
Column - i ■ 5*. 20
Maxima *

Figure 7, A  Two-Person-: Gonstant' Sum .Game.

Row* Minima
r '< .. '

-I 

5 *
•• U V .

payT-off is ineasuf ed " in - dbllars.^ "S V woul d.,'receive - $ 20 f rp.m;; "B.^. A negative 
pay-off, such as if "S" chose his first alternative, s^ and "B" chose 
first, alternative', b .means that' Vs" pays- 11B!!, There- are two* players and .

what one*loses the*other, gains;:*This-then-is-the:criteria.which-describes

this game as*a two-person-; * constant* sum game.

, . ..Assume- t h a f  the* pay-offs* are-in: dollars , and: that* this,-assumption does 

not, conflict with any .other assumption; held" (as: may .be* suspected;- this will 

eventually be subjected*to question); If maximizationrof-profit-is, his
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only consideration, "S" may be tempted to choose ŝ ..but-if he-did then 

"B" could choose » "S" would lose, in fact, would-get.the-least possible.

By selecting' as' his- strategy:. sy/'S" would have assuredrhimself-of a $5 

pay-offo

Various writers have-offered:criteria by-which to resolve"the'decision

■ problem1. • Several of..- these- criteria will new:::be:.partialIy .discussed and 

identified- by- the writer* to- which' they are credited.

.Wold" Criterion0--This. is a:< cautious ̂ approach;, which:.assumes- the worst 

and requires- the- players tor. act: accordingly.--37/: -.The: decision-maker looks 

at' the' worst he- can- do- and-:chooses-the^best: among :the?worst-.- His opponent

■ looks-at- the most- he would- have- to'.payt among:,his::choices.: and' selects the 

least-one-. ' In- Figure . 7: MS'1 . would: choose- s^i : This: strategy- contains the 

maximum- of .the- r o w  minima-andrfor-thiscreason:is-known: as:the-.maximin 

strategy*. - fiB v* would. select: b]̂  because- it':has:the?.minimum: of- the- column 

maxima-'. It is known'.as-: the*.: mini max: strategy:: The- value- of - this game 

then- is- $ 5 y  received" by:-llSu-. 7 -.Ther.players-have* eachr.selected“'his .,.best

strategy and- haves-therefore-;: arrived:at:a::solution;:of-:'the- game....The

solution of the .game:;: where-.the: rowi/maximin:is- equal::tor. the columnr minimax 

is- known* as-the- saddle- point*." - Th e *: sad dl e:.p o i n t" is:., a: stable: solution because 

if - either-player^were-to'-select 'any strategymot-.represented'by-the: saddle 

pointy he would'be- open:to:his- opponent/s:..attacks - ' If rthervalue- of the

37/ Abraham -WoId;- Statistical-Decision'- Functions-.- 'New- York1;" John Wiley 
- and-Sons-, I n c * . 1956"; ' p. 1 8 .
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pay-offS' are' such' that^no'.saddle' point' existsr, - a--.mixed-.strategy is- required 

for ai stable solution'. - This mixed- strategy- involvesr formulating- a- grand 

strategy-made-up-of-pure-strategies-,-each'-one-played^at-different plays 

according to-some suitabler.chance- event"."-This:studyznecessitates-the rule, 

though? that'there-be:only-:one:play torthe game.

• Savage'-Criterion;rf-Therdecision°-makerr-in.-. this- criteria- is- assumed
I- ' ■■ "'k .,

to-be conscious"of-some' spectrum"of'-regret'andris- ablerto-associate a 

regret-matrix-with- the- pay-off- matrix’. - 38/r -,..Herattempts"to-minimize his 

maximum- regret1, - • Again" using- Figure"7,- it" was- seenr-that;.by. using- s^, "S" 

did- the best-he -could^and" thereby-hasrno:.regrets::: IfThe-had-chpsen s^ 

though-he-would'.have- a: regret' of- $6- (again' heroically: measuring- inrmoney) . 
instead-of" making- $5?' he "would- have--to-pay $1. A- regret-matrix which

- B

*1 CM ,.Row Maxima

8I 6 0 6

s2 0 . 5. " 5

Figure- 8, Regret- Matrix.

corresponds- to-the-pay-off-matrix shown "in-Figure- 7 is presented-in Figure 

8 o - The- elements in this figure-are-rthe-amounts:which-must'be-added' to the 

corresponding-'elements - in -the-pay^off'matrix in order for them-to-equal the 

maximum;: element in the same column'of-thee pay-off: matrix-. To conform-to the

, ;

38/ L 0-Si Savage, "The Theory of - Statistical Decisions"? Journal of American
Statistical- Association? 46 (March?-; 1951) y;.pv 55-67.
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criteria llSv would- again-.choose?as'hisrstrategy since it contains the 

smaller of the row-maxima0

Hurwicz’;Criterion.,--The decision-maker considers a weighted average of 

the;best as = well;.as:.therworst possibiecoutcomezincconsidering each-alter

native = '39/' The- criteria-states that-he-should1 select'that'strategy which 

maximizes-his pessimism-optimism'1:index:: :tuce and Raiffa: give- the criteria 

thusIy„ 40/

"For. act let' mi:.be" the- minimum;.and?.Mi^the'.maximum ,of ■
the-utility?number: U£i> ui2°'»«°uih 0 r Let'a fixed- number 
between" 0-and-I', called-the- pessimism-optimism' index, be 
given= ■ ■ To? each- A^' associate.' the- indexp^mi +-. (l‘-^-o<) Mj_, 
which"we-shall-term- the -index-of-Ai= Of two-acts, the
one with' the higher- -index-is- preferred=

Note that,■if c K = " I ,■the-above^procedure- is the-maximin 
(utility) ■ criterion-, whereas-.if - =■■ 0, it is - the: maximax
(utility) criterion = ■ 'If neither-of:thesevarersatisfactory 
then-how does"one' decide-what' to use?' 'One-way- is to see 
what happens-in-certain' simple-classes-of-decision-problems- 
under" uncertainty-, 'for-example,-in-the? class :

si ., s2

(utility pay-off)

Theo<-indices of: A^. and- A^' are-1- e<and"X" respectively. 
Consequently,c if one-can choose' an- X;such:-that: A y  and Ag 
are-indifferent-j - then- one-can- impute' an? -level' to- oneself-. 
Thus-,' ■ b y  resolying -a- simple- decision- problem- an-0^-Ievel can 
be- chos en-empiri eally, - which-,' in- turn-,' can- be- employed in 
-more- complicated- decision."

A1 (F"7" r~-
A 2 X X

39/ ■ R'= Duncan' Luce and- H o w a r d -Raiffa;' Games: and'Decisions'. • New York: 
- John Wiley and-Sons-, ̂ 'Inc= ■, 1959) pp-= 282-283 =

-40/ Ibid-=. pp. ■ 282-283 =
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"Principle- of Insufficient: Reason"' Criterion'.— This criteria asserts

that" if' the”decision-maker":is • completely” ignorant"of:whatr his- opponent may

do'he should" behave- as .if' all:-of-his: opponent 's choices-were-equal; 41/

A - decision:.index:.is .computed" treatingr each: possible-outcome-of" a given

alternative to be-equally likely;- The decision-maker-'s-alternative with

the- largest---index- is- chosen-in-the .decisionT-making iprocess-." Decision index 
th

for the i alternative-= ail:r+- ai2 4- ... .. ajn where-n:is the-number of
n th ......  th

choices of the--opponent- and aij is-the payoff in the i- ro w  and the j

column of the-pay-off matrix;-"With" the-datarfrom Figure 4:

s . — I +. 20. _ q q
s 1 ^ r - '

s 5 +  15 = io
2 . 2

"S" still finds-Sg his best-strategy- i n -this-simplified.case.

The-Case-^of-- "Partial' Ignorance";'— The foregoing;.criteria-have been 

critical Iy-held- as being- rationalized--on-some: notion: of:, complete'ignorance. 42/ 

In-practice-, - the:-decision-maker-- usually "has:, partial: information, though it 

m a y  be vague-, - concerning- the:-true-..state:.of :.af fairs v The- decision-maker 

knows- or-wants- to act as if: he knows some a priori- probability distribution.

41/ Ibid., pp;-284-286.

42/ Ibid;, pp; 299-306y this is a summary-of:the"full: treatment"of the. 
criteria-given-b y  the--authors.
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over'the various- outcomes,- of" each .of 'his" alternatives»

Partial' information- may- be" processed^.andr. thereby an _a priori distribu

tion- over- the1 opponent's choices generated-which: is.;.appropriate" for making 

decisions-.- - The- decisionr.problem: thenr is:-.reduced:.from". oner ofuncertainty 

to one of- risk. • If there .exists an-appropriate:.^:priorirprobability dis

tribution over*'the "opponent's, choices, then: this , distribution-depends solely 

upon-the state of information :concerningr the:.-choices:.of-. the::opponent. The 

strategy--then1- is t o -considerr the:- acts - of: the: decision: problem-under-uncer

tainty with- the opponentJs choices,, resolve them:.according:to the "best 

intuitive: judgment , ■ then:, to-use: these:,commitments.totinferra -plausible 

a priori distribution.

A Gritique of Game Theory

Each of the criteria .presented-made: certain:assumptions--such, as the 

attitudes of the players and- presented- solutions:: in: accordance with these 

behaviorial: aspects . The: solutions though-have; not~been: entirely- satisfactory 

if for some-reason:the behavioral:assumption:.of-:,the:playersror-the rules 

of the game are:held.in:.slightest question.

Wold: Criterion.— This: criteria- has-been:, criticized: as being too conser

vative- and- for some--it" mayrwell be-. For instance, a decision-maker-playing, 

a game the- outcome'of-whictv is* not"crucial- to--his-well-being-m a y  feel no 

need-to be-conservative. If one is playing-a-game: against nature in which 

nature-is--not-necessarily a* driving-opponent-and. does not necessarily try 

to minimize- the- amount- given up, one-may object to the Wold criterion.

However j.-a player- who has severe resource limitations and feels his survival
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in jeopardy m a y  well" use .the-Wold Criterion. A maximin; though', ■ may be a 

poor counter-move" to:a nont-minimax strategy. The.opponent: m a y  have poor 

information or be" a dull player- and may nof.employ, therminimax strategy.

In such case; the"maximin;strategy would^berunprofitable to the decision

maker. The assumption:.of a prudent .opponent must be" strictly held in order 

that " the'maximin'strategy be guaranteed-good. 43/

Savage Criterion.-— Most:: theoretical' discussions: of;:game: theory involvei •
values' in utilities- and-use:utility numerical.:-designations';in- the-elements 

of' pay-off ■ matrices;" ■ The usev-of: utilities' itself" has' raised serious 

question'of'empirical usefulnessiofthe theory; If one?can-feel comfortable 

-with' the-, assumptionrof •; functional-Iinearity between utility and money 

income;' then.'this: difficulty is;resolved;',.but-whether- utility-or money 

income'.is- used:in-, the-elementsaof" pay^off "matrix" therconcept"of", regret used 

in- this criterion* *has-not"set'well .with-many reviewers; . . Many: doubt-, that 

pay-offs in- either- utilities*or; money:can:logically; measure- regret; Com

parative advantages~of' choices'have also been questioned. 44/

Hurwicz:-.C r i t e r i o n ; The most .severe criticism;of this criterion has 

centered around'interpretationsrof what* Hurwicz'-meantrby ''complete-ignor

ance"- of" the:: states' of; the-opponent; Most of: the. argument has been* resolved

- 43/ William: J. BaumoI; EconomicrTheory and Operations Analysis, Engle
wood Cliffs:- Prentice-Hall; Inc;, 1961 p. 352.

• 44/ Herman- Chernoffy: '!Rational" Selection of Decision Functions"; Econo- 
~metrics; 22, 'October-, 1954' .
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by Luce'and Raiffa*. The criterion";has"heen^particularly: strengthened by 

their- method of choosing''an; c<: (alpha) level in. establishing the pessimism 

^•optimism' index*. ' 4 5 / ’ The; criterion* is "more" optimistic:,thanr.either-:of the 

above criterion-,? beings- a* Weightedmombinationtofabherbest" andvworst con

sequences. - It;.is. suitable--fort a* playertwho: is t inclined:; to'.; assume* a. risk

taking attitude: concerning%theLoutcome of; the. game.

. 'lPrinciple oftInsuf ficienttReason^i..Criterion.̂ — This-;;criterion" asserts 

that;if-the .decision-maker:is:completely-, ignorant;.of"the?.rectangular-states 

or; elemental pay-offs;-he: should..act::as.-if? they7„wereeequally:Iikel^> Luce 

• and:. Raiff a- list: two-., criticisms-: tor the: c r i t e r i o n ; : O n e , thetdif ficul ty in 

an: empirical..problem: of^listing-exhaustivelytandr.conelasively-.thev.possible 

states;; two-", -, the-need- for- clarification:..of .the term, "equally likely". 46/ 

Nevertheless v  many:decision-makers- apparently: act:.a s i f "  they*were using the 

concept:, t That is-,;;many;-: seBmrto-:. aequireran?- image,tofi .averager outputs - and 

average- expected- pricesrthen.",decide - upon-:a- productionrprogram" based- on these 

images-.: -.Dif ficulty" of-actual - estimation; ̂ though:;: renders:, empirical? use- of the 

■ the'Criterionvnearly-;;impossible.

. - TherCaserof." PartialrlgnorancerGriterionte-Criticismzof- this- criterion 

is- incorporated?in: thernext: section?under- the:same;.heading.

45/ Supra, n. IOj p. 114.

46/ Luce and:.Raiffa ; op.. cit-;, p. 284-5.
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'The;General..Theory

Perhaps- the" presentation!'of1 several: andrdiversevcriteria-has'raised 

the-suspicion'that.game theory.is-' somethingrless"than,:a..general- theory. 

Shubik- says,' "It is; trivially;: easy; to concoctr.different" reaction"functions 

with- a- thousand- and-one -portrayals: ofrbargaining:. procedures:;* It is 

phenomenally, difficult: to^demons trate:" that-: many?: of-the :mode I s s o - constructed 

have-any realism-or relevhnceorratrIeastTaddcsufficientlyTtoitherbody of 

theory to merit-their*construction." 47/

Shubik- goes on' to' say,..'-'Thusithe'. criteriaiof; stability; suggested are 

only of-use- in telling.-,us~what-we- can:.infer:from: an equilibrium-state- if it 

exists."'48/ It is::unfortunate:that;Shubikientitled; his:book,-"Strategy and 

Market" Structure"^ - whenronly-: the:-problem: of: oligopoly hasibeen--- attacked: 

to- wit", r "The basic- thesis* in:-this'book:;, is: that-:.useful-theory-and- applications 

can be found:for- oligopoly:analysis:..withoutrhaving:.to-enter: into-the occupa

tion of: conlructing extra; :untestable:.models;.of.: learning psychology". 49/ 

That: portion- of the. theory:of:.gamesrpresented- here: is comparatively 

elementary- and- has- been .presented- in a: simplified.-:.manner-. Baumol, in 

speaking-of-the-indeterminancy of-some-of-the-more:complex: concepts, says 

"This points-up-what-is-admittedly, the-main weakness: of-game-theory in its 

present-stage:of-development^-rthe relative lack of specific sociological, 

psychological , and economic: content--in- its-premises'. Until -such-material

47/ Martin Shubik", Strategy and Market-Structure1. N e w  York: John- Wiley and 
Sons; Inc-;; 1959' , p. 275.

48/ Ibid. 

49/ Ibid.
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is' supplied, it i s ■unreasonable"to- expect' the*mathematics :to-yield the 

empirically'1 applicable' results-which' are- not- contained:.invits- assumptions 

o <, o At any rate this section should^suggest: both.the strength and weak

nesses of game' theory- from-: the: points: ofrview;of. the;.economist- and the 

operations researcher-^its-rweaknesses-as-a"source;.of.devices"for-the cal

culation- of - categorical ..answers' to; competitive; problems -, - and--its- strength 

as a-suggestive' frame of reference within;which;the;.structure* of these 

problems- and- the- alternatives* available , to-;the;.decision-maker- may- be seen 

more clearly," 50/. .Hurwicz;.says that the major:achievement of Game- Theory 

is the: analysis . o f : thev conditions-and:: nature:, of "coalition: formations» 

Traditional theory; only-;postulates'.avspecific;.coalitions . The*existence 

of" discriminatory- solutions,-.accounting for: deals ; side payments , and 

collusions go beyond, results: usually-obtained: by- customarily used methods 

and techniques of economic- theory, -^Monopoly monopsony* and- perfect 

competition- have- not been-helpedr.by; the- investigation:but; a- lot- of - light 

has- been* thrown- on- oligopoly,1 The- theory-of--games-,-Hurwicz- says , does 

not" give- a-model-for' general-analysis,- -51/ -Luce- and- Raiffa point-out the 

difficulties- which" arise-in* putting-a-measure-to- the~value: of• games, 52/ 

They further say,- "We-belabor--this: point-{rationality] because we'feel that 

it is- crucial*that-the- social-scientist: recognize-that-game* theory- is not 

descriptive/but-rather-{conditionally)"normative; It states-neither how

50/ William J, Baumol;- Economic;Theory-. and-Operations;Analysis-,- .Englewood 
Cliffs:- Prentice^Hall,'Inc,; 1961 p. 366,

.51/ Leonid Hurwicz; Readings;in-Price Theory^' ’Richard" D: Irwin, Inc,,
Homewood-, 1952; pp-. 522-26, Hurwicz offers a review'of-John von Neu
man’s and Oskar Norganstern's- book' entitled; Theory -of Games and 
Economic Behavior,

52/ Luce and Raiffay op, • cit: p„ 69,
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people' do'behave' nor' h o w  t h e y  should behave'in-an-'absolute sense'; but how 

they-should- behave. if they wish-: to"achieve-- certain .ends. It" prescribed 

for' given'assumptions'courses: for action-.for-the-:attainment"of- outcomes 

having: certain"formal "^optimum: properties," : These properties :may: or may 

not'be deemed pertinent" in--any- given real world conflict of interest. If 

t h e y  are-; the- theory prescribes; the:: choicesrwhich:;mustTbe-, made-torget that 

optimum." 53/ , .

Dorfman;' Samuelsonyand .-Solowvoffer- the' general; appraisal-that game 

theory provides-convincing-solutions only in constant sum; two-person 

games .: - Even- these , games:.have:. two:;restrictive".assumptions :

I'. Pay-r-of fs' are' objectively measurable-, and:: transferable.

2. - Subjective' attitudes: of - players;toward; pay-offs: were.such 
that theyregarded;the-expected;valuevof:,:a:.probability 
distribution;.of; payroffsv.as- equally, desirable.;.as; the whole 

, chancer configuration; represented'by-the:..probability dis
tribution.

Most"economic situations; • they: say; do not:, take: this- form-of game 

and solutions .are:. Iessr definite.: v They; feel" that;.the . concept-has-no 

important-: applications:: tor concrete: economic-r.problems; the contribution is 

deemed- more qualitative; rather::than;quantitative^ - Economic problems; they 

opine;and' particularly the: interactions' of-economic;, objectives: of; diverse

53/ Ibid.; p. 63.
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individuals are ,,enormously complex and could not be-' reduced to the. level of 

parlor games,, even,:theoretically. 54/

When- a form' of'economic analysis is- held in: such', generally sceptical 

regard', onemay'begin.to wonderTwhy-the? appro ach: -is:, under-; cons !deration for 

useo Shubik gives a: hint ; i'the best , an'economist" can-hope-to'do at this 

time'is to try to specify ™ t h e i n formatio n conditions~in' themarket he 

wishes' to' study and" then: use' the- criteria:,which-.appears: tor apply". • 55/

Luce- and Raiffa believe1, "Many, conflict: situations- are:.not'-bona fide games 

because-the-player 's-knowledge: is-limited (eig-^, with:.respect to strategy 

domains,1utility p a y - o f f s e t c ; c a n -be-consideredcformaily as games 

against nature; ‘These:games',1 however-,',arerquitec.difficult'.to formulate 

realistically, since-it. is:.necessary:;to'.Specifvreachrplaverls 1 a- priori 

information about: the: states:;of:nature-.": 5 6 / "Game- theory-provides: solutions 

tc simple: conf lictr situationsr.andr valuable,::hints:;.for:-understanding more 

complicated; ones-',-11: say:.Dorfman^::Samuelson-,::and:,Solow. 57/ 1

The most1.ambitious;..undertaking: in- this' work’,;.:then-; , asrregards ,the 

application- of rgame:,.theory-,-rwillrbe:. to- havevit:;serve' as" an-orientation 

to' the;;bargaining; situation:.:between- the feeder cattle producer1 and the 

feeder . cattle .buyer-; Perhaps11, the- concepts'.willtaidr-in;- obtaining:.a: clearer

54/ Robert . Dorfmany Paul . A; Samue-Iso n ; R o b e r t M» r SoIowyr Linear Programming 
and .Economic .Analysis;, New: York: McGraw-Hill-Book1 Company, 1958' 
pp‘. 444-445.

55/ Shubikv op1. cit;, p. 179 =

56/ Luce and Raiff ay.;op-. „Citvy ::p.. 309.

57/ Dorfmany Samuelsony and;.:Solowy op. clt.y p. 445.
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focus on-some'-of' the' subjective- factors-"which enter into the' conflict„ If 

the- theory" can^-evervint a.:, small way-,' - demonstrate-therrole-ofrmarket infor
mation=; :or-lack' thereof;"in- the bargaining;actv it will have served well.

The;Model'for the Feeder Cattle Bargaining. Game

Itrwas' said'inreffect earlier; that::ifr there-werer.perfectrmarket'-infor

mation-; as- defined-by classical; perfectly- competitiver.conditions',' there' would 

be-no"bargaining.""Therbuyer* and::selleirrwould'-knws-thei;value:of-the-product 

and"would' instantaneously; arrive; at1: thief price;representing: this' value.

The'two- person:* constant's urn; game' does-not;, assumenperfect''knowledge in 
the sense of market knowledge but does, assume, perfect knowledge of
the rules of the game; The rules, however may change in accordance with
received' criteria.

Game:-situations will be presented" in::the; same::manner as in the? fore

going" sections The"assumptions';andrcriteriarwili" hold except; as,'.otherwise 

made"explicit'. - Gonceptional-. appiicatiomvofrrthev.special criteria"to the 

feeder "cattle- p ro duce r: w i  11 sb e; made.. : In?" ax. later=; section;actual' data.will
be: presented: which; maytber related: to".the:;.special" eriterianand" from, which

'

inferences ;may;:be..drawn.

Wold...Criterion.Sr-Thec feeder cattle. producercrepresented' by; "S" has 

threersets-,'.or:,strategies o-f ■ prices'whi c h :.':her.;believes«'to-be; reasonable and 

feasible'prices'for'his feeder ..cattle:; These are;shown s%^ Sg', and Sg in 

.. Figure 9.
, . )"=
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Figure 9«

Buyer
Row. Minima

Seller

Column.. Maxima

A Game Matrix; with a Dominated Strategy.

The--buyer' represented*:,by- !!b " also has three sets .of: prices or strategies 

shown'as: b ^ v  b^:,; and--by.which'"he".believes; to: be; reasonable- and feasible. 

Although--each"knows -the'value:of: each,:element, neither-knows which-selection 

his"opponent-will make.- . Each contestant'would: like to choose the strategy 

with- the highest: pay-off: to- M m y -on-the:other:.hand-, he-wants- to be-protected 

so that’ his-opponent-;-by;.his-choice- of--strategy, will not leave him with 

less- thanrhis- maximum" security level.. - -

F i r s t y  the- strate g i e s -;.should: be' scrutinized: to: find"if*, any'- strategy 

isrbeing:.11 dominated}1: byVanother*,1 that is-,- is:there-a: strategy-which is 

on element- to- element" basisy.weaker-"than-another; Some;- elements' may even

be'equal-.-.-A'Playerrwouid--UoMreaspnablyrchoese a strategy when in all
1

cases-, it: would-;be: worse"than: another:.choice.-; In: Figure--9' such a strategy 

for:, the _feeder:, cattle:producerrwould: bevs-̂;. „ Elementrforrelement' it is a 

worse; strategy than; s y  andrwouldrnot'be-rationallyrchosen- b y  the- seller.

I t y  then,: is r dominated-.:and,'.- can ;.be -.eliminated" f rom-the'-matrix-.'y.The" same can 

be- said., of" the: strategy rb.g~. for--the-; buyer-.': If: her chose-- it-' he "would: have to 

furnish:, an- equal: or higher-pay-off-, in; each- case" thanr if "he," chose' the strategy
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bg. It can'be-eliminated-from-the'matrix'. -.The game then-j can be reduced 

to that shown in Figure 10.

Seller

Column Maxima

Buyer

Ro w  Minima 
26*

Figure 10. Wold Criterion.

The-seller, if maximization'was'.his .only Objectives-Would' tend to 

chooser strategy s^ in Figure Ils hoping to make 28. But if he were to make 

his' choice: and ' the-bnyer:. suspectsv.such- action-,-.the; buyer: would' choose strat

e g y  bj,'. The-seller , thenr-would-make-.only-.24:. v-The. seller-reflects . • If he 

were to.choose: s^ as.his:.strategy-,?he".would:;be':sure:.that-.his"pay^off would 

not' go- below-26- and .if-:the':b.uyer. made a poor::choice the seller would even 

make- a: pay-off. of- Hi . . The buyer* can see no reason- w h y  he should choose a 

strategy which-requires- him-to'-make-a. higher: payoff-than-necessary so he 

chooses .strategyrb^. - Neither-Opponenf coald- improverhimseif-by. changing to 

another;, strategyrso;. the- gamer.has; reached: an:,.eqnilxbriumy.. that is , a saddle 

point as: indicatedrrby:thei;asterrckl,: The:value-;of•; thevgame:. is 26.

A rancher-who-needsrtormaintain-a-conservative countenance may use 

this criterion:. - - Perhapsrhe- has.farconservative:.personality; just abhors 

risk'. ■ - Maybe- he has limited- operating- capital . and;;f eelsr this: approach 

a- prudent-one to take-. It seems - that; this:, criterion .well- fits: those 

ranchers-who: contract: early, inrordervtor. acquire ̂ funds': for:, haying: operations
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that " are .under way. .. Other: e a r l y  contracts-.mayrrhe: explained" b y  the use 

of " this- criterion-. This" criterion" m a y  explain-" the" behavior'of those 

ranchers'who are m±ndfalr;of : their- neighborhoodrTeputation:;foT'..stability.

Savage:Criterion:.;— Under the assumption' of'this:, criterion',- it will 

be recalled j" the decision-maker:" tries- to' minimize'his'. maximum risks.

One is - required-to-associate'.a regret'.matrixr.withr. a-.pay-off matrix. " Doubt 

has already been'raised: as"to' whether: regret' can,be.adequately measured 

and put" in' matrix-form, but: it-will be. assumed'..in-,thisz.discourse'that it 

can b e .

In the'Wold" Criterion-treatment:the feeder cattle: producer chose 

strategy's^, in Figure:10, and the buyer'chose strategy-b^. The seller had 

no regrets ; he did: the best: he: could;, . Suppose he; had:chosen strategy Sg

Row Maxima

I
. 2

Figure 11. Savage Criterion.

and the-buyer had chosen'b^. He would have a regret of'2. The element 

of the regret" matrix-is' the" amount'which* must be. added " to-the correspond

ing element of-the'pay-off matrix'in' order that-if equal the amount of the 

maximum element- of that, column-in' the .pay-off-matrix.." : Figure- 11 demonstrates 

that the cattleman would regain choose strategy' s^-for in-this choice he 

would be able to reduce his maximum risk to a-minimum.
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Application- of' this-, criterion:to- the -ranching- community, is- difficult„

It is - likely, . though, ■ that this-criterion: may ; .in part-; explain the behavior 

of- those-who .practically: refuse to- try:new-.or: different methods of market

ing <, ■ Also: i f  applies - to those ranchers who :are::staid: in" their production 

sy s terns „

Hurwicz Criterion-,— The- solution- to the game-using: this: criterion depends 

onr where between 0 .and I that-the seller- selects o£. . If the* seller-selects 

c C  =- 0, the-procedure: is-the-sameras-a.maximin:,selection. In - other words , 

the seller"is* of:a:conservativerbent:: .If:the-seller: selects* = I he 

chooses-his- strategy::according: to his adversary's brightest outlook. This 

criterion-affords:, a'weighted*. combinatiom.of:.the:worst*.and-best* outlook and 

the-solution:: depends::directly:.upon' the:selection: ofv an:- level.
Again, referring: to: Lnce:: and r Raiffa:. and - applying:: their: method: of'solution, 

the; indices- for- the.-.feeder: cattle--producer's;:alternative:.strategies are 

found to-be;as;follows: 58/

s^ = - cyS(ZB) .+. (I - oC) 27 = 27 - 1 ° S  

8*2 = c<; (24) .+' (I - ) 28 .= 28 - 4 cŷ

These: indices: arevgraphed^in::Figure 12.

58/ Luce and-Raif f a;:. op..:..cit o, : p~.. 282-3.
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Figure 12. Hurwicz Criterion.

Both logically and intuitively one can deduce that this criterion has 

little application to the type of problem being studied. The graph shows 

that if the cattleman places a-weight of less than .01 on the most 

pessimistic outcome of his available choices, then strategy Sg is his best 

choice. For any greater weight, s^ is still his best choice. Instinctively, 

the range of actual pay-off elements is narrow; so much so that it becomes 

difficult to demonstrate empirically the use of'some-criteria-(strictly 

speaking, strategy bg is a weakly dominated strategy for the buyer). This 

criterion would be more useful, formal criticisms not withstanding, if the 

study were examining ranchers who had a rather indifferent attitude toward 

showing a rather steady net revenue each year. Such ranchers could afford 

to take a loss one y e a r a n d m a y b e  several years in a row. They could afford
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the risk1 associated-with-making-a-higher^net'revenuer.! Surely there are • 

some-of this- type-of ranchers-in Montana^Tbut-they:are-not"thought to be 

representative', - -Noner of "this" type are thought to be included":, in- the-' sample.

Many"attitudinal influences', extremely, difficult to: obtain and measure 

empirically ," affect the: criterion: and render its: value- for this, study 

■ doubtful.

Principle of Insufficient:Reason: Criterion^^fThis;criterion is more 

recently knownras-:the? haplacercriterion-. It was first formulated b y  Jacob 

•Bemoulli"." (1654-1705) ;.who\, is “more:: noted: forrhis: laws-of: physics". Since 

his-work" many"• others:■ have:.modified::it' and: each-modification-has retained 

the-name-:of" the-modifier;, -:: This treatment"shall - stay with " that'of Luce 

and-Raiffa. 59/ ,

The- criterion "-assumes that the feeder cattle producer is entirely 

ignorant"of what course-the buyer -may take and therefore:behaves" as- if the 

courses'were-equally-likely. -"To" arrive"atra- solution;: a:decision-index is 

computed-using-the"formula- given"earlier-inrdiscussion’ of the'criterion. 

The-SellerjS" alternative'having-the'-highest-indexr.issliis'best-strategy.

Using the empirical-dataf-f romr the:.pay»pff CmatrixnimiFigure-10", - the." computa

tions: are;
26- + 

sI = 2
27 = 26.5

. .. 24,. +
s2 “ 2

28 = 26
The-cattleman-would again-select S^ as'his'bestrstrategy.

59/ • Ibid;, pp". 284-285.
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This criterion^has'a conceptionallyoppoeite^position;from-that of 

thet-Hurwicz: criterion" as-f arras-its'usability .-with-this 5  empirical x problem= 

Anrearlier=. commentr statedrthatritsempirieal7value-swasT in- doubt' due to 

the-enormity-of r.listing“:exclusively-. andrmutually: all-slates = operative 

in- a real'problemvof-decision-making= under.;uncertaintyv;..vlnr this' particular 

5Studys? the' natureand"theKnarrowrrrange' of; feasibleielementsof -the- matrix 

nullify; this-.;.objectiono : Whereasritvis vconEeptionallyvdifficuit" and parti

cularly- simples the;Hurwiczvcriterion-," for; this;study;;::is;.eonceptionally 

simple-and'particularly"difficult=

■ NO' doubt' many, ranchers=, dor form; the "..average?., images = and; exhibit the 

behavior: described:, in. the=: foregoing;,criticismtof;- this:.criterion; - This type 

of .individual,:though;visvperhaps:too""ayerageV:tovbevisolated; and his 

behavior:-measured.

. The: Caserof. Partial;Ignorance:Sriterion:" T h e :  cattleman:may - not be 

ignorant.orvmay .feel that he- is- not entirely ignorant- ofvthe"way the buyer 

plays: the1 game::: He:has: some a; priori" probability: distribution over, the 

- outcomes; of his: strategies.:;:;.Hnfortunatelyvavrea-Ivsolution: is quite 

impossible'=: ■ Gathering:andvmeasuring: the' data:-for:each-individual (and 

surely:each'wonldvbe:different)- which is:needed for an empirical-estimate 

of a probability distribution: immediately:presents: ItselfirBS . a 'task which 

would" bev-much-.-more'-costly: thanvmeaningfulrforrthis.study.

However;; something-meaningful: is~salvagable: fromvthe- idea;-.-Analysis 

of- the--bargaining:data* and: difficultrtos-tie-down:comments: received during 

.the= process"of" schedule-=-taking' lead:one" to:believe: that the substance of
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this - criterion'is: applicable.: to. the.- dec±sIonwnaking^of:many;cattlemen.

Some: ranchers: have-,detected' certain behavioral, aspects of individual’ buyers , 

or: of . types v of: buyers : .

For:, ins tance: some; Sellersrhave-. said:, that; they: always: set their opening 

prices-highrbecause:they::know:.that;.regardless:of:the..:opening- price the buyer 

will . attempt; to: dicker: them'-downv - On :the other hand-, it may be assumed, 7 

that the opposite holds trues ::At:any rate,.many.ranchersrattempted to 

arrive*,- by various:media-,: atr.a:market-price: and-:pitch: their first asking 

price above it, - Five: ranchers: started...at-.onercent::.higher: than-they con

sidered market price;. one rancher , at- one: andra: half : cents', - thirteen' ranchers 

at: two-cents .and:one-rancher:at:five-cents:higher;:than:market' price.

Ranchers:also:posernature;in;many: forms- as an opponent, established 

an a priori • probability; distribution, over-the: outcomes-, and - make production 

andrmarketing-decisions-'basedron-these' expectations.

I -



CHAPTER III

PREFERENCE AND USE. OF MARKET METHODS BY- 
MONTANA FEEDER CATTLE PRODUCERS

This, chapter will first examine-. ther Montana:;feeder--Cattle^producertS 

marketing:'preferences-^ Marketing: methods “available-., include- terminal 

markets^ auction,markets^ and two: types:of:direct::buyers-„ -Then-, the actual 

use the cattleman makescofr these."alternative^ markets-will .be:.examined-. This 

will indicate- the-.importance-ofr these- markets-;. -.Once:: these- things are 

known-, therway is .' cleared for- investigating means for-attaining- improvement 

in- marketing- b y  the-preferred- method.

Comparisons’ of-marketing-methods- will'be-made:for: therstate- as a whole 

and for-areas within:the .state; These- seven-areas-are- the- frame- areas for 

the-- sample-- design-- (see: Figure 3) .

Ranking of Preference and Reasons of Preference

The-, rancher- in-- thee sample, in - the-- course of- the interview-,- was asked 

to rplacee in- order the' marketing method - through'whichvhe.: would- prefer to 

sell-hisr. feeder: cattle; if' opportunities-were: available:, to- sell by all methods 

The- marketing; methodsrwhichehe 'was'- asked:-tor rank are those shown- in Table 

VI. ..After.the rancher--had:--stated.and- ranked- his- preferences-, he was asked 

to give- his reasons-forL such--ranking-;.rto^state' the: advantages and disad

vantages.he saw-in-each..method.

State -'.i' ■’-1V. _ .''a ■ .• .. : ; - turn v._ p; u

,^,AhaLyiSis;Iof b^urtveylidata shows., a definite ,pattern ..of preferences ..of «. ls 

markets held by producers l,of . feeder cattle.. .Although ,rankingtofi ,markets 

vary in different areas,.markets preferred are clearly indicated.
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Seventy-nine of 120 or 65,8 percent" of the■feeder cattle producers 

surveyed throughout'the-state-preferred:to sell:directly to feedlot oper

ators as a first choice (see" in Table VI). Some: 13.:percent;, of the producers 

were- indifferent' as- to.first choice between:- feedlot: operators-and order 

buyers 60/ and over 18:.percent chose order:buyers„

As to a second place liking, the cattlemen took order-buyers by 62.5 

percent, 14i2 percent'were indifferent" between .feedlot.operators' and order 

buyers, and 12.5"percent.chose;feedlot operators.: Auctions were the second 

choice of .5 percent:and 1;7 .percent would:.rather::sendrtheir-feeder- cattle 

to t erminal'.markets.

60/ Strictly , an-order* buyer-is- a third'party , a commission*man; who is in 
receipt'of an-order-for- a •specified-type-and: a.number'of' cattle to 
be delivered-within- a-specified"time- to*a* second- party, the buyer and 
user, and frequently"a-specified ceiling- price- to-the- first"party, the 
seller. A dealer is-one-who-purchases-the-cattle; directly from the 
producer * for-his*-own- account-with". the; intended .purpose-of-resale.
The- actual person who- contacts- the- rancher-- in;.person? and consummates 
the- sale;-may -not-be- the;dealer* but"his' employee;either- salaried or 
commission. He-may-in* fact*be a-neighbor;rancher-working-i n  the capa
city of* the- buyer *1 s' representatives- " In- actuality;' m a n y  times the 
buyer-who confronts' the- producer-* o n  the-- ranch; performs' the'functions , 
depending -on* circumstances;* of'both- orderrbuyers"and"dealers. The 
seller-usually knows;not'whichs Sometimes;r auction market*represent
atives- go- out*to* the-ranch-and'buy' directly for;resale'through the 
auction* ring*. - - Because- the--producer- commonly:.includes- all of these 
in* the* term-order--buyer;' this~paper- will docthersame--unless* indicated 
otherwise.



Producers-,-' inrmafcxngca-rthird^piace- ranking;; -,were.::grouped-as" follows :

58; 3 percent' for- a u c t i o n s ' 16;;7'.percent' for"terminal;.:markets ;- 5'= 8  percent—  

indifferent'betweenr auctions'-andt terminal-.markets r$'and'-0 ;8 ".percent for 

feedlot:operators*
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" . :: :
- TABLE-Vl-O PREFERENCEr-OFcMARKETv METHODS e FOR-SELLINGr1EEEDERL CATTLE., 120 

R A N C H E R S M O N T A N A , ... 1963 *

Market Preference Rank
Methods: - ■ Firstr-________ Second'______  Third.__________Fourth

' . . O . 0 .Number-.of-Ranchers ; ■; . . .
Terminal■ I 2 2 0 ) 7  . 67
Auction 6 .TOj7c/ 19
Feedlot Operator 
Order Buyer â /

791
2 2 }

I I

N o -Preference b/ 2 5 2 2 26

Total 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0

a/ See-Footnote 60.

b/ No*preference indicated-for-column-of' entry.

c/ Indicates number- of-interviewees - whorwere*indifferent-between- methods
shown-in-bracket'for-this-ranH», . .. .
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Last-place'ranking showed- that- 55^8 ~percent of the producers"would go 

to* terminal markets 7 ' 15 ;Si- perc'ent would' go to- auctions, 5.8' percent would 

be indif f e r e n t between::auctions - and terminal - markets -, and 0  ." 8  percent 

would, sell to- feedlot operators .- • Somer of the? reasons: offered-by*producers 

who'preferred-to'sell'to- feedlotir operators* and" order* buyers were: they

felt" that 7 in-doing so : 1 they 7*would* attain* thergreatest-possible 7 bargaining 

- strength'and maintain'thermost' control"over'the*marketing-of"their* product; 

they felt that' by*dealing"directly,"they7couldrmorer carefully- investigate 

current 1 market* information*, test OffererjS price with market'quotes, and 

even*turn- down* a'price* and- hold cattle; • There"are,?ofrcoursey many; instances 

of buyers - offering a- price 7,-,having? it: turned*;down*, rand?.returning' the next 

day, or-even'the'same'day, to offer a higher price; By the same"token, 

buyers have returned: with:a*lower*price; Sellers?sayrthat* they like the 

certainty of - knowing: the* netivprice' received: when-,the-buyerrleaves*: the ranch 

or other delivery 7 point*. ■ * Sellers*say that:selling*to? these* buyers-removes 

the- ,lgamble" from-marketing; his product 7; 7  * Theyrcan?plan 7*:the- movement of 

their cattle from*the:range-andrmaker.otherrpreparationsrwith 7 less?concern 

as," to., timing.

Most*Montana*calvesrarer.!"reputation"*calves; 61/* Producers .of fine

61/ Members 'of' the?Montana?Beef-Performance= Association*,? through the use of 
bulls with?individual 7 performance- records7,: are? growing* certified feeder 
calves.■: Theserbulls-have*been'selected?for-outstanding- demonstration 
in birthweigh.t7, .'.nursing- gain*, weaning .weighty- feedlot'gain* and. yearl
ing weight;* Use* of- this- program"is more--likely=' to* show- greater net 
returns if feedlot? operators * are aware*of-the* advantages* to be had in 
feeding these" calves-.and" are willing- to-pay a: premium- to* these pro
ducers .

;■ -1
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quality* calves' in- general-have;-expressed-: ther./opxnioiv.x'fchat' direct* dealing 

with" £eedlotr operators"helpsrdifferentiate-theirnproduct- and;establish an 

• exchange: of' performance^information*. Mutuaivbenefits of production* programs 

would-bev realized: and", calves would Bnjoyvanvevenvbettervrepatation.

Producers-preferringrtovdeal with:feedlottoperators believed" that by 

.dhalihg'.together'jr couldvperformrthe: necessary* marketing functions . at a 

cheaper: cos t: thantbythiringrmarketingtagenciesr,thereby: attaining* greater 

net .retams; "for-.bothn.r: Becauset of-, direct * contact^ t ealtrest-may- be ’ moved in a 

minimum of: time*,' undertgoing: less::shrinkage;;and;;arriving:at* the ;feedlot in 

better* c o n d i t i o n . ThesetwouldrnotvhaveTmingiedvwith:other-calves of“unknown 

origin and"conditionvand"would:likely: not*have:contacted:disease* through 

commingling'-enroute-.: Some",: using: thisvmethod-,~ sayrthatcit-*'■ leads:*-tp- a* lower 

death1" loss' ih" early stages*of: feeding. •

Some-producers-whorhave*dealt-directly" withr feedlot*operators*in the 

Midwest" say* that* aftervthe* firstvor: second* season:,"the: buyer* does: not see 

the calves until- the: calves: arrive;" * The* deal:* is: closed:by- the* telephone 

and:the:producer: deliverssthem-:fort.transport- according- to-the buyer's 

instructions. - .

..vA"few growers*Statedvthatratrtimesr they-haverreceived:better:prices 

at-'the- ranch" than-werev,currently: being:: of feredrby:. organized: markets?,: others 

: declared" they- could* taker a: known* lower: price: fromra:.direct" buyer- : and still 

bevbetter off.

„ There:: are;, producers who* say thatvbona* fide: order- buyers- earn: their 

- commission" and: perform::a:;,service*;atv the:.samev; timer,' they- have* uncomplimen

tary-names for.dealers;and:theirr.place-'in thermarketing;process. .....
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N o f  all producers - have-been'- satisfied - in- their: dealings "with' feedlot 

operators'. ' Some- said" that this- method-'of vselling"worksr.well' until the 

feedlot: operator receives* a: di s appointment: ,.in- prof if: then* he- changes to 

other markets-; Others-felt: that: f armer s - from- the* Mi dwes f  were - not familiar 

with Montana- and its- production' conditions? that they, didn^'f know what 

they were .looking- for'Inrthe w a y  of* type?-or* quality? nor h o w  to- buy.

They tried'too hard to dicker?'theyrwantedto;cull heavy; their credit 

was- not-known?-and t h e y  were'not-familiar-with grades: or* prices. A few 

sellers would deal with-commercial feeders but*no f  farmer-feeders for 

reasons*just cited.

Thoser cattlemen-who"favor* order-buyers' (dealers' included unless other

wise indicated)* usually indicated"a-long- acquaintance:and- regard for 

integrity . * - It is convenient: to sell to' them?"they-.:said- and" their- credit 

rating-is - firm.* - During - bad:years?' they always live;tip:to- their*contract 

even.if-they suffer.- They-arerusually'-old* timeryinrtherbasiness: and know 

grades and value of* cattle'.:- T h e y  perform-a:;servicer. in: sorting cattle to 

dif ferent'buyers'.' - Those- sellers" rating* order: buyers: lower*on* the scale 

maintained"they' were-constantly seeking"undue*advantage? rthat they- reneged 

outright on a  contract -pr-used-heavy cutback"to bring-a*contract .price to 

market price- during- a: declining- market?, they, "beat:on*.the* door" onra rising 

market' and- "hide-in the bushes^-on*a*falling:market.

Those placing- auctions'high?: named; the'ease:of :.marketing?assurance of 

selling on-the* d a y  t h e y  wanted: to* sell "and", alluded: to:: an-ego' pleased by 

the nice things-, the::auctioneer*said: about: their ;.cattle-^one: producer seemed 

to be more-impressed with-a- trophy he-had ,received' than:with price;. . Most
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of the negative-remarks-were-lack-of reliable information-, - high shrinkage, 

extensive sorting which m a y  give- aihigher-price for top price" but lower 

average- price than for direct-selling, exposure: to..disease- and" exhbrbitant 

commission"rates. Other remarks were? .Collusion between buyers; same 

buyers as in country so .why. pay"for-sellings unfair treatment-among sellers; 

don't follow instructions'; poor-Tserviceyno"idea"what price will be on sale 

day and once cattle are committed"there-is-no.recourse.

V e r y  few considered-terminal- markets: asranreal-;alternative- and offered 

few comments.-" of any kind'; -. i Those- comments" that- were- offered had* to do with 

inflexibility, high:selling-: and- transportation:-.cos.ts.> -deals-made- in- alleys 

rather- than- pens -," excessive- timer lag- between- shipping- and: sale date-. ■ Some 

of-those* commenting' said-they-.had-only'heard- fromrneighbors ,' others once 

had* a- long- record of selling- at:, terminal- markets.

Areas*Within-State

In-Table-VII the total number of-replies*of:-ranchers-interviewed in 

each sample* a re a* are - distributed* among: market', methods r- according- to pref

erence b y  areas or"within*the*state; - References.torpreferences"in this 

section will-be'in percentages-.- Gomparisons- b y  percentages and- b y  numbers 

are afforded through this:treatment.

Preference- for-markets v i m  the* Northwest- area- are: asx: follows;

90 percent of*the-producers-'interviewed-preferred.first-to*sell to* feedlot 

operators-and • 1 0  -percentvpreferred: to* sell-'to-'orderrbuyers-. These- percent

ages for these two' markets* were- exactly: reversed: in ".a:- second* place--..ranking. 

Half of-the*producers-placed-auction*markets-::in:thirdv.rank- and; 30 percent
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of' them"piaced- terminal: marketsrin" thishrank;.■ Again^ these: last percent- 

ages-were'reversed-for-market-place-'preference.

In the Northcentral area% ranchers•:interviewedr.wonid:. offer their 

feeder:cattle- first"to: feed-lot: operators:andrthen-to;:.orderrbnyers""with 65 

percent:liking- feedlot:.operators',":25:percent:indifferentr.between-feedlot 

operators-and'order:bnyers; and:10;:percentrpreferringvorder'buyers-. On a 

second choice-, 5 percent'.of'the:.prodncersrwould.r.offer':their-young:stock to 

feedlot operater s '■ 65:percent:would-- sellrto:order:buyers-,^and:25 percent 

would be indifferent between feedlot operators- and- order:buyers.' If 

feedlot operators and order buyersare-notr,available', - 65:percent- of the 

ranchers-will-go-to: auctions^, 25 .percent: to: terminal rmarkets, and 5 percent 

will be indifferent- between:auctionsrand:terminals, markets’; .For fourth 

place; - the--numbers: of ::.preferences-.for-.. auction-,and:terminal' markets - are 

reversed'from; thatr.ofrthird'.place.

Sixty-percent-of'the'.producersr.interviewedr in- the Northeast area 

would first sell, to feedlot operators; 1 0  percent would give thernpd to 

order buyers; and'30- percentrw 6 uld'not-.be:.distinctive-:between-.these two. 

The: second:preferences:of:SOcpercent- of:the: producers?would:be;- order 

buyers; 1 0 ; percent "would: choose: feedlot-:operatorsv::30-'percent--would be 

indifferent' between--these: buyers; and- 1 0 ' percent:would ' choose auctions . 

Auctionsr are- the-third: place-preference .of 70 percent of the producers, 

as- terminal markets-are-for-20-percent'-. These two markets have reverse 

standings for fourth place. ■;/;
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M A R K E T  M E T H O D S
Area Preference Feedlot Order No Pre-

Rank_________ Total Terminal Auction Operator Buvera/ ferenceb/
Number of Ranchers

Northwest
First

1 0 9 ISecond
1 0 I 9Third
1 0 3 5 2Fourth
1 0 5 3 2

Northcentral
First 90 • 13 5 c/ 2 '
Second

2 0
I S c / 13 I

■ Third
2 0

5 ic/ 13 I
Fourth

2 0
13 1 £ / 5 I

Northeast
First

1 0
6 3 c/ I

Second
1 0

I I 3 c/ 5
Third i n 2 7 I
Fourth

1 0
7 2 I

Central
First

2 0 7 5 c/ 6 2Second
2 0 2 3 5 c/ 7 3Third
2 0 4 35/

3.c/
9 I 3Fourth

2 0 1 0 3 I 3
Southwest

First
Second 2 0

2 0

I
15
4

4
13

Third
2 0

I Ic / 17 I
Fourth

2 0
17 ic/ I I

Southcentral
First

2 0 I 13 2  c/ 4
Second

2 0 I I 2 2  e/ 13 I
Third

2 0 4 IcZ ■ 1 1 4
Fourth

2 0 1 0 iZ ! 4 5
Southeast

First
2 0

16 4
Second ■

2 0
I I 3 15

Third
2 0

I W 15 3
Fourth

2 0
13 1 1 / I 5

See Footnotes on'following page?
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TABLE'V I I . PREFERENCE OF MARKET METHODS;, 120 MONTANA RANCHERS,. 1963 BY 
AREAS-WITHIN-STATE. (continued)

Area Preference
M A R K E T  M E T H O D  

Feedlot Order
S
No Pref-

Rank Total Terminal Auction Operator. Buvera/ erenceb/
Number:of:Ranchers

a/ Refer-to'Footnote 60.

b_/ ■ N o 1 preference . indicated; for "Colmimrwith entry.
c/ Indicates- number-of - interviewees*whor were?indifferent'between"the-market

methods-shown in:columns' on-either.“side'of "symbol.

In the Central'area',"" 35 rpercentrof- therproducersr.would-choose feedlot 

operators, first "from' the ■ alternative-markets',: 30 :percent-would“ choose order 

buyers: firsts ' and: another? 25" percent rwouldrbe: as:: likely.to:: deal'first with 

one'as-with the other?: The producers 1 second rank:preference-proportionately 

is 35 percent for-order "buyers ,-ISrpercent for.: feedlot- operators; 25 percent 

indifferent ■ for' these:m a r k e t s ?and:; 10 percent:.for?auctions;:: Preferences 

of“third-place would:be.45 percent for:auctions;:20 percent'for* terminal 

markets , 1 5  percent" indif ferent" for' these-:markets', ■: and' 5 percent -would be 

for" feedlot operators; "Half" of the"producers 'interviewed;;placed'terminals 

last ," 15 'percent' place- auctions ~last ,: 15" percent' are::indif ferent between 

the markets " as :to~last place, "and ? 5  "percentrplace;;:feedlot ',operators- last.

In-the - Southwes t-areayr marketrpreferences:arertightiy -grouped;? First 

preference of' 7 5 "percentr-of-the"producers':is:feedlot.roperators-, 2 0  percent 

prefer order .buyers: first ".and : 5" percent" findrthem;equal lyrat tractive as a 

• first " choice'of markets'."" “Secondrpreferences: are? thus-:'' 65"percent like 

order"buyers; 2 0  percent likerfeedlot operatorst randL'iO-percent like these
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two' indifferently-, " andi:5-7percent Iikerauctions^: " Auctionsrwerer a. third 

preference-for'85."percent.-of the ranchers, terminalrmarketsrwere a third 

preference-for :5 percent and 5 percent; were . indifferent:.: .'.Auctions and 

terminal -markets -have."fourrplace' standingsrwhichrare.:.reversed.: from' those in 

third place.

Producers 'interviewedr.in: the;. Southcentral ;area^.;.ifr they-: conldy would 

distribute theiri'first . choices: asr follows: r.65rpercentr for:;feedlot operators , 

20 percent for order'buyers,rlOrpercent indifferent:: as .Tto-' these markets, and 

5' percent ■ for'" terminal' markets, The: second .preferencerturnscdutr to be: more 

widely distributed:: '65.percent for-orderrbuyers-,:10'percent-.for: feedlot 

operators; 10' percent:indifferent:-as'torthese:.:markets',::5::percent:;for' auctions, 

and: 5: percent for- terminal: markets,. "Thirdrplacecpreferences' are-as-", follows: 

55percent-of the'producers'would-goto auctions,'20-percent would go to 

terminal- markets; and -5rpercent "would be-indifferent. between-these two

markets;.Half of the-producers put~terminal:markets' last;’20 'percent put

auctions -last," * and" 5" percent "are' indifferent' as- to-which: of these is; put last.

In the 'Southeast area;' first-choice" would' be. "80;: percent r to feedlot oper

ators" and'20"percent to order buyers; On a secondrchoice; 75 percent would 

deal with -order-buyers; 15 "percent with , feedlot .!.operators,'5 !.percent with 

auctions; a n d '5 percent with:terminals; Forrarthirdrplace preference, 75 

percent of "the’producers "would: take ' their:, feederrcattle to an-auction, 5 

percent"to a terminal market, and"5 percent would be indifferent between 

these "markets : ' Last; 5' percent would' go to: auctions; 65r.percent would go to 

terminal'markets 1 and""5" percent would be indif ferentr.between" these "markets,
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The: analysis" of -,market: preferences : forvareas-Withinrthe:. state show 

similarities - and dissimilarities • with" the - analysis 7. of -preferences on the 

state basis; When-stated:preferences; reasons:.fo r :preferences;• and market 

alternatives'in the1: area: are.:considered-;. it is suggested: that-strength of 

preference- is related' to competing:alternative:.markets- in the area. The 

producers questioned in the - Northwest area-expressed:a.much:stronger 

preference for .selling to feedlot operators and:a:weaker:preference for 

order buyers; although:nonerhad sold:to:feedlot..operators^'. :The .Northcentral 

area producers .were:about:in-line-with' the:state: average:.but' showed more 

indifference between.feedlot .'.operators: and:order .,buyers ■; and ra- slightly 

stronger preference.for:auctions; Preference:in;the:Northeast-area, com

pared to the"state average;;was less'distinct- for:either: feedlot operators 

or order buyers; •The: preference-was:high:but:indifferent:for- these two 

types of buyers;- In therCentral'--area; ■ preference;forvfeedlot operators was 

lower than state"averages;.higher for order:buyers;:more;indifference-between 

these-two; and"slightly:lower-for:auctions and:.terminals;The Southwest- area 

ranchers' preferred:feedlot operators-more-strongly: than:the"state average 

but not as strongly as"those i n -the"Northwest: . They: also:had;.a stronger 

than- average-preference--for -auctions; . Preference* for order*buyers;; feedlot 

operators;•and auctions- in.ther Southcentral'arearis" about' that"of' the state 

average; Producers in-the- Southeast-area-are- prominent^in*their distinct 

preferences: Their indifference; level for ".markets :was- much:" lower than state

averages, but’ their preferences*for-feedlot - operators,'order buyers and 

auctions" were*higher.
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Actual•MarketingaMethods Used

State

The; previous::seetion«ind±cated~how*. thenfeederccattletproducer-InnMentana 
said- Iier"would' choose"among"thef severalr methodsrof :;marketingi' if-all of these 

choices “were- immediately- available.' to' him"and.:.-alternative':prices" and market 

conditions'were'.asr.he;: assumed', them- tor be;% LAttentionrwiTl“now be- turned to 

finding"how his-performancermatches.hisnpreference.

In?;attempting-'torascertainractualrmarketings'j it shoul'd"be“noted that 

the- year 1963 had- its advantages- andrdisadvantages of anrunusual nature for 

a- feeder" cattle marketing "study. In order to? secure producer;" cooperation in 

any year, i f  is wise to wait"until" the- haying- season; is p a s f  to; begin a 

study; " In-' addition;' that“marketing-is?highly■' seasonal; In-1963, however, 

by the normal marketing" season' the price? trend-.was- known;.to ;be down; The 

•- exact- vector of ' this' trend was? not? known-.amongrproducers“but" it was causing 

them'concern; "Since" they-were? more than, normally anxious to-discuss the 

cause'of this concern with"anyone-who"may havenanvinsight; they;responded 

to'interviewing morer readily; ' On; the other hand; since- t h e y  were not getting 

the higher-prices which they expected; many were .holdings'.fo-rca; turn" to.- the. 

bettero"'Soratrthetimerof questioning; many had not'sold; This gives a 

distortion1 to" analysis?'which" isrconcernedr;wi'thr. actuals markets'; This is 

■ apparent" in 'Table" XVl; ' ;• There" were' no' ̂ 'hot sold1' in'-"l962.compared to 36 

in 1963. 'Some1 producers sold; later- in~the«year b u f . Somecdid- not' sell at 

all and-carried-'their'stockover.

j-
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This "-does not' pose" a., serious ̂ handicap vs thoughv'.i'ncdrawingcobservations

as to'the" feeder cattle:producer's:,actual;.perfarmanner.re3:ative'"to his

preferences^, Market channels,': used;; in- 1962- are: aval I ab Ie-L and: even though

therer are ,variations :in"thef:'1963' analysis ̂ brought; one by. market" conditions ,

the 1963 actualmarkete.data:,subs.tantiatesi-thatof,. 1962.
:

. TABLE; VlH'. MARKETING:;METH0DSi'...USED':F0R;..GLASS:,OF:.ANIMALt-BYt 120'. MONTANA 
RANCHERSj, 1962-63.

Numbers:- of: Ranchers;.-. Selling
Type of Market 1963 1962
On- Which- Sold ,Calves • Yearlings: .Calves- Yearlings

Not Reported a/ 2 3
Not Sold 31 5 0" 0
Feedlot Operator 4 9 11 8
Order Buyer 39 9 64 14
Another, Rancher 2 ' 0 I 0
Dealer 9 ' I 14 I
Auction 8 I 3 I
Terminal 0 o ■ 0 0

a/ Entry"is made in "Calves" column only since"it'is not"recorded whether 
.the non-respondent produced"calves"or yearlings.

■ Table VI showed" that :terminal" markets: ranked;lowest in- the'preferences 

of" ranchers. Tab1Ie VIII' shows- that' none" reported:"selling:, through these in 
1963 and" in 1962. However.,., it "Is known;* that, several" groups in the North

west' area: did sell* through* this:.method, late; in:-" thee marketing; season of 

1963. N o w  that"depressed prices..have forced attention;to' this" market"method, 

its consideration as an alternative may be renewed.

i
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Auction markets, according to Table VI were chosen by no one as first 

preference and. by 5 percent;:as;: second' preference.. . Those reporting selling 

these in 1963 were 7,5'per cent ".and in' 1962 were. 3.3 percent- of "the total 

ranchers reporting;,. . Several:.of: those- reporting:.stated-that they had sold 

to an auction in 1963, be cause-even- though-; they were- n o t ’pleased-, feasible 

alternatives were too few.. •Again, ranchers performed"in-accordance with 

their-preferences.

Dealers are ■ shown: separately from-, order buyers- in- Table VIII. As 

explained earlier-, these,, in- careful definition-, perform, different functions 

but many times one individual will perform both, functions-; In some areas, 

producers were acutely able-to distinguish: between: the:two;* in*other areas, 

hardly at all; Dealers shown-in Table VIII were-.clearly-distinguishable 

as such, however-, many entries shown to-order, buyers were outright dealers, 

and many more performed dual functions.

This-analysis combines the-two types; In Table-V I , i t r w a s -seen that for 

first place, 18 percent of the producers chose order buyers^ Table, VlIT 

shows that in 1963, 48;3 percent of producers sold to them and in 1962 ah 

impressive 77,5 percent*sold- to them.

Again for purposes hereat: "feedlot operator1'-and-"another- rancher" types 

are combined; Ranchers preferring-to- sell • to:: these; according-' to .Table VI, 

were 65.8 percent; In 1963, 12;5 percent-of'the- ranchers reported■selling 

to them and in 1962, 16.7 percent-of- the-; ranchers .reported selling- to them.

. Clearly, on a statewide "basis-; many more- ranchers were selling to order 

buyers"and' dealers than preferred; On the other hand^ many fewer ranchers 

were selling; to * feedlot:operators- than: would.: prefer to. .
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A  dissection'.of the."statewider.performancen:into-.:performances' by area 

m a y  afford' a-more .'Harrowvfocusronrwhy:.preferences1:are'vwhatrthey are.

Are as T rW ith in -S ta te

Tables VIi:. shows. that; 50 percent rof the . ranchers:;reporting: in~ therNorth- 

westr area- p u t . terminal marketsv.in:.. fourth-: :preferencer:andr 50v percent put 

auctions rin. third, preferences: Later::discussion;:ofvorganized-markets 

closest'in'distance-will.disclose:partial reason for these preferences. At 

any rate, no one reportedrsellingvtheir feeder stock:to either"terminal or 

auction~markets:as seen:, in:. Table IX and X. Feedlot operators were given 

first preferencerby 90"percent and order'buyers by IOvpercent of the ranchers. 

Ranchers reportingrin: this: area typically were not: able to'distinguish 

between-order:buyers' and- dealers;";There: were' very few direct buyers1 active 

in' this'area and:although'these very likelyrmore closely resembled dealers 

than- order buyers:, . they , were not discernably .:more:::sorthanr: in mos t areas.

In 1962, 100'percent sold to:these order buyers.r:.In:. 1963, 40 percent sold 

to them and 60'percent : had: not:sold'.: At: the.1, timer of " interviewing, which 

was in-November,rthese:cattle.1,normally:would1 havevbeenrsold. Ranchers 

had: been; contactedrby.buyers but' the conditions of offers gave the-,ranchers 

cause for concern; Presumably^ m a n y  did'later on sell to the same buyers. 

Many'ranchers-said'1 that these buyers1 realized: that: they; the sellers, had 

no 1 real'alternative; 1 Bargaining' conditions ;-to'be discussed later; uphold 

them'in their apprehensions^' the extreme' variance' in' their-preferences and 

performances'point'to-their- felt need for more feasible- market- alternatives

of a competitive-nature.
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TABLE IXc ACTUAL MARKET CHANNEL- USED, 120. MONTANA:CATTLE:PRODUCERS, 1963 
BY AREAS-WITHIN-STATE.

Number- of; Ranchers' Selling

Area Terminal Auction Dealer
Other Order Feedlot Not Not
Ranchers Buyers Oper. Sold Rept

Northwest
Calves O O O O 4 0 6 0
Yearlings O O O O O 0 0

Northcentral
Calves O 2 O - O 10 9 6 0
Yearlings O O O O 2 0 . 0

Northeast
Calves O O Q O 2 I 6 0
Yearlings O O O O . 0 I 0

Central
Calves O I 5 I 6 I 0 0
Yearlings O I I O 3 I 0

Southwest
Calves O 4 O O 6 2 . 2 I
Yearlings O O O O 0 4 I

Southcentral
Calves O I O I 13 0 I I
Yearlings ' “ ■ — - — I 2 0

Southeast
Calves O ' O O . O 2 0 10 0
Yearlings O O O O 3 I 4

a/ Entry m a d e 'in'"Calves" column only since it is not recorded whether the 
non^-respondent produced-calves'or'yearlings.



TABLE- X; ACTUAL MARKET' CHANNEL; USED’, 120 MONTANA. CATTLE- PRODUCERS, 1962, 
. BY AREAS-WlTHlNr-STATE.

Area Terminal Auction Dealer
Other-
Ranchers

Order;
Buyers.

Feedlot Not .Not 
Oper; Sold Repta/

Northwest
Calves 0 - o.... 0 0 10 0 . 0 0
Yearlings 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0

Northcentral .
Calves 0 0 0 I 16 I 0 0
Yearlings 0 0 0 0 2 0 0

Northeast
Calves o- I I 0 7 I 0 0
Yearlings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Central
Calves 0 0 3 0 . 11 0 0 0
Yearlings 0 I I 0 4 0 0

Southwest.
Calves 0 - 1 0 0 9 3 0 2
Yearlings 0 0 0 0 0 5 P

Southcentral
Calves' 0 I Q , 0 14 I- 0 I
Yearlings 0 0 0 ' : ■ ■ 0 * 1 I 2 ■ P. .. . .

Southeast
Calves 0 U 0 0 7 5 0 0
Yearlings 0 0 o . U 7 I 0

a./ Entry- made- in "Calves" column only since it is not' recorded whether the 
non-respondent produced calvesor-yearlings.
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Ranchers in the-Northcentral*area:would' have normally-finished market

ing-their'-feeder' c at tie-by-the-time- of - interviewing-,- but 5-percent of them 

had- not done: so, It mayrbe reasonably-assumed..that: these: ranchers would 

sell; later; and-: in .: their n usual ,pattern-.;:of-.: markets . - This - is v the-reason: A

large portion:, of; this v area: hasrbeen: a. drought:: area;, for rat: least* two years. 

The- ranchers :had:: to-.; decide: whether:; to: sell tin", the. face of .a- downward price 

trend" or to hold overtthetstocky ship:inr.hayrfront:at: least' one- hundred and 

f i f t y  miles- and- run- the chance-of-still" selling-on; a--down-market". 'None of 

these- ranchers' sold to terminal-': markets tin- 1962:. or- 1 9 6 3 “None "sold to 

auctions:in; 1962 but 10"percent, sold:tot.auctions:.in:;1963. - In-1962, 90 

percent sold to- order-buyers-and-irr 1963," :'60'-percent-used- this - market.

Only- 10 percent' of - the'- ranchers .-reported: selling- to feedlot-operators (and 

other- ranchers)'in 1962-and-none- reported' selTing: this;wayr.in .1963.

M a n y  of' these- ranchersropenlyr expressedr-need-.-forvassistance: in- finding 

better-marketing-conditions.

....At" time-of' schedule-rtaking: in- the - Northeast: area:, ::,the-marketing

activities-should-have-been:-at-their:highest:peaki The high-proportion of 

l,riot: soldu-entries~in Table IX reveal the' already-;.apparent: down- turn of 

market-price-for"feeder:cattle? • Range- and-winter-feed:conditions-for this 

area-were:comparatively."gopd' so".it: isrconceivable;;.that:.somerof- the- feeder 

cattle-were carried- on- the:range-:into~the - next seasons: Bear in'mind that 

in-this- area there- are-several-physical, feasibleamarket':alternatives.

No " one-reported;"selling-to--terminal-markets in- either year? No one reported 

selling-to- auctions' in-1963" b t i t P e r c e n t - a s e ^ '  this method:of' marketing in 

1962? Ten'percent- of-the producers sold to feedlot:operatorscin-1962 and
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20 percent' of-them- did-so: inx 1963;; ..Eighty percent of the:: producers in 1962 

and 20 percent of them: in- 1963 sold to order buyers.

Marketing-activities-of-the Central area differs:from-those of other 

areas . No one: soldrto,:terminal:..marketS'in 1963 or 1962. Ten:percent of 

the: producers sold , to:-auctions: inr 1962 and 20 percent-did:so: in-1963. A 

brand-inspector , in-this=, area offered the comment that inspections of cattle 

going-to.auctions: in'1963 were:decidedly:up - from: 1962. Reports- of ranchers 

show ■ 95 percent selling to-order buyers-(and.dealers) in- 1962 and.75 percent 

selling to them in 1963. There is reason-to think-that a majority: of these 

buyers in this- area are- employed by'firms"which buy: for resale in the Mid

west. None of the=producers sold to feedlot operators in 1962. In 1963,

15 percent of- the-producers.-sold:to them.

Ranchers' in-the- Southwest* area'were"interviewed*. Iongrafterrthe normal 

marketing- season*. ■ : Those notrhaving' sold: at"that: time- very .likely will not 

do*so before*the-next season;- The*arearholds no characteristics which 

should:unusdally affect"the-marketing-pattemv A- possible* exception was 

the* good hay season; -* There'are" several:,physically- feasible' alternative 

markets in the* area; ' Transportation- distances-to::therMidwest: are- greater 

than- from other areas;- Nevertheless-,* most-of* the-ranchers-responding loaded 

their feeder cattle for-shipment-to*-the-East; There*were-shipments," too, 

to the- South' and"West','in* fact- this is - one* of* two= areas: from:which a sig

nificant number* of'feeder- cattle are shipped: tor the-' West;: No* rancher 

reported selling* feeder - cattle-to"terminalrmarkets;■-This:is not: to say 

that • no* one - in ■ the -area-shipped-to-:such* a-market; It. is known that a
j

shipment*to' a*terminal'was-organized" in: a:county:adjacent- to this, area and
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that some individuals "fromr this "area'. incladed::their'feeder", cat tie in the 

shipment;- The same is true of the-Northwest .Area; .Five percent of the 

ranchers: reporting'sold; through:.auctions-.. inr l962-;,:and:.-20 .percent did so in 

1963» Forty'percentr-sold:to-feed-lot-operators;.in: 1962; - In 1963, 30 per

cent, o f t h e  producers: reporting, sold: to them.:Fortyrfive:percent of the 

ranchers: sold- to rordercbuyersr. in: 1962: and:.30:.percentzsold:.to:.them in 1963.

Interviewing in" the:: Southcentral - ■ area: was: done? after- the - usual market

ing- seasom had past .' . Feed:, situation^ was: good; Terminal markets were 

preferred:: first by :5'percent::of: those: reporting; No one reporting sold 

to terminal markets' in: 1963: or:: 1962.; Five, percent sold through an auction 

market in--each year:,.in question-.: - In: 1962,: 75 percent: of - the' producers 

sold;.to: order buyers, :as .did, 76:.percent: in- 1963. Fifteen percent of the 

ranchers sold to feedlot;:operators:,in each year:in:question.: Again, there 

were clear indications that the- "order- buyers?1 active in this area Were 

largely; commissioned: employees' of : I ar ge: firms.: whi ch:. owned* and" operated 

various-marketing.facilities in:the:,Midwest.

Although the time of:.interviewing; in~ the: Southeast' area'would normally 

have - been' in: the • middle- of'the: marketing;- season:, the:.marketing- conditions 

shaping'up were causing the: producers:to hesitate; .Many had been;contacted 

by; buyers . ' The-hay'season'had: been: unusually.'good-; Alfalta-seed crop was 

the- best in:.many :years.; This-had .been, a: drought: area in-1960 and 1961 and 

with: plenty of feed,- many:.ranchers- were' in:a- frame: of mind- to hold ,and build 

back;.their:herds rather: than-.-sell..at'what: they considered:an unwarranted low 

price. The year- 1962,:as: shown' in-,Table: X, - shouldrbe: a:representative year.
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The: producers reporting' in'this area did not .sell.to .either auction or 

terminal markets'in 1963 and:1962.. These people:had.strong comments on 

auction markets-which will be discussed in the next.section; These 

ranchers- were able :to .give:a- clear: distinction: especially, in one county 

between order- buyers: and: dealers. - Seventy: percent::of those: reporting sold 

to order buyers in 1962:. Of those, reporting:, and ,.selling- in 1963, 83 per

cent sold to order buyers::.Ranchers in this area:apparently have had some 

satisfying marketing-relations'with, feedlot: operators-.::. Thirty percent sold 

to feedlot operators in 1962: Of those reporting-and.selling in 1963, 16.7

percent sold to feedlot operators.

More producers interviewed in-the-Northwest-area sold to order buyers 

than did the average state producer: In fact they:sold-by ho other, method.

Ranchers reporting in: Northcentral area- used order buyers as a market more 

but feedlot operators - less; than did the average state=producer. Use of 

auctions-was-about-the-same-as-the-state .average: Use of auctions by

reporting Northeast' area:ranchers:was also about the-state average. In 

fact these;ranchers-closely-paralleled:state-averages1 in- the use of all 

markets:- Ranchers .reporting:fronr: theCentral;area:used:auctions' slightly 

more, sold:much:more. to order buyers-, and: less: to ifeedlot operators than 

did the/ average:state-'producer; Fewer ranchers:.in- the--Southwest area, 

related selling to.auctions:than did the averager.state: producer; they were 

about parallel.in;selling:.tororder:.buyersvbuf:sold: to feedlot'operators 

nearly three times-more frequently: Reporting: Southcentral area ranchers

about'paralleled the average producer:in the state in the use of market 

methods: except that they made- more use- of order:buyers- in 1963. Much more
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use of order buyers and feedlot operators was made by reporting ranchers in 

the Southeast'area than did the state average, but auctions were used less.

Consistencies-of the Marketing Pattern

State

The behavioral aspects of the producer^ especially his habits, reveal 

a pattern in his marketing- process.

In the last section, it w a s .clearly.shown-that feeder cattle producers 

were not marketing in the - method- which they preferred.This.section will 

be concerned" with-how he-,' the:producer,- views- himself- in- relation to his 

marketing goals, and with his" demonstrations;, both active and passive of 

evaluating his position in relation to his market goals.

On a state-wide basis 80.8 percent of the feeder cattle producers 

interviewed reported that" they stayed with the- same method of; marketing each 

year= These producers felt that'there was'an advantage;to this. After all, 

if the bes t'method"of marketing had been;determined"what'was there to be 

gained .by changing. The method"was familiar to- them;- the personalities 

involved were familiar to them; and the techniques of selling in this 

method were familiar to them. Efforts at determining from the interviewee 

exactly how well he had defined and appraised his position and been con

vinced that he was using the very best method available to him was met with 

little success. Most of the interviewees"were not anxious to discuss the 

question and although" they" stated- that'they were;, convinced, their - attitudes 

suggested to the -interviewee: that many of"them stayed with their present 

method more through inertia"than they cared to admit.
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Fifteen: percents of . these- producers: stated.that:.they; shopped-:around for 

markets each season,to:locate.the best pricey.to.satisfyrthemselves that 

they ,had; made an effort to do the:best .possible job of selling"their feeder 

cattle-.: The- query- which::followed^ ;and: to: be; discussed:.next-,: casts doubts, 

though1,- on- how well even, these:.producers: investigated:.their:.marketing 

possibilities-.. .This: is ..not; to: saythat:, a:. large'.:portion: of ..producers had 

been affected by mental. and physical lethargy... .Rather-; - it ..is easier to 

believe that most-of: them--have-done-all-they-know .how to- do-. Although they 

vaguely realized that something was;missing; they.did not"exactly know what 

it was.

Producers - were asked- pointedly-'if they had; gathered; the necessary 

information and- data and compared--up^tor-date: marketing-..and: transportation 

costs' of the:-alternative---marketing-.methods;.prior-- to; selling-- either in 1962 

or in 1963. Of those--producers-interviewed, 80.9 percent had never done 

this- and 15:8 percent had made: varying efforts;in: this-direction.

On the assumption that--the'seller played: a more passive role in 

marketing relations'with:;:direct: buyers- than'with;-.organized- markets,;the 

producer was asked to:.describe" how: buyers: found,;.outr.about~.his-. cattle. Of 

those.producers interviewed,:67;5.percent^said that.the buyers for 1963 or 

potential: buyers ; ; had ,,been; active' in-., their:; particular: area: so; long that 

they:did- not recall. .; Some;:stated--acquaintances;:of - 15: and. 20 years. Two 

of the_potential :buyers:had- been-. referred: to the .producer by his neighbor 

and eight others'had;made:contacts";through; other.means:;-.'In 1962, 75 per

cent: of those-interviewed.had met; the;same old:.potential.buyers; five had 

potentialibuyers: referred; to:them;.by their ..neighbors-, - and- -15- had potential
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buyers', find . them- through.: other, means .

One direct: buyer: was. -men t i oned by name .by 11; 7 "percent' of - the producers, 

two direct buyers were .mentioned.by- name..by-; 16»7 .percent: more; and 6.7. 

mentioned at least: threerdirectrbuyers:.by name.

Areasr-Wi things tate
Eighty' percent' of; thee producers ̂ reporting'; in:: the; Northwest- area used 

the same'way:of;marketing:each.year andc.ZO.percent;shopped:.around. But 

those who said that they;,shopped,.around admitted, that .thezshopping around 

was limited to a very, small: number; and", types ..of: markets.

Selling and.transportation::costs were:preTfiguredzfor:alternate markets 

by 20. percent .ofTthe-producers'reporting;' ..Other-did not. Of-those who d i d , 

half depended on long past”experience: in shipping" to" Omaha. The other half 

had written in;1963 to a county-agent"in Nebraska.

In 1962, all potential buyers: inquiring: about- their cattle had been 

the1 same., ones ..who.;had;-done:-.so„ for: many: years.._ :.The-; same: was" so" in. 1963 

except that - one" potentials buyer'had'been' referred-.to the-producer by the 

producer's neighbor.

Each- of the producers? reporting- had;,;mentioned" the:, n a m e s o f " two1 direct 

buyers, one.particular-buyer.was.mentioned:;by:each-producer.

All producers' reporting;in: the- NorthcentralrareaMhad'made-no-effort 

: to t r y  different- marketing: methods;"TOnlyzS percentrhadrgathered and 

, compared-; sellings and; transportation? cost' data; insi962r..or' 1963' and-this was 

done using- data of .four-years -pastsexperience;.shipping;:to::Omaha-and Chicago.
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In 1962 and 1963, the same potential buyers and. inquired of the 

cattle of 90 percent.of the producers. The buyers inquiring of stock of 

the other 20 percent ofeach' of these. years had. become.. acquainted through 

a recently .defunct:.feeder, cattle marketing pool.. Pieces ..of information 

w e r e .gathered: from interviewees: who- were: members; of; this pool. It seems 

that certain members of the .Blackfoot Indian: Tribe,: on:realizing the need 

for more bargaining;strength^-had: organized:.and p u t .into:operation a market 

ing: pool; facilities .of "which .were" located: in-.Browning.Buying was by sealed 

bids. Buyers, it was. reported b y  interviewees.,;would'meet: outside of the 

facilities" before" bids "'.were: opened andr. offer; higher* prices: than they had 

in their- sealed.bid»: Producers;were: not.:restricted, from- selling.. This 

and- other"-questionable: activities soon: led_:to;the::demise of the pool. 

Producers continue to: lament the passing;.of what promised" to be an improve

ment among their marketing;alternatives.

■Ranchers, reporting in:the Northeast.area,by 60 percent, continued 

to" utilize-each year" the;marketing. method;.of-the past , year . In this area, 

most of them knew why; they were" doing so and believe. that it was ..not within 

their- immediate" reach ■ to:do-betters ■ : Forty-;percent?.of" the: ranchers did shop 

around, they said... ..Eighty:, percent had gotten- local - auction: cost: data from 

a:neighbor■and 20 percent had terminalrmarket.cost;data"which*they had 

gained, by selling; there; several: years** ago. ■ . This. was. the" extent, to-which 

they had-shopped: around.

The same*old potential:buyers*of: previous*years:were the ones who 

inquired of . the"' cattle, of: more: than- half of .the producers.:, rep or ting in 

1962. One potential, buyer: had. been referred by a. neighbor and one was
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a neighbor-who. was -an agent: for: an; extremely:, speculative- dealer:. • Another 

buyer' (feedlot 'operator) :.had,:;been :motivated~to inquire: because of an 

advertisement:which: the:producerrhad: placed::inr-arMidwestern" feeder journal. 

The buyer inquiry pattern.wasabout the same:for:1963:except that one buyer 

had been met at.an,auction.two years previously. <

More: than three .fourths of..the- producers- reporting-in::the Central area 

had stayed' with" the- same:.markets'..every year;.-. ..Less than'half ".of - these were 

definitely convinced that: they'.Werei doing: the:.best-possible". Of the pro

ducers reporting; 15.8'percent' maintained- that: they:shopped, around each 

year.

When' asked:,pointedly; . the:, extent .of: theirr. comparing: of. selling and 

transportation data,: the. replies, of:.84 percent: of.:.the -producers revealed 

that they - had" done."none;; . Of the remaining" 16' percent-; - a-majority, had 

gathered"useful"recent data on-an"Iowa auction"and.:terminal: market.

All potential directs buyers making • inquiries "were- the7.same ■ order- 

buyer-dealers 7 from years7 before-. • - Seme- were: neighbors: acting" as agents 

for,, these .dealers „ 1

Fifteen.percent:of:the:producers^reporting;mentioned:one direct buyer 

by name;: 25:percent:mentioned"two^:and:15;percent-mentioned three. \

All producers,;.reporting: in- the: Southwest-:.arear.maintained" the same 

method::of.':markets .each;.yearr.; Eighty-eight , percent-had. made: no: cost com

parisons of; marketingLmethodsr. r The:, remainder:;compared: local markets and 

compared, opinions: of-,.costs: with: neighbors . -

Mostrof' the::potential:,direct; buyers?were: the; same:persons from 

previous .years.but-there: were:incidences:of:initial:inquiries.due to

i
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referrals from bankers:, and: motel:"operators... to . feedl'ot. operators , to 

contacts made:by feedlotroperators-during organized feeder tours, and 

to.appearance of .a. representative of a Nebraska.auction market.
One . rancher mentioned: one. direct buyer, b y . name,:, three. mentioned 

two and one mentioned three by name.

Only 15 percent, of the: producers, reporting: in“:the“ Southcentral area 

claimed: to have shopped, around , to..test the market methods,- Cost com

parisonswere... made by.. 25. percent:,. they:, said, but localrauctions were the 

sources from .which:.:they . gathered data.

All potential:direct:buyers.were.oldrscouts in the area.

Three ;producers.mentioned: one:direct1 buyer, .one mentioned two, and 

one mentioned'three.direct.buyers:by name.

Sixty-five, percent: of:.the: producers: in the..Southeast::area had no

inclination toward, changing . their ..marketing" method .and: 30 percent shopped
\

around, to obtain: a price .pattern;. Eighty percent had. never made cost data 

comparison of. market alternatives.: Of.the.remainder, 75 percent had used 

local: auctions . for. comparisons:; rther rest-hadr goner to: terminal markets 

several years before-and:were still using-cost data; gained:from:that' exper

ience .

Although there: were: small area: differences; in:, the::manner- and extent 

to.which.producers investigated'their marketing:possibilities, the simi

larities are; mo re;., outstanding" than- the: differences.: Real attempts to 

compare markets were few. Active.buyers;in each: area were about the same 

individuals each-year;. with only an.occasional new-comer.on the scene.
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Although a majority of potential- direct buyers were past'acquaintances 

of long standing, some of the newer-ones w e r e .contacted" under interesting 

circumstances one'-was<"metcat''an auctions one was met by the" producer 

while the producer;was on vacation,in-.Florida; one,.a,feedlot:operator, 

was met while vacationing:in-the. area;' two,, feedlot^operators came directly 

because they were pleased^with"-.the. cattle-obtained;, through" an-order buyer 

the; previous, season--; and. ano ther "wasreferred by ,.a. trucker.

The Case of the Closest Organized Market 

An auction was the;;closest'organized-;:cattle;. outlet" for: producers 

reporting in the; Northwest area:;.. Ten:percent; sold:cull ; cows: and. bulls 

there<:because . they=. Iikedr the^ market;,: 40, percent-sold:,cull .'cows' and bulls 

there simply- because-'it-was the- closest. Other, took=;their:"dry- and cull 

■ cows"and bulls to Spokane*,-except-one""who sent histfat cows to a terminal 

market in - Davenport:, ■ Iowa; - These producers: spoke=" highly- of" the Spokane 

market" as a cow market.; Tencpercent of-the-reporting: producers sold 

yearlings'which'had-been- cutback calves- at"the closest :auction. - None 

reported selling feeder-- calves". there. ..-To-the;query- -,'why", 50 percent 

merely said they didn/t trust:the market,.

Ranchers reporting in- the Northcentralvarea were, divided in proximity 

to organized markets ; "Sixty-five percent*were%closer:tor Shelby and 35 

percent ' were closer to Great-Falls Livestock.Market: Center ; Of those 

closest" to Great Falls;; 50; percent sold", some-type; of; cattle there; of those 

closest" to-" Shelby;'77 percent- sold" some: typeevof v cattle ..there; - Ten percent 

reported- selling- feeder- calves; to" these-markets-: in;. 1963 ; none reported- such
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for- 1962 = ' V e r y f e w  : producers !'.had'comments ̂on:; the. markets : except several 

saying-"don't" get as much".

Of the ranchers reportingrin ..the. Northeast areav;:10-..percent were 

closest:: to. the- Glasgow auction^ bu t ' none-, sold, any ,cattle', there;: ■ The remainder 

were closest-to the Glendivetauction and of.these; 56-percent sold cull 

cows and.bulls there;, No- feeder:, cattle: were:. sold;.by;theseL.producers at 

either; market..- .The. only, cbmment' offered at this point^was that too much 

shrinkage was realized, by. selling...on these markets. The .phrase "at this 

point" is used because in another.stage^of the.study, other aspects of the 

producers!.. attitudes ■ towards; markets' will be investigated. .

Producers reporting-in the. Central area, were- locationally divided as 

to organized markets;" Seventy percent"of' the- reporters-were closest to 

Central .Livestock Auction" at Lewistown, and SOrpercent were closest to 

Great Falls. Of those"closest- to Great"Falls ,- 83.percent- sold"cull cows and 

bulls-there , • and of -those'-closest-to Lewistown^ 36 percent' sold^cull cows 

and bulls there; In' 1963", 10 percent ;ofrreporting: producers in; the. area 

sold feeder" calves through' one- of these-markets and;another 10 percent sold 

feeder-yearlings - at one of"these:markets > In .1962, 10: percent' of' reporting 

producers sold"feeder-yearlings'to-one of thesermarkets.

The1'Montana" Livestock*. Auction at; Butte .was: the. closest; organized’ market 

for 5'percent of the- producers'reporting' from-the' Southwest' area. Their 

culls were sold there; The remaining reporting:producers-in this area 

acclaimed'the Dillon Auction their closest organized.market but'varied in 

their-patronage; ■Ten-percent: of - theser producersr soldccalves- there.but half 

of this 10 percent said that: this; action :was: taken, due-- to lack"of ■ "active"
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direct' buyers' and:;not'becauserthey^liked^thermarket = - . Another-5 1 percent of 

these producers' sold-" yearlings" which - hadrbeenrcutbackr. calvesr at:. Di 11 on.

The' remainder • of the-- 60 percent: selling: there, sold,, cull cows' and: bulls 

only. Many .saying, they...did:: so: simply-, because: itLwas: the. closest market. 

Others reporting in- this: area- sold: nothing: there: ,.Ten. percent:sold: culls 

at the ■ Idaho-Falls Auction..becauseeven:though::it .wasfarther-, • they liked 

the. market better,

. Sixty-five- percent::of:the reporting:ranchers:in.: the:Southcentral area 

were located- nearer:, to; Billings» , r.The: rest:were. located:nearer-..to Sheridan. 

None - of those: locatedidoser: to: the Sheridan:: Auct ion., sold: any thing-, there—  

all of: these said:.they,, liked: more:distant: markets: better,: Of . those report

ing:: Billingsuas: their: closest:'.organized::market: location,:• 85 percent sold to 

auctions: there;-: Sixty~two-.percent- soId- there:simply:because-- it. was the 

closest ,r The; remainder: indicated-:a:.definite:preference:for the--market at 

which: they sold, :.; A.:.third :of: this ? remainder rsold:feeder: calves ; - all others 

Selling-at;Billings- sold, culls .only.. ..There:are: two:auction markets at 

Billings-, One: was: named;much: more- frequently: than the- other. - The-market 

functioning- as: a terminalr.was not::mentioned.

Producers' reporting: in;the:Southeast:.area:indicated: a variety of 

closest: organizedrmarkets. „ v.

Seventy=percent::indicated'Schnell'-s'- Livestock Auction at Miles City.

Of those- qaming' Miles-lCityv 64: percent; sold; culls , there; simply because 

it'was the-closest, ■ The--others' went farther to Belle. Fourche:. to a n  auction 

declaring it" the-best" among-several alternatives.
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The- Gillette Auction'was'the closest for 5.percent' of the:total 

reporting ,but-none.'of::these soldr:there'o They all went to-Belle Fourche.

The',Glendive Auction ,was- the; closest: for: IOvpercent: of- the total and 

they sold culls there,beeause..it:.w a s .the• closest.

Five .percent ;of ; the .total reporting; went .to, the:: Sheridan: Auction with 

culls .because it: was'the closest, ,

Another 5 percent"being:closest'to Belle Fourche sold there, but did 

so also because:- they; liked; the ..market'=...Why . did theser.and others prefer 

Belle-Fourche? • They named: reliable, market .information, prices, pleasant 

and.fair treatment' to sellers::by. management-,-, properrhandling'of livestock, 

lack of favoritism:. toward;.buyers.', and. adequate, prices, in that order.

The Direct.Buyer

In prior sections.-; .the;:feeder-cattle producer's"relationship with his 

market:has been pried; into :through ;several.means': Hisr market" preferences

have been:, ranked', ' Thermarket at: which "he; actually disposed-: of his primary 

product has been reducedcto:comparative figures, .His.attitude" toward his 

marketing.method^-complacent,or ever-searching-T-hastbeen-indicated;-as have 

been..his ef forts.toward:-measuring'his"alternates7, A' measure"of his use 

and- of his evaluation;: though, it- be:: only rough; of. nearby organized, markets 

have been: made,;. even-.: torthe: extent" of-his: tendency^ to . use'these'markets for 

.disposal .of-parttof his:obsolete-- and reject.-.capital::equipment",• Some of the 

ways: in: which"his-,potential:direct'.buyers*-found:, theireway' to- him: have been 

pointed:out. To aid, in obtaining;:a.,sharper:-appreciation;of an-increasingly 

important market;, for:, the: feeder:.cattle; producer;:.this" section will scrutinize
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quite closely the type of-,.direct "buyer that has been contacting-the pro^ 

ducer, and the number of contacts made by type,

State

An analysis .of..contactsfrom-the: two prominent,.categories of direct 

buyers- affords a partial;,explanation;;of-.the .gap'.-.betweenv.the;"producer's 

preference andhispresent-potential direct;market. Also., it affords an 

assessment of"the- degree-:-of. saturation;of%presentcmarket"types; w h e n  measured 

against;..the; producer1 s^preference^andrpoints;-to=; types of markets- which may 

reasonably- be expected;,to(.-,increase»: A n • analysis:..by: areas lends, a more 

micronic:, examination; of ; market; potentials«

Many .producers: and.other market:; observers: have; contended that- direct 

buyers did. not. make: an..appearance;:during;; 1963.,because of ;a. detected- price 

trend-downwardo ’-The analysis:.of - contacts-does not substantiate-this claim.

Table-XI shows' that-thecnumber-rof:ranchers receiving one contact from 

direct'buyers-was ̂ actually .-more;, in- 1963 than- inv 1962 =:.: There- were fewer 

receiving- two',1 three- and; four-contacts;in: 1963: than, in 1962, but more 

received- five- contacts-in"1963." Totally there-were more contacts from 

order'buyers than-feedlot- operators ;'in'1963-,-.there;.were: 273 contacts from 

order buyers'and 26- contacts: from- feedlot:operators^ In"1962, there were 

272 contacts' fronr order; buyers -and"-45:;contacts?from; feedlot ■ operators. Each 

rancher= reporting^'then,;received;on::the:.average in;1963, a contact from 

.217'feedlot-operator; andv.2.275;. contacts;from:order ,.buyers-;-; v. T h e ;year' 

before; each.rancher reporting-received;:on;the:, average? a contact from .375 

feedlot operator and'2.267 'contacts" from-order:,buyers?.'• It can be said

~e
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TABLE - XIv CONTACTS : RECElVEDrBY- RANCHERS' FROM^DIRECT-.lBUYERS := ' STATE, TYPE 
ANDrNUHBER=

... 1963 —  — ■ —  —  1962
Number of' Nuiriberrof: Ranchers . Numberrofi. Ranchers
Contacts ReceivingvContacts. From-: Receiving;. Contacts. From
Received By Feedlot .., ,. . Order ~ - Feedlot - . .;Order
Rancher; Operators' .. Buyers. ■ Operators. Buyers

0 100 23 95 »  -•
I • ■ 16 20 12 23
2 2 20 9 27
3 2 . 28 2 19
4 0 16 I 22
5 0 13 I 10

therefore:, that the- increasingly; questionable;; prospects “for:-improved prices 

may; have' reduced-1 the. numbervo.f r feedlotr operators-. engagingrin market, activ

ities inr Montana .but: did ;.note reduce '■ thee number™ or; order buyers on the 

country- roadsv ; . Datarim Table. XI:, andr statements-;concerning potential direct 

buyers-: in the previous.:;section-, would- indicate .that .,theipattem and- number 

of - order -buyerseare-' wel-l..fixed =

Areas T-Withinr-State

The rancher ..in the Northwest; area; is-:not:. surrounded;with- alternate 

;.methods- of: marketing..his-;.feeder-:, cattle = - ...All; auctionemarkets* are- quite 

distant v: • Of t h e t w o  nearest’,; according; to: the;, sample;,:, oner was; a good 

- market for cows- but:not - feeder' stock?,-. the:;otherT.he-did"not . trust, No 

feedlot' operators:got:tovhisc. area .as: shopn inrTable ,XII :and XIlI = - The 

average-: rancher™reporting: received: I = S-. contacts:from:order:buyers:: in 1963 

as:shown:.i u  Table XI-I;,..and 2vO..contacts:in 1962.,,;as,.shown::in-Table XIII;
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slightly less than the state: averagesi: The ranchers-.interviewed were 

depressively aware' of'their-marketing disadvantages.

Tables XII and XIII suggest that the:Northcentral area.was not much 

heavier traveled.by feedlot :operatorr-buyers:than:: its:, neighboring- area to 

the-West0 Order buyer:.contacts,..thought,.were .2.8 per rancher -in 1963 and 

2«6 per: rancher,;in;. 1962, Contacts of this: type:,..Werennore s,...rather than 

less i n .1963;.both.were'above .the*:average; for::the;, state.

Although' interviewing was: done: in- the;Northeast.area, earlier than in 

other northern., areas^. it; is-- apparent;- in:,Tables:;XII. and-.XIII that feedlot 

operators were more active.. I n  1963, the average producer received 0.6 

contacts - from; feedlot operators1 and"0'.4- contacts: in" 1962. His contacts, 

though, with order'buyers-were 1.0 in 1963 a n d 1.8.in'1962-, well below 

the average producer-for the'entire state.

Tables XII and XIII. leads ;onecto. believe that;- little: has - been done to 

attract feed-lot' operators-into" the -country:in~-the- Central- area-. On the 

other"hand, the"average"producer-received: from order"buyers' 2.8,and 2.75 

contacts, respectively;in 1963 and 1962. These-are'both-higher than for 

the average producer- in-the-states These- and-."the;proximity- of-several 

organized markets"make- a noticable?difference?in.the" attitude- of the 

producer as compared:to. those-in-the Northwest;Areas;. Producers here 

were: either-consciously-or.unconsciously" aware that they have a selection 

of real- market- alternatives. , ... :

Feedlot. operators have-shown- marketing'. activity in the Southwest area 

of M o n t a n a . ■ Producers- received an?, average of: 0.5: andr O-. 4: contact -

r
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TABLE XIIo CONTACTS- RECEIVED BY 120 MONTANA RANCHERS FROM tilRECT’BUYERS, 

1963, BY AREAS-WITHIN-STATE.

No o of
Ranchers
Receiving

Area Contacts From O I 2 3 4 5

Northwest
Feedlot Operators 10 O O O O O
Order Buyers I 5 I 2 O I

Northcentral
Feedlot Operators 19 I O O O O
Order Buyers I 3 5 .. 4 4 3

Northeast
Feedlot Operators 7 I I I O O
Order Buyers 6 I 2 O O I

Central
Feedlot Operators 20 0 O O O O
Order Buyers O- 4 4 7 2 3

Southwest ..
Feedlot Operators 13 5 I I O O
Order Buyers I 2 4 6 4 3 a/

.Southcentral
Feedlot Operators 16 4 O O O O
Order Buyers 5 3 I 7 3 . I

Southeast
Feedldt Operators 15 5 O O O O
Order Buyers 9 2 3 2 3 I

a/ One of these'was definitely an auction representative.
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TABLE XIII, CONTACTS RECEIVED BY .120 MONTANA .RANCHERS FROM "DIRECT BUYERS , 
1962, BY AREAS-rWITHIN-STATE.

No. of
Ranchers
Receiving

Area Contacts From .

Number of 

O I

:Contacts: Received.by- Ranchers 

2 3 4 5

Northwest
' Feedlot Operators 10 . O O O O O

Order Buyers O 5 I 3 I O

Northcentral
Feedlot' Operators 18

'• ’
I

:
I O O O

. . Order Buyers I ' 6 3 3 4 3

Northeast
Feedlot Operators 8 I O I O O
Order Buyers I 3 4 I I O

Central
Feedlot Operators 20 O O O O O
Order. Buyers 2 2 7 I 4 4

Southwest
Feedlot Operators 15 2 3 O O O
Order Buyers 5 I 4 6 2 2 a/

Southcentral . ■.... .
Feedlot Operators 14 4 2 O O O
Order Buyers 7 3 5 I 4 O

Southeast
Feedlot Operators 10 4 3 I I I
Order. Buyers 3 3 3 4 6 I

a./ One of these was- definitely an auction representative.
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respectively in 1963 and"in 1962 from this-type■of:buyer; There were 2.95 

contacts'made'by order-buyers per producer-- in 1963 and. 2.25 contacts per 

producer in 1962. Both' feedlot: operator- and..order.buyer:contacts were 

above"the'average- for the'state.

There-were-feedlotvoperator-contacts-inrthe Southcentral:area but hot 

many. Producers averaged receiving 0.2 contacts-in-1963 and ,O^4 contact 

in 1962. Average- contacts v ffom 'ordenbuyersrwere” fewer" than-the- state 

average-with-.2.15' in" 1963" and . 1;6 in 1962.

The- Southeast ■ area-was" the- earliest:' interviewed".and- i t i s ■ reasonable 

to believe that in' ther unusual:.year of - 1963,-moreccontacts"'were ;made later. 

Interviewing" in this area was conducted ̂ during", the.-, firs t" half -of "October. 

Contacts-made-after-then-are'unknown. .:'Ranchersxinr.thiscarearwere'-anusualIy 

aware'of ~ the" difference- between~bona- fide': orderv-buyers": and-: dealers;. Those 

listed.in-Tables ".XII: and-: XI1 1 ; are - bona "fiderorderr. buyers'. - In addition to . 

these buyers' in" 1963 j ranchersin this area-had':one?contact by; a represent

ative of' an auction market^in-: 1962, - theyihad'. one contact:by. a representative 

Of anr auction-market-and one-contact 'by-a dealer. , .

Producers-averaged?receiving-in?1963,"0.25;contact and'in;1962, 1.1 

contacts"from"feedlot--'.operators: The;same-average producer received 1.55

contacts"in--1963' and:2v5-contacts':in'1962: from- order?buyers>' It;may be 

surmised- then-,' that"producers?in- this' area- received"more contacts from 

direct-buyers -than'ther average" producerT in' thei.state.
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. . Season"of"Contact

If" the' feeder." cattle ..producers/?1: p re f erences arec to ■: be-” proper Iy 
assessed" and recommendations'made1.: toward:, fnrnishingz assistance in 

attaining, bargaining, equality;; a. knowledge:.o f : the:seasons: invwhich■ bargain

ing: contacts are- made:is necessary.

The:. analysis '.of; contacts : shown.: above1 from::direct:.buyers- leads pne to 

think" that" the argument : for:: lack::of:.direct r.buyers- put:fbrth" during the 

1963 marketing season: is rnot'.well', founded:: ' In* somerareas there were fewer 

than in the previous::year; :but:at least some,werer.in:.the country.' A look 

at when contacts were-made-may give an insight to the:basis for such an 

argument.

State

Tables' XIV and XV :sum: the: first" contacts:received-by-:reporting feeder 

cattle-producers "from" direct: buyers:, and:, distributes: them: according to 

thee month.- of •. contact" andcby .year for: years:: 1963. and: 1962;.. In the season . 

of: most.:.frequent':contacts; the .distribution"is:madeiby%halfemonths. The 

seasons of:these: contaCtsrhave:an: important“bearingconra"later 'discourse 

on contracts.

Until' July; few:, contacts 'wereemade;-r although::a.::slight: pick-up of 

numbers::was: detectedc.inrJune; ::A..surge: of-contacts: occurred: in July with a 

larger:proportion;:falling: in-the:.second: halfrof ithermonth; in: both, years 
under, study. :However; : thererwere-r:fewer'.contacts' ther first'half of July, 

1963 than:in. the' last .half of July., . the same year,, :and more contacts the 

first half of:. July ,, 1962; The .differences were by., the"same cjigit.



TABLE XIV. SEASON OF FIRST CONTACT FROM THE DIRECT BUYER, BY STATE AND AREAS -HITHIN-STATE,
NUMBER AND. TIME OF FIRST CONTACTS, 1963.

Before July July Aug. Aug. Sept. Sept. ■Oct. Oct.
June June 1st- 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd None

Half Half Half Half Half Half Half Half Nov. Dec. Reported

State 5 ■
■v
r 7 19 9 8 7 5 18 6 8 0 20

Northwest O 4 I 2 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 2
Northcentral I O I 7 0 3 0 2 4 0 I 0 I
Northeast O I O- 0 0 0 0 I 0 3 0 0 5
Central 3 2 tT 6 0 2 I 0 2 I I 0 0
Southwest O I 3 4 4 0 I 0 4 0 2 0 I
Southcentral O O 0 0 0 3 3 0 6 I 4 0 3
Southeast I O 0 0 5 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 8

I
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TABLE XV. SEASON OF FIRST CONTACT FROM THE DIRECT BUYER, BY STATE AND AREAS-WITHIN-STAIE,
NUMBER AND TIME' OF FIRST CONTACTS, 1962.

Before
Surie June

July
1st
Half

July
2nd
Half

Aug.
1st
Half

Augo Septo 
2nd ' Idt 
Half Hllf

Sept.
2nd
Half

Oct.
1st
Half

Oct.
• 2nd 
Half Nov. Dee.

None
Reported

State 5 7 11 15 15 10 6 8 14 11 3 2 13
Northwest O 2 2 5 O I d O O O O O O
Northcentral I I 2 5 4 3 I O O I O O 2
Northeast O I O O I O O I O 5 O I I
Central 3 2 Q 4- I 4 O 2 O O I O 3
Southwest O O . 6 O 2 2 2 O 2 .2 I O 3
Southcentral O O I I O O 2 2 8 I I O 4
Southeast I I O O 7 O I 3 4 2 O I O

107 -
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The*-contacts' in;-August*,,1962, although" reversed as^tor the-:halves, are 

nearly, identicalin 'namber -. toirthoser in’ July.,1962. .. There,..were : almost the 

same-number-of contacts'in:: the-v two-'halves:, of . . A u g u s t 1963.but; for the 

month",- there'were-:, eight ;.fewere than: in? August",':1962^ and' nine fewer' than in 

July; 1963o . Buyers:, it:',seems:,..were:beginnings.tot-get.,the;.message-; of the 

price-making "forces:. ' Acreferencerbackr to; T ablest.VlrII::andrX I shows■ that it 

was' the. feedlot: ope rat Orsr. whoc cancelled; or:,-changed;-their: method: of buying.

The:situationrin:,September?is-'.a:,reversal? of;the-" trend- for July, but 

at - lower?numbers'. The. proportionate: drop^off :of: contacts' fromr. August to 

Septemberrwas' not? as large: in? 1963" as.. in' 1962%:. . This ' gives?evidence to the 

notion:that'order:buyers^'activity was:notcgreatlyzaffected'in 1963.

In- Chapter I' it .was? pointedrout' that: the" peak .of: the . feeder calf 

movement: out-of-s tate'-was - i m  September" and; October-,cand-the" peak of the 

feeder" steer' and heifer" movement^wasnin? October?and-,;Novembers' Although 

order buyer'contact"strength?wasr high;; in-r October-,:.the? height;' of both order 

buyer;and feedlot operater?marketing:activity:zwas~much=„earlier in:the- latter 

half of - July and in-the: first half'of August.

It is seen;in1 TablesrXIV and" XV that' direct-buyer activity picked up 

considerably .in the first-halfvof'October,'only;.to-: fall almost;to the 

September level in the'last'half;of"October.

In November- and? December"there; was- very'little- marketing"activity by 

direct:buyers'. - In - November: 1963 , however, - there?was:, considerably more 

activity than." in" November:,.; 1962.

The - wide? swings'in? marketing ;activity which-.occurred in 1963 are 

attributable to; swings; in: price: expections— a- good: example- of the effects
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of a"weak market information system.

These comments have noted the characteristics-of' direct buyer contacts 

in the"state. A few statements noting-individual.characteristics-of areas 

follow in order to complete-:the assessment=,.of ,direct-buyer.contacts.

Are as-rWi thin-State

Tables XIV and XV. suggest that contacts ;from:..direct" buyers in the 

Northwest area are made seasonally early, normally reaching a peak in the . 

second half of July. The year 1962 was . a. year--in .which. much optimism was 

gathered for the feeder cattle industry. Perhaps direct buyers felt.this 

early in the season of 1963. Contacts started off unusually high in number 

and rapidly decreased.

Contacts in the Northcentral area nearly.parallel the state pattern.

The peak normally is the last half of July and the first half of August.

Like the state pattern., . the- high ..numbers in. 1963 were in the second half 

of July and first half of October.

Although.producers:in"the-Northeast"area were surveyed relatively 

early, any further direct buyer contacts would, of necessity, have been 

late ones= Tables XIV and" XV; record" that: those-: already made were late, 

being .grouped^ in'ther"secondchalf;.of-October'both years. There is no

■ immediate - explanation'for this - other than-, the" randomness- of"‘ the . sample.

There.was.an early,spurt of contacts in-the.Central area but the

■ second half of July-; as in the state pattern-;-was= a high point, in number 

of contacts. Unlike.the- state=pattern there-was a falling off of contacts 

in the first half'of'August'and; a rising again for'the second half of .August
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Contacts in- the Southwest' area-reach the highest: number- in- July then 

tend, to be', rather steady , throughout', the- marketing, season.

The pattern of■ contactsrin-..the-?Southcentral-area-did: not: conform to 

that of t h e :state exceptrin:one period; the first half of October. There 

were some contacts in'July-in?1962.but.an increase:was.notzrealized until 

latter. August and. September:either year.

Contacts in the. Southeast area,.peaked in. the first half of August only 

to decline rapidly. : A build-up. of about half. of ..top , strength: appeared in 

the last half of September:. and;-first: half ’ of .‘.October.;. There is a tendency
'!. ; 'i, i •

to follow /the state pattern. The deviations?are very likely due- to sample 

randomness.

: Summary

A predominant number of:feeder cattle producers in:the sample preferred 

to sell to feedlot?operators; .The:other market'methods: in order of pre

dominant preferencerwere,order-buyers', auctions',:,and terminal markets.

There were- some'producers who expressed indifference.between market'methods 

but the indif ferencer.was: between? feedlot operators and order buyers , and 

between: auctions." and: terminal, markets. There: were: none, who: were indifferent .

. between'direct:.marke.ts'-and. organized; markets.

Some areas within' the state show large-- amounts of. indifference between 

preferences- for.markets and some-show very distinct?preferences; Highly 

distinct prefererices'by: area seem-to correlate, with few feasible and actively 

competitive'- market' alternatives.
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Ranchers in t]je-sample, when actually selling feeder, cattle, used 

auctions and terminal markets'generally in accordance with their 

preferences. Most of the ranchers in the sample.would have preferred to 

sell to feedlot operators but most:of these ranchers- actually sold to 

order buyers. They were ,not able to utilize the exact market of their 

choice. They felt that if they were able to market as they preferred, 

they would improve their production efficiency, maintain more control 

over the marketing' of .their: product, attain, greater bargaining strength , 

and increase their: marketing efficiency.

Although ranchers reporting in the separate areas varied considerably 

in their" use of alternative markets",: this'was a- passive circumstance.

Most of", the ranchersr:in- the sampler Stayedrwith- the' same- method of 

marketing- that- they; used: for :several years without energetically trying 

to evaluate and compare' other'marketing-methods: For some:producers this

behavior wasrduevto inertiar.butrfor:many'morey it'was:.due'.to .a.lack of 

understanding:.as; to--,what- could be' done'. . Most: producers'expressed an eager- 

- ness .for .sound, advice, .but they did hot~.knowr what:,information: would be 

needed for .marketvcomparisonsrnor:.where: to . getr.such; information.

Ranchers: in the .sample:generally used'the-closest:organized market on 

,which to sell cut-rback. calves;, and: culls1 but few'sold, their-primary product 

..on: these markets:. . In: addition-, many.: ranchers.: traveled/to-more- distant 

auction markets because, they-;preferred, their:services:over- those' offered 

b y  the closest.markets.

Ranchercontacts: from; order; buyers'were about: steady for'the two years 

under study’.: The^ indication;.is, considered:with expressions of preference,
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that marketing1 through' this-' type :of - buyer . Is= not likely . t o : increase in the 

long run. On" the other hand; there is an indication that numbers of contacts 

from feedlot operators vary;with the price.trend.

An,analysis of the.season'of the rancher's first contact from the 

direct .buyer- shows:.two: distinct peaksrofrcontact':numbers> The first peak 

consists',;of number ;of. buyers-offering' forward;;contracts',;and .the second 

peak,;is ’made? of .n u m b e r s o f  Lbuyers. seeking: what'-must: be-, considered immed

iate purchases. The."seasonality' ofcontacts-, also-reflectcexpected price 

trends' and; points toward, effects: of:.deficient::market::information. The 

seasonality. of - contacts:: also:, points: to-the;..peribds ;. during .which market 

information forLdirect.marketing;is most:needed.

- r



CHAPTER IV

BARGAINING IN THE DIRECT,MARKET 

Introduction

In the foregoing .chapter.-.the' feeder .cattle- producer’s 'relationships 

with hisrmarkets , :both:.extant' and potential, were examined-. This chapter 

will be directed toward :a.very;thorough v i e w  of . the bargaining trans

act ions; iof: one market-, v. This-: is '.being, doner ferv. two. reasons: one, much is

knownror can easily be;;known^of~ the , mechanics; and,; techniques of exchange 

on other types-.of.markets: onrwhich .feeder:.cattle-:,are. sold; two, the feeder 

cattle. producer hasemphatically chosen*, the-, direct ,.market yet comparatively 

little:is.known of ithecpositioncfrom;which- he .bargains.

The , Strategies " of ..PricecBargaining

A General ..Model for PricezBargaining

Feeder; calf .prices; per; pound;:over . w h a t w a s .: considered;.a;; feasible range 

were used; in; Chapter .Il.as .,pay^off.: matrix-.element ; to. demonstrate appli

cability, of" some: of' the..received: game' criteria;.; These, prices were realistic 

and most.solutions were realistically applicable;to.a portion of the ranchers 

,in~the; sample.

The'study is not dedicated.to demonstration:of.achievement of maximum 

price:for ,the-seller nor:is ;ittinterested-, in-price-as -such. • It is inter- 

. ested in; equality..of: bargaining-power-between--.the- buyer-and'seller and 

holds the; assumption: that;.improvement-, of - marketings information- would be 

instrumental: in.narrowing' the:divergence-- of : this .'bargaining :.power. Not 

all sellers', have-- the-: samernativenbargaining; ability:,: nor "all buyers for
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that 7: mat ter. :If' the .'.buyersvare rfeedlot: operators ,^.baying:, is-, assumed= to be 

a secondary functions for .them?.as selling is .for; feeder;..cattle? producers.

- Butr order buyers are'assumed; to;be;engaged.in.a.primary; function when 

bargaining:. They: can? logically .bee expectedetoe haveemore^bargaining' ability. 

They can devote.more=:, time, toe the-' function-and:have;:regular-and .frequent 

. access, toesources of .systematic: marketing- information;.;.:::This: subject will 

be ■ delved- into: in; detailin:; thee next: chapter.

One; can: assume; then:,;:and .realistically:so, , that, in:.a...bargaining 

situations.between;,a feeder,;cattle producer" and.:.a; buyer there' is a range 

of prices, in cents: per pound ,such as p,+ 2, p + I, p, p - I, p - 2,in 

which;the bargaining.processes: bracketed.

Assuming^ such;: a: price: range-'as- above,, a- game ,'matrix" such' as Figure 13 

■ can. ber.constructed: and;:;the;: individual.r.prices: within:.the: range can be 

considered: as '.elements ;of r payoff•; ' The"buyer"! s: strategies ' are-b^ , bg, and 

b^.' -.The: seller" can; chooser strategies, from sj^v.s^:, and Sg.

First,'. consider: a:, game .between: the? range: cowman- and: the- feedlot oper

ator; I t : mustibe realized; right offTithat' within;.an undefined" time period 

there" will be:.many- variablesTwhich: will" affect ,.prices' and" bargaining 

attitudes-of-eitherr.or.both*.buyer-.and;seller;:•;Some: ofithese-are- weather, 

govemmentr-programs:, .financial..conditions: and rfinancier- attitudes, regional 

production programs ," consumer-demand'patterns" and:'many: more:; - Some" of these 

factors'.have been...and will:beTdiscussed',in- other: sections- of the study.

For: purposes of... this t section-;: marketing:, information: will, be- considered as 

:. the:,only.factor: Affecting:, the;, positionrof'the; players:. ."All other'variables 

will be cons idered::uncont oiled:: and:, out side*; the rgamer. unless' otherwise made
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Figure 13, Price Bargaining

P*
.Game Model.

P +  I

explicit,

. Ignoring what:,is-:known: about" dominance:, inferences; as: to the actions 

that" a, producer and' a. feedlot- operator; may: take ..can:, be- gathered from Figure 

13i It can be. a s s u m e d . and: reasonably so, ..that: over a- large sample of 
producers' and. feedlot operators the:.average-will .have, equal market infor

mat ion. and: equal ..bargaining, ability. If' this-is so, then, it may further 

be. reasonable; to expect; the seller; to:.select: strategyv.s^"..and: the: buyer to 

select:as his;strategy .bg ,; The gamer.has. a: saddle,, point: and-:would be in 

equilibrium- at' price; p1,: ..Pricerjr is the payoff -and the; game" can be con

sidered to be a:fairr.games. :..These:..games .arer.being;;.played:according to the 

rules prescribed .in...thecWold:-Criterionr,and:.may;-be-. compared'with the game 

in Figure 10,

It is ..not too. much, to say .that- these- contestants, in the game conform 

somewhat nearly to the conditions:of.pure competition. Assuming that they
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Feeder Cattle Feeder Cattle

Figure 14. Feeder Cattle Producer and Feedlot Operator in Equilibrium.

do, the marginal analyst would see them as in Figure 14. The derived 

average revenue curve (DAR) and the derived marginal revenue curve (DMR) 

of the feedlot operator is seen in Figure 14 (B). The derived marginal 

revenue curve is the feedlot operator's derived demand curve for feeder 

cattle. The feedlot operator's purchase curve is the average cost curve 

(AC'). Under conditions of pure competition, which has been assumed, this 

purchase curve is a horizontal straight line, and is at the height of the 

industry price in the overall market. The derived marginal revenue curve 

cuts the derived average revenue curve from above and at its highest point, 

and the feedlot operator's average cost coincides with his marginal cost, 

therefore his profits are normal and he, as a firm, can be considered in 

equilibrium. His price curve (a straight line) is fixed by the inter

section of the Feeder Cattle Industry's supply and demand curves and is 

the same price curve that the feeder cattle producer faces. This price
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curve coincides'wi-th the minimum point of the feeder cattle producers 

average cost curve (AC), the point at which this curve.is-cut from below 

by his marginal c o s t . curve... (MG) . in .Figure..14. (A) „ The feeder cattle pro

ducer can then' be. considered'.-as: a firm, in. equilibrium: also;-and his profits 

are normal.

Of course, this. portrayal: is not characteristic,;of ;:real firms in 

this extreme. There were,though, ranchers"interviewed'during the study 

which, ,.dealing.directlywith,feedlot .operators^ ,.seemed to arrive each year 

at what could.be considered_an.equilibrium price,:and this conceivably 

renders more stability., to.each,in h i s ,operation.: : They dealt through 

personal contact. ...In. a .year. of. general:: accentuated; price: upswing, such 

as in, 1962, ..the producer, sold..his,-.calves.,to -his ̂ regular:.feedlot operator- 

purchaser:, at-'-less: than ...the: "going-! ,price:. -, In a:.year;.of. general accentuated 

price.downtrend,,such,as,in,1964,.the. feedlot:.operator gave.his- regular 

supplier, higher..than, "going" price.:. , This ,should ,not .:be-mistaken .to be a 

general. case-r-it.. only ...happened, in a few. observations. ; Recall that in 

Chapter .III..some, producers. were dissatisfied, with, their: experience in deal^' 

,ing: with, feedlot..operators, because; they , were: too: poorly..informed, producers 

felt, on-marketing, conditions .-. ,Although: it-was assumed, at the outset 

that the- feedlot,.operator and producer.were .equally.matched, or nearly so, 

.in ,marketing.,information,and..bargaining, ability:,,., there, is.:no .compelling 

reason why, this .should,be„so in.all cases;. In.Figure.,13, then, the feed- 

lot operator:or the,producer is likely;to.choose„any,of-his strategies 

depending on,his evaluation of his .own marketing,-information and that of 

h i s :opponent.

y X
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Now, consider a game between a cowman and an order buyer. In using 
the term "order buyer", tongue must be kept in cheek. The term was care

fully defined in Chapter .Ill and found not to identify very well most 
direct buyers in Montana who nevertheless go by-the name. For convenience 
use the use of the name will be carried throughout this chapter.

Near equality of price information and.bargaining, ability, ceteris 
paribus, was assumed to exist between the.feedlot operator and feeder cattle 
producer. The same could be assumed in the case of the order buyer and the 
producer, but the assumption would not" be: nearly. so .realistic-. This type 
of buyer, which in reality is, in most cases a ...speculator, is a profession

al. 62/ Intuitively one. would surmise that:this type of direct buyer has 
the advantage of more information: and .ability,: in. the ..bargaining contest.
Data will be offered in. the., following chapter- to support this intuition. 
Without excluding . the possibility-of cases to ..the . contrary, one would be 
safe in saying that the seller is at a disadvantage in' playing"a'bargaining 
game with an order buyer, therefore the outcome of the game is determined 
in favor of the buyer. The.pay-off, however; is.undetermined.

Such a game is:depicted" in Figure 15. The assumptions of the game 

are the same as in Figure 13; except that the order buyer and the cattleman 
are not maintained in near equality. The same symbolic pay-off elements

are used. The game is not in equilibrium .and:, there: is no saddle point.
■

The seller'svmaximin,is at p-1 and the buyer s minimax:is at p. The 
imbalance is in the price information.available:to. and" used by each con
testant. The seller's"pay-off is somewhere between that, of a fair game

and one unit.less?''than- the..value; of., a fair game.

M/ Harvey H. Smith, Livestock Marketing, in the United "States. Bulletin 
442-A, Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical. College, Fort Collins,
1956.
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This, of course, depends on.the.relative difference between the two 

individuals. The buyer has calculated, in addition to profit and other 

costs, the cost of risk and has, arrived at a. price; ceiling;. He ‘generally 

is experienced in.the,area; He realizes:that.individuals and neighbor

hoods, have marketing.characteristics and"information, levels...He. attempts 

to. begin his ..bargaining, be low: his. ceiling., price.. . How: far below depends 

on. the.individual a n d .the. area. . .

Referring again to Figure 13, it can be seen that:this buyer would 

hope, that the seller, would ,.select strategy. Sĵ  or., s^. in; which case, he, the 

buyer,, would, select..strategy b^. Never..would.he select; strategy b̂ .. If 

the seller were to select:strategy 8 2 » only under the direst circumstances 

would the buyer select strategy bg. .More; likely.the buyer would quit the

game.
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Now it is .well suspected, that. in.any given ,neighborhood once a price 

is set early .in the. season, this.f price becomes an:orbit around which prices 

for the remainder of. the season- tend to" revolve. . This ..is. especially so in 

■ districts which have,, and :most.. districts ,do,. a rancher, which tends to be 

a price, thermometer and.to which others in. the.neighborhood.ascribe.

Going back to . the.,game in Figure 13, it would seem. that .as. the seller 

acquired more ...and. better .,marketing,: information, ,more,-familiarity v/ith his 

alternatives, .if. there:,are;in. fact, real ones the;order:buyer-rspeculator 

would, find i t . increasingly.:difficult:.to. head...directly to a .strategy such as 

bg. Even.if the bargaining.leader.in,the neighborhood,were to.realize an 

increase.,in. his bargaining, ability, through better; information he would 

. raise, the,.level .of. price, received;for the entire ,neighborhood.

Most.of»the above..discussion .has, taken, place.within the confines of 

the: minimax .or ,Wold:Criterion:,, although :some :of ..the latter part wavered 

toward the. !’Principle, of: Insufficient Reason!’..criterion.

There is,another even more.general-model.ofzbargaining for feeder 

cattle to be dealt yrith, ..and..for. the -sake ..of ..continuity :should be dealt 

. with immediately. . However-, there- is .also .actual...bargaining data which 

. should, be. fitted: into the ..context;, at; this.,point., After a discourse on 

this data, the.study will, be ..directed,back;to general, model discussion.

Price ..Bargaining Sequence

A11. 0riginal.„0ffers..-^6’fv the 120 interviewees . in. the sample, 117 

had .sold their:fegd'drtcattle to. a direct buye# .either in 1962 or 1963.

The remaining lliiree.had.Soldi: dithe# tdi^aWcfiohs.or terminal markets. Data
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from these 117 interviews will be used in the analyses which follow in 

this chapter. If a producer had sold to a.direct buyer in 1963, data from 

this observation was used; if he had not sold to.a direct.buyer in 1963 

but had done so in 1962, this data was used.

The 117 sellers who did sell directly were.grouped according to who 

the buyer or.the seller, uttered the first offer of price and according 

to whether this offer was,accepted or rejected. :The.grouping is shown in 

Table XVI. A chi-square test for independence. of. principles ".of classifi

cation was performed. There are two principles of classification: class

ification with respect to who was the first offerer; and classification as 

to whether the offer was accepted or rejected. Each principle then is 

divided into two classes; The chi-square test was accomplished for the 

5 percent level of significance and I degree of freedom: The hypothesis

of independence was not rejected: Whether the original offer was accepted

or rejected is not dependent upon, whether.the offer was made, by the buyer 

or the seller. Calculations are .to be found in Appendix A, page 195.

Buyers made 61 percent of all first offers made. Acceptance was made 

of 39 percent of all.first.offers. Of the first offers which were made 

by sellers, 43.5. percent were accepted; of the first offers made by buyers 

36.6 percent were accepted.

Since a larger percentage of .seller first .offers.1 were: accepted than 

were those, o f ,the buyer, one might be tempted to.hypothesize that the 

seller started off in closer.proximity to the-fair; value of the product. 

There is little evidence obtained in the study which would support such a 

statement. A statement which could be.better supported would be one to
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the effect that the seller'is more- or less: aware :of what:the buyer has been 

paying in the neighborhood :and-: bases his price ■ accordingly.: The order, 

buyer, of course, never-goes over, his ceiling .price,:.which is something 

under fair value. Fair rvalue, is being used: in, the..sense: that it is equiv

alent to a product, and,.input..factor value. which:.would. be::found, under purely 

competitive conditions. The seller's first:..price, . then,, based as' above, 

would be more likely-aecepted-r.by the buyer than, one .basedrnear to fair value.

The- buyer,..on-' the. other: hand-;customarily..setsr.his" first offer low.

H o w  I ow" usually is ..a: function" of .how well .he-'has; analyzed, the seller's 

marketing-psychology and/how- long .he':has/.dealt..with the;.seller.

TABLE' XVIo ORIGINAL OFFER--ALL. OFFERERS, .1963...OR. 1962.

Offers.
Number- of First Offers Made by

Buyers Sellers Total

Accepted 26 20 46
Rejected 45 26 71
Total 71 46 117

Of coursei expectation plays:an important role for both buyer-and seller; 

to wit, in the late fall of 1963 the price trend.was definitely downward

but buyers could.not gauge;the pace; therefore,they.simply did not go out 

in the country and- make bids . for. a period. ..It-was. this period" to which 

the seller was.,referring;when..he-: said; '!the. buyers .are hiding; in . the" bushes".

An- order-buyer-, dealing with a seller whom .he; knows to be<.informed 

(and not prone to dicker) ;will:-set his-'.first- offer; relatively ; near.- fair • 

value. Otherwise,:.he- will set .his first .price .low either hoping to-catch 

the-seller uninformed-or realizing that.a period.of dickering will ensue„
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If the seller is poorly informed' he may: accept the buyer's first offer, 

thinking he has found a fair: value; or poor..information. may .lead him to 

have, an unwarranted dismal expectancy, and;again accept.a low.offer.

Some; sellers have said that.they never-accept a.first.price;offer or even 

deal with.the first.buyer.; "this gives: me;. something to.dicker with". Buyers 

of course, realize this and plug it.in as a variable in their decision

making. Given a state.of information: near; equality, the higher the offer or 

counter-offer above.or below extant.market-price.,..the..more., likely the 

opponent i s .to. reject it.

Original Offers by Buyers:--One' may be. able:.to:extract further infer

ence by taking the.column- headed:"Buyers": in.Table-XVI:and; sub-classifying 

the:buyers into feedlot operators,and order;buyers. This.has‘been done 

in; Table: XVII. Original offers made-by,feedlot:operators and order 

buyers have been classified according, to: acceptance: o r  rejection. A chi- 

square test for: independence: of ..principles of classification; vras \ again 

performed. Calculation’s are to be:found ,in-.:Appendix, A, page 196..- 

The test was accomplished: at the 5;percent level of significance and I 

degree of freedom. The.hypothesis:of: independence- was rejected. Classi

fications. in Table XVII were dependent on one. another-. Acceptances were 

highly influenced byroffers made by feedlot operators. In.other words, 

whether the. original offer; was-accepted ,or- rejected;.is. significantly 

dependent upon whether. the;.offer .was-'made by: a feedlot'operator' or an order, 

buyer..
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This substantiates thei hypothesise thattthe; seller:; and-.the- next user 

of the-product."by. dealing ;directly are more'- likely : to:, arrive, quickly at a 

fair-value.of.the,product». ; Further it .indicates .that. the. seller’s actions 

and his ■ preference - of markets:;as s e t . forth in- Chapter III. are; consistent; 

when:.he. meets, the-, feedlot ;operator', the bargaining . is, quickly .concluded. 

This result further indicates that.in spite.of complaints some producers 

have- of", their dealing .with..feedlot' operators ,increased .numbers of attempts 

at. dealing: would, probably .bring;, improved, results. All ..of. the producers who 

complained had .experienced, only,.a. single"deal. An: improved state of infor

mation could.only lead; tor improved marketing efficiency for both producers 

and feedlot operator.

TABLE XVII. ORIGINAL: OFFERS MADE BY BUYERS;, 1963 .OR 1962.

Offers Feedlot Operators
Number of Offers by 

Order Buyers - Total

Accepted 7 19 26
Rejected 3 42 45
Total 10 61 71

When order buyers-made the original offer, 31 percent of the offers 

were' accepted. Original offers made by feedlot operators .received 70 per

cent acceptance.

Original,Offers.By.Sellers.— Again, data shown in Table XVI was fur

ther refined and analyzed. This time* the -column of - sellers; making offers 

was given further.classification as to whether the'offer=was-made to a 

feedlot;operator'or an order buyers • These- were then classified according 

to. acceptance or.;rejection.
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Expected frequency in two of the classification cells was less than 

five. When such occurs the use of the chi-square test is not recommended. 

The results become inexact. A test was made on these cells in Table XVIII, 

however, and the calculations may be found in Appendix A, page 197.

The result shows that; the hypothesis, of independence,is not to be rejected.

Again a warning is issued that when more than 20 percent of the expected 

frequency cells are less than five the: results of the chi-rsquare test are 

not to be trusted.

\

TABLE XVIII. ORIGINAL. OFFER MADE BY SELLER.

Offers - - Feedlot'Operator
Number of Offers to 

Order-Buyer Total

Accepted 4 16 20
Rejected 3 23 26
Total 7 39 46

Earlier^ on page 121, it was said that a larger percentage-'of: original 

offers' made by feedlot operators“were :accepted'much: more-readily by the

sellers-. Table XVIII. shows-that" original-offers: maderby sellers to feedlot 

operators received- 57 .percent: acceptance-, while; those--.made" to order buyers 

were- accepted by only-41:percent :of the: order-buyers.

The;.analyses: of these tables again support' the: notion; that feedlot 

operators and feeder. cattlerproducers: could: reduce:.their• marketing costs 

.through:informed.direct-bargaining.. .The- costs to them; of: place and time 

utilities are higher than: would;be•necesSitated".by.pure, competition. A 

large number:of feeder:cattle each season:pass-through the1 hands of several 

• dealers, before= arriving: at,, a: feedlot-. This handlingzisvnot .prima facie
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evidence of a market structure-defect,. but,.no.: doubt..would., be...found to be 

defective in market structure; in most cases;.- The -important"thing' is that 

no,f handling- should- be: done=.and1: no:;: transportation:, expense- should; be* incurred 

which does- not add.,utility:,incline; with .its; costs.

The;.Buyer's Original Offer Is.Rejected. And A Counter-Offer Is Made.—

The discussion nowv-becomes..more..difficult:.to. handle.. A: rather: complex 

"schedule design was. required; in;.order for. thevquestioning: to:.be- able to 

extract; in a. meaningful,.order,, the= bargaining!.steps. . .,A.^dichotomy was; first 

established from. original;„offers made by buyersand;,by:;:sellers.. If this 

original; offer was; rejected^::the;: questionnaire;,.was: capablerof: making .record 

of any-ensuing, counterr-of fersr. and; of f e r s : Steps: were-.: provided for a 

sufficient..number ..of counter-offers; which the:, designer j udgedn should 

exhaust" any genuine bargaining; attempts 0..." In; none: of. the-interviews were 

the-, number , of. bargaining'stepsugreater .thancprovided:for: in: the questionnaire. 

This; sectionc.of the» questionnaire; mayLbe; found in the Appendix.C.. The 

discussion will, follow .the;,.course .of:.the;questionnaire;;.first taking 

. those .original offers of- the;-buyer; which were-rejected".- .For more:,penetrat

ing; investigation the; rejected:.original., offers, of the order - buyer and 

. feedlot;"operator have:been; separated-into; two; tables.

Table XIX (a) showsi:.thersellersfrfirst! counter-offers;.to'the rejected 

original - offers- of-the-- order; buyers=. It: is=- seen,- that= 59? percent of the 

sellers first counter-offersrwere:; madev.at ". less;..than;.2zcents;:per;"-pound 

over;the:original offers.' .Twenty-six:percent:of:,these:counter-offers 

were'-'made= at 2= centsr per; pound; over the original, offers: and=.. 15; percent
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were made at more than .2 centsvpe:r- pound over-.-theroriginal;- offers. Of 

the' "less than .2 cents!' counter-offers ,' 78rpercent;.of.r-them- were accepted; 

.40' percent of the !!2..cents"r.counter-offers;'were .accepted,;;.and; only 17 

percent .of the'"more tham 2..,.cents'l:..counterroffers:...were;.accepted.

A-, chi-square1", test;;: for;, independences; of;: principles;; of;;, classification 

was not made: because-, calculation? of expected:;, frequency cells: revealed 

that 75.percent.of theses.cells..were,less.than,.5 ..... The ., test is? unreliable 

if more than; 20-percent, of:these cells are less .than.5^..Calculations 

of these; expected frequency cells, are: to ::bet found,: in.Appendix.'A j -page 198.

1 ■ •>. -.i ;. ■ •

TABLE; XIXi (a).. THE. ORDERc BUYER:' S- ORIGINAL; OFFER,. ISi REJECTED,. AND THE 
SELLER: TAKES; A;.FIRST GOUNTERfeOFFER.

Amount. Over Original Offer
Counter Offer LesS1.Than- 2p/lb. 2d/lb... More Than; 2<?/lb-; Total

Accepted 18 4 I - 23
Rejected 5 6 5 16
Total 23 10 6 39

Expected frequency: cellsr of; counter-offer, classifications to follow 

were-obviously less than,those-in Table XIX (a); therefore, no calculations 

were made.

■ Table XIX (b) classifies .the first counter-offers made by sellers to 

the original offers made by feed-lot operators which were rejected.-All of 

these counter-offers were made at less- than'2.cents per pound over the 

original offer; Of these counter-offers, 6'7 percent were accepted. These 

two tables afford another opportunity to compare the bargaining steps 

required for an1exchange of goods» and-indirectly the-bargaining power
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which exists between the feeder.cattle producer, an d .the. two. types of direct 

buyers. Bear in mind again that a bona fide; order buyer- more-- nearly fits 

the image of a feedlot operator in the concept of.pure competition. He is 

being paid for performance of a.marketing service.

TABLE XIX (b) THE FEEDLOT OPERATOR’S ORIGINAL OFFER IS REJECTED AND THE 
SELLER.MAKES A FIRST COUNTER-OFFER.

Counter-Offer Less than 2c/lb.
Amount Over Original Offer 

2f/lb. More than- 2C/lb. Total

Accepted 2 0 0 2
Rejected I 0 0 I
Total 3 ' 0 0 3

The Seller’s First Counter-Offer Is Rejected'.And The Order Buyer Makes 
A First Counter-Offer.— Table XX (a) illustrates the first counter-offer

made by the order buyer after.he has rejected the.seller’s first counter

offer.

Of these second order,offers 69 percent were.made at less than 2 cents 

per pound under the?last.offer, and= 91 percent of these.offers..were'accepted 

by the seller; Thirty-one-percent of these offers were made-at 2 cents per 

pound under the last offer and 40 percent of these'were:-accepted by the 

seller. No first counter-offers were made,by the.order.buyer at more than 

2 cents-under the last offer.

TABLE XX (a). THE- SELLER’S' FIRST COUNTER-OFFER''IS- REJECTED AND THE ORDER 
BUYER MAKES A FIRST COUNTER-OFFER.

Counter-Offer
Amount Under

Less than-2c/lb. 2c/lb.
Last Offer 
More Than 2c/lb.. Total

Accepted
, /'

10 2 0 12
Rejected I 3 0 4
Total 11 5 0 16
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Table XX (b) shows the first counter-offer:madezby the feedlot oper

ator after; he'has:.rejected: the seller's first- counter-offer.

All such second order;.offers were- made;, at the..."less than 2 cents 

a pound under last offer." level and- all such, offers were accepted.

TABLE XX (b) . THE. SELLER’S FIRST COUNTER-OFFER IS REJECTED.'AND THE FEED- 
LOT OPERATOR MAKES- A FIRST COUNTER-OFFER.

Counter-Offer Less Than 2c/lb.
Amount: Under. Last Offer

2c/lb. More - Than 2c/lb. Total

Accepted I 0 0 I
Rejected 0 0 0 0
Total I 0 0 I

Again counter-offers from feedlot operators.were made at less margin 

than comparable offers from order buyers and there"was a higher degree of 

acceptance. The bargaining terminated at' arcomparably- earlier stage.

The Seller Rejects The Buyerls First Counter-Offer And Makes Hjs Second 

Counter-Offer.— Table XXI (a) classifies the second counter-offer made by 

sellers after they have rejected the order buyers' first counter-offers.

The entries, in the table disclose that 75 percent of these, second seller- 

counter-offers were made in; the: "less than;2 cents per pound over last 

■offer" classification. All of these counter-offers were accepted by the 

order buyers . Twenty-five:.percent:.of: these: counter-offers; were: made- in the 

"2 cents:.per .pound; over;, last; offer" classification .and all of them were 

accepted.

i
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TABLE XXI (a). THE ORDER BUYER'S FIRST COUNTER-OFFER IS. REJECTED AND THE 
SELLER MAKES A SECOND COUNTER-OFFER.

Counter-Offer Less Than, 2c/lb.
Amount Over Last 

2c/lb. More
Offer

Than 2c/lb. Total

Accepted 3 I 0 4
Rejected 0 0 0 0
Total 3 I 0 4

Table XXI (b), which would have classified the second counter-offers 

made by sellers after they had rejected the:feedlot operator's first counter

offer, reveals that no such counter-offers were made. The bargaining 

between the last of - the feedlot operators. and,- sellers ,in1 this dichotomy 

had been consummated" in the previous stage.

TABLE XXI (b). THE FEEDLOT OPERATOR'S FIRST.COUNTER-OFFER IS REJECTED AND 
THE SELLER MAKES A. SECOND COUNTER-OFFER.

Counter-Offer Less Than 2c/lb
Amount Over 

2C/Ib.
Last Offer 
More Than :2c/lb; Total

Accepted 0 0 0 0
Rejected 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 .... 0

The Buyer Makes A. First Counter-Offer After He.Has Rejected The Seller's 

Original Offer.— Now the discussion regresses to the point:which would 

sequentially follow that of Table XVIII.

Table XXII (a) relates the way the first counter-offers from the order 

buyers, -after the sellers;'/original offers, have..been, rejected, are classi

fied.
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TABLE. XXII (a). THE- SELLER;'S .ORIGINAL O FFER;,, IS -,.REJ E CTEDAND^ ! R E O R D E R  
. ..BUYER: MAKES; A: FIRST COUNTER-OFFER.

Counter-Offer Less Than 2c/lb.
Amount: Under Original Offer 

2<:/Ibv More.Than 2c/lb. Total

Accepted 14 I Q 15
Rejected 4 I 3 8
Total 18 2 3 .. 23

In the "less, than, 2 cents.iper:pound-, under : the..original offer" classi- 

fication, there were; 78,percent ;of' the first;counter-offers 1 and of:these, 

78 percent were accepted;Nine' percent of the>. first counter-offers were 

■ in;-the "2 cents per pound .underrpriginal offer!!: category; and-50 percent 

of; these were accepted.% r Thirteen percent; of .',the: first counter-offers were 

in; the-’"more than. 2 cents;:per pound under-; original. offer" category, but 

none of these were:accepted.

Table XXII (b) performs-the same classification function as Table 

XXII {a) except' thisr time the buyer is; a; feedlot .operator.

TABLE' XXII (b).. THE ,.SELLER’1.S.\ORIGINAL=..OFFER; IS: REJECTED’. AND THE- FEEDLOT 
OPERATOR: MAKES; A  FIRST COUNTER-OFFER.

Counter-Offer Less Than'2c/lt
Amount Under'Original: Offer ..
i. 2c/lb . - More Than 2c/lb. Total

Accepted I I 0 2
Rejected I I 0 2
Total 2 2 0 -1.4

It can be told from the table that half, of the- first counter-offers 

were in the "less than 2 cents per pound under original offer" class and 

the other half were in-the‘"2 cents per pound' under original offer" class.
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Half of the counter-offers-in.each-class• were accepted.

The Buyer’s First. Counterr-Offer: Is Rejected And. The Seller Makes A . 

First. Counter-Offer.— In Table XXIII (a) the sellers' first counter-offers, 

after the order buyers'tfirst.counter-offers have.been;rejected, are 

classified.

TABLE XXIII (a). THE ORDER BUYER'S FIRST COUNTER-OFFER IS REJECTED' AND
THE SELLER- MAKES;A FIRST COUNTER-OFFER.

Counter-Offer Less Than 2c/lb..
Amount

2c/lb
Over Last Offer 
. More Than 2c/lb. Total

Accepted 4 . I 0 5
Rejected I I I 3
Total 5 2 I • ■ 8

There were 62.5 oercent of these first counter-offers in the "less 

than 2 cents per pound over last offer" class and 80 percent.of them were 

accepted. Twenty-five percent of the counter-offers were in the middle 

category, of which 50 percent were accepted. The "More than 2 cents per 

pounds over last offer" class held 12.5 percent of the: counter-offers, but 

none of them were accepted.

Table XXIII (b) performs"the same:categorization,-but-replaces the 

order buyer with the feedlot operator. Half of the,first counter-offers 

were in the'"less than 2 cents per pound’ over last offer" class and all of 

these were'accepted. The.other half of the. first counter-offers were in 

the "2 cents per pound over last’offer":class.and all of these were 

accepted.
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T A BLE.XXIII (b). THE.. FEEDLOT„OPERATOR'S' FIRST .COUNTER-OFFER- IS i REJECTED 
AND:THE' SELLER. MAKES: A  ' FIRST COUNTER-OFFER.

Amount: Over:.Last. Offer
Counter-Offer Less'. Than 2c/lb. - ... 2c/lbi. . More Than;:2c/lb; . Total

Accepted I I 0 2
Rejected 0 0 0 0
Total I I 0 2

T h e . Seller’s First, Counter-rOffer Is .Re jected'.And .The' Buyer Makes 

A.Second Counter-Offer.— The'classification o f 1 second counter-offers made 

by order buyers when the.sellers1 first counter-offers have been .rejected 

is illustrated in Table XXIV (a). In the "Iess^ than:2 cents per pound 

under last offer" class; there-were 67 percent ..of the counter-offers.

All.of;, these, counter-offers were- in the "2 cents-per pound under Iastt offer" 

class. All were accepted. ;

TABLE XXIV. (a) . THE SELLER'S FIRST COUNTER-OFFER' IS . REJECTED'" AND THE 
ORDER'BUYER MAKES A: SECOND:'COUNTER-OFFER.

Counter-Offer Less Than: 2d/lb.
.Amount’Under-Last. Offer ,

2d'/lb'; More Than 2c/lb:. Tdtal

Accepted 2 I 0 2
Rejected 0 ■' 0 0 I
Total 2 I 0 3

Table XXIV (b) which would have classified.the..second counter-offers 

made feed-lot operators? after'the • sellers' first" counter-offer had been 

rejected, reveals that n o •such- counter-offers were made. The bargaining 

in this side of the dichotomy between the feedlot.operator and the seller 

had been consummated in the previous stage.
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TABLE XXIV (b)„ THE: SELLER'S FIRST COUNTER-OFFER,IS REJECTED, AND THE 
ORDER-BUYER MAKES' A  SECOND COUNTER-OFFER.

Counter-Offer Less Than ,2c/lb.
Amount Under Last 

2c/lb. More ~
Offer

Than 2c/lb. Total

Accepted 0 0 0 . 0
Rejected 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0

Once more it has been'11 demonstrated'that'feedlot operators- and sellers 

arrive at a value for'the product-at an earlier stage- than-do-the order 

buyers- and--sellers'. There- is- nothing to' indicate-a different- informational 

level between- those; who; sell to feedlot operators-: and:., those; who sell to 

order buyers. One-may'reasonably deduce- then that-the feedlot operator 

and-the' producer: in- their:bargaining;.process?:are;.chiefly concerned with 

the marginal.value ..of - product-,:, the: marginal:, factor: cost' and: marketing- costs. 

The-speculator ,--in order buyer 's: clothing,'must' add...a: cost.-for risk and 

in- addition, seeca possible abnormal' profit; : If:.he- did: not", .he would not 

be-in^the.business.

The-. Strategies;, of .,Bargaining- For .Shrinkage Conditions 

: Earlier, in this'..chapter-, at- the close-of:.a discussion.on-a- general 

model for. price,.bargaining'.for: feeder cattle',..it:.was. said- that-.another 

more: general model;.forr.bargaining: couldcbe-;,posited.

The., general - modelumentionedcwasconcernedsiwith: price :bargaining' within 

a:.,limited:price-..ranges.;. .:Ifthe>':two;..contestants:.were:: tor find- price jr then 

the , two-., could..be ,considered^ as.',.firms in equilibrium as--; in' the'purely 

competitive;, sense;. :',: Price';jj:.wou'ld'be a saddle-- point;.and-:the- game-would be
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a fair one; If was found also: that for:-some;.individual: cases- a- model 

employing: digital pay-off" calls'rwasx of: value; „ .However, in: order to 

accomplish the' inductive- aims-.of"therstudy;ar. general:,:price, model was'needed.

There are.areas of strategiess.in',.feede-rr;.cattle. bargaining:in which 

values .are even more .difficult:, to; reduce^, to .a..digital-element’ most 

especially in.a. general.concept^:.'.Nor.is.it necessary, to ascribe specific 

digital value-., to .the . elementSLof; these: strategies;-. .Two snchrareas, both 

of-which are significant in: thee overall-bargaining., act arev.^l); bargaining 

for - shrinkage conditions. and.. (2): bargainings for: cutback, conditions. . Both 

of - these areas are in a.state; of change asr far asrtheir,- influence on total 

bargaining power . This"renders"them"evem?more.difficult; to pin- down pre

cisely. Bargaining for shrinkage-conditions: will, b e :dealt' with: in this 

section and treatment; of cutback conditions will follow.

One -can; assume*, ..as in the: case Ofeprice-'.bargainings • that in a bargain

ing" situation- between; a r buyer'and., a-", cattleman: there*: is: a: range of conditions 

within which; the-" bargaining* process; is1, contained^" ;.Assuming- such* a range 

of conditions*,; a-game;, matrix .maysber.constructed such: as; Figure' 16, and 

conditions"can;be; designated1and* entered: as;elements;.of%pay-off.

Shrinkage conditions' can; be1 said"to;" exist;.generally :.in-" localities 

in a customary* manner;-~Oner shrinkage-".cbndition;.,mayv;be; a: custom in a 

particular area, whilecai different"condition"may be.prevelant;in another 

area.* Variance among* individuals"within:a-particular.area:is:more narrow 

than among" areas. Too;:,it was-said- that1 shrinkage; conditions"are- presently 

and generally undergoing:change.

V
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Figure' 16r. A General Model For Feeder Cattle Bargaining.
.

' \
' However, it’can be said :that'as..one .set of conditions would be%prefer

able. to: another;’.ther,.rangec of .'conditions? can.be .ordered .and:1 designated, as 

excellent (e) , good (g) , fair: (f) ; . and: poor (p),„.shrinkage conditions:.- These 

designations- can be enteredv.asr.elements, of payr-off in Figure 16.

Now notices that for: the first:, time:.the:; buyer- has .been? posed as the 

decision-maker?. ■ This: was: done: for: two? reasons:: one, he has " traditionally

been? the;. active,.or.."aggressive player in", this, phase of feeder: cattle bar

gaining; two, an..observer: feels: more;..comfortable?.with:,this sort of pay-off 

designation pertaining:, to:,the? buyer". Another? sort’ of ? pay-off designations 

could have been" devised and fhe seller posed;as .the;decision-maker,’but it 

is"suspected that some: realism= would have"been: lost'. The' seller's strate

gies are the rows markedf.bp b^ and bg.

A knowledge of the?’ordering- enables" one- to: make .partial inferences 

pertaining to , the .optimum: strategies .and. value .of the..game:..: Shrinkage

.
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information, along with other types Ofrmarketing information-is, in 

addition, to other functional .variables--,. a function.of ̂ bargaining power.

Consider, ceteris:.paribus ,.a buyer: and:, a .producer- of- feeder cattle 

in* a bargaining situation: as . in* Figure* 16., and. with: equal"shrinkage 

information. 'Both, players..are. completely ..informed, as-, to, the-value of the 

pay-offs. "B" would:, prefer:, to:, select, b y  as. his.-.strategy. - But if'he did, 

then "S" would select s^. as his strategy.....The. seller .wouldzbe:'committed 

to the lowest possible, pay-off .in the game..: As.a. matter of'fact , the 

seller would prefer to select S^ as his:strategy; but:according to the 

rules of*the game the*player "Bu has the first move. "B", of course, 

sees that player "S",would like to select, his.s^.strategy and; could not 

improve his .position.by selecting;any other .:- Therefore ; - the buyer selects 

strategy b^ so that he may maximize"his" security level.- The-pay-off of 

the game- is-" F - ' Neither- player could improve: himself'byr selecting any 

other strategy, therefore, a saddle point has been, reached;and the game 

is-in equilibrium. I f  is a- fair game. . Again-a condition comparable to 

equilibrium between* the two: firms as in the;purely competitive concept 

has"been reached.

Various assumptions of shrinkage'information levels.as pertain- to the 

two- contestants-Tjtoul^ render-varying pay-off results--, as-was done: in the 

price bargaining model in- Figure 1,5. Need1Iess : tor say,-the-player with 

the greater amount of shrinkage information'has-theradvantage. Consider 

a buyer and- a seller with unequal* Igvelsr of shrinkage * information,. 

ceteris-paribus , and engaged*- in- a bargaining- game- with"a-pay-of f matrix
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Figure 17. A Game Without a Saddlepoint.

such as'that in Figure 17. The buyer is-again the decision-maker-and his 

strategies are b^, bg and bg. The seller's strategies are s^, Sg and s^. 

Accor,ding to the Wold Criterion, and.ignoring what is known about dominance, 

the minimax is g, or good, and the maximin is f , or fair. There is no 

saddle point. The game is not in equilibrium. But at least it has been 

learned that the value, of the game to the. buyer is between good and fair.

Not many years ago it was not unusual for a buyer to obtain 5 percent 

pencil shrink after-a.10 mile haul to a railroad.loading point or 5 percent 

at ranch loading point. To arrive at such a condition was logically easy,, 

Ranchers customarily shipped to distant terminals and took heavy shrinkage 

as a matter of course. With.the rise in.popularity of the auction market 

the pressure for disadvantageous shrinkage conditions for the rancher became 

less severe. Ah order buyer, in order to meet competition-, had to give 

shrinkage conditions:at least.comparable to.those.obtainable at an auction
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market.

In a time sense.two things began to happen which:accelerated the 

improvement;.of .shrinkage, conditions.

At the outset, of World War II. there was .a strong increase in the 

demand for. beef. ..Up to. the. present, demand has continued to increase as 

to both quantity and;quality. . Through most of these years the market 

could, be characterized .as .a seller’s market. . The seller could make felt 

his dissatisfaction with.offered shrinkage conditions which hithertofore 

had been.customary.

At about the same.time more attention was being.given to shrinkage 

research. During the 1950's much of this work was being published and 

made available to•the public; especially to the feeder cattle producing 

public. Several publications were made available, to cattlemen in Montana 

by the. Montana Agricultural Experiment Station and the Montana Extension 

Service. 63/

63/ See especially:
(a) Montana Agricultural Experiment Station Circular 220, April,

1959; "Shrinkage Is Important" by Clive R. Harston.
(b) Montana Agricultural Experiment Station Circular 221, April,

1959, "Cattle Shrinkage Depends on Where, When, and What You 
Market" by Clive R. Harston.

(c) Montana Agricultural Experiment Station Circular 222, April,
1959, "Shrinkage Depends on How You Market" by Clive R. Harston.

(d) Stewart H. Fowler, The Marketing of Livestock and Meat, (Danville: 
The Interstate Printers and Publishers-, Inc., 1961) Chapter XVI.
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As was said, "customary" conditions are still changing; the full benefit 

of shrinkage information- referred to above has not yet been realized.

Table XXV allows inferences= as 'to- the. present- comparative- bargaining 

power. . It classifies, the; number.of original offers:of shrinkage conditions 

as to.whether they were offered by the.seller or.by the buyer. It further 

classifies these.offers, as to whether: they were accepted.or rejected. No

further tabulation was made: of'the: rejected..offers .because they were all
,

accepted after minor, adjustments=. The table.shows that 35 percent, of the 

original, offers were madei. by the buyer and 65. percent of them were made 

by the:seller. One mightrinfer that the= seller.had.considerably .the most 

bargaining power; and was the= .most, aggressive bargainer... Such., an.' inference 

would be erroneous.

TABLE- XXV-. ORIGINAL OFFER OF- SHRINKAGE CONDITIONS BY OFFERER.

Number of Original Conditions

Conditions .
Offered By 

Buyer
Offered By 

Seller . Total

Accepted 30 71 101
Rejected 8 I 9
Not Reporting — — — 10

Total 38 72 120

More nearly correct: is-'the following explanation. The seller is 

familiar with the "customary" shrinkage conditions of his area. Even 

though these are changing— and the=change is at'a.fantastic rate when 

compared with= changes- occurring in=any other like time-period— the change 

is slowienough' so that:all are.familiar with the "going" conditions of 

the area. The buyer (feedlot operators not included) is of course also
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familiar with the "going" conditions'of-the area.. He knows that he has 

small chance of doing, betters Therefore;- he accedes the;.privilege- of first 

offer,to the' seller; .,hoping1: tov gain a^psychologicalc position:.which'he can 

use; to advantage-..in«,the:, next , roundrofYibargainingv If he gives in readily 

to the seller on,shrinkagerconditions he can prevail upon.the:seller's'sense 

of fairness-to give .the- buyer an-.advantage-;in-cutback-:bargaining. So, 

even- though- the seller's shrinkagerbargaining position.has been much 

improved.of recent, it is not quite so good as.Table. XXV indicates. This 

explanation;,.is. not- a, canvas?.one; however=. There-.,arev:many .buyersr who are 

well able-, to: measure- the:.prospective: seller.'s information level and are 

aware:, of., the.- competitive:, conditions:: in; the.area. Therefore; ..bargaining by 

a well-informed-..pair is m o r e .:straight::forward;'.with: very little haggling.

Table .XXVI..depicts, the: status:.of -shrinkages:conditions’ that :presently 

existv in:.. Mont ana;. Most sales were .with:-no pencil: shrink:.regardless- of the 

hauling ' distance,., Most..of. the. feeder; cattle sold with- a- 3 percent. shrink

age ,.allowance were, loaded'..at"the-:ranch,: ;Only. in . two. cases were there more 

than- 3- percent..pencil shrink':, allowed-. - .One- could;, say. that: the:: solutions 

for,most .of the.games'.played/would-be the<.same..or:, nearly ,the same'as that 

of the game in- Figure 16.

. The. "no replies?1,,of tables XXV and- XXVI .are. largely-those who- sold by 

the head and ..had no shrinkage .conditions.

Most, of the. feeder cattle, sold were.moved from .the-: ranch ,by truck, 

either. weighed; or to,.be--.weighed-.. . Eighty percent'of them were moved this

way.
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TABLE XXVIo .SHRINKAGE;,CONDITIONS.
Range .of Percentage- of. Pencil; Shrink

Miles.of Haul 0% 1% 2%. 3% 4% . 5% & Over Total

O 3 I, 6 I 11
1-10 18 I 5 2 26

11-25 29 2 I 32
26-50 26 I 27 .
51-75 6 6
76-100 3 I 4
Over 100 4 4
No Reply 10

Total 89 I 7 11 2 0 120

But the old ways of the West are -not entirely gone. Along the trail

went. 10 percent of the feeder- cattle to a distant loading point.

When"the cattle arrived- at the weighing'point- there was no waiting 

time for 75 percent of them. Only 4 percent' of them had <an- overnight stand 

before weighing. Two percent stood from-4 to 8 hours;before-being"weighed. 

One percent stood for 2 hours .and'another1 I percent stood for 24.hours be

fore being weighed. ■

The improvement'.in .shrinkage .conditions is-, a clear-indication-of the 

potential of improved market"information.

The Strategies of.Bargaining.For-Cutback.Conditions 

The general.. models constructed in the" previous , section-and-presented 

in Figure- 13 and- in. Figure.14 are equally applicable to the bargaining 

process; of the two players' for- cutback conditions.

The term "cutback?!., means- the. extraction: from;, the - group" of -cattle to 

be sold any .animal which- is considered’ undesirable"by- the,standards set
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for the purchase- or potential' purchase of the entire group-. Cutback con

ditions may be composed of.specifications of weight,.alteration,- color, 

markings , health-, ;■ conformation^.and other possible attributes . Each 

reasonable set .of such specifications-put.forth,: or subject’to being put 

forth; in the bargaining.act%by the buyer and- the,seller constitutes a 

strategy of cutback conditions.

Cutback.conditions are; notv as -amenable, to definition-by area as were 

shrinkage conditions. :They.differ ;from: region.to* region-but not in any 

customary way. Variation among individuals within a.particular area is 

wider than .among: areas-. • The: cutback conditions .accruing: to- an individual 

seller are functions; of ..his-.bargaining-ability,. bargaining: power, the 

quality, of his product, and . the>-general market: conditions . - In addition, 

the competitive conditions:of .the area: is..a: factor in- the: level of - cutback 

conditions; in fact ,..the., largest factor-. .The. improvement: of the-general 

market and productions information level can be said:to have mitigated the 

cutback conditions to. the.seller somewhat, but inroads: are: nowhere com

parable to those; of'shrinkage,conditions.

It was noticeable:that cutback"conditions.werevless severe when 

. there were other-... feasible;;marketing- alternatives. :.The;.term: "feasible" is 

used because the physical.proximity of another market does not necessarily 

constitute a feasible alternative. For example,.in the Northwest area, 

where the cutback conditions were more severe, there was an auction market 

within a. reasonable distance. There .were-few order buyers and no feedlot 

operators active in the: area. The auction: market, -though-, did-not enjoy 

a. high; reputation, withi-producers- reporting in the area," as- indicated in
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Chapter III. The producers feel, therefore', that they - would only be com

pounding a bad situation b y  adding transportation costs.

Cutback conditions .are strategies. more'readily-,. and. easily, used by 

buyers during.a change in the general price trend than shrinkage conditions. 

When- the general price trend is u p , cutback conditions are used lightly; 

when the general price, trend, is down the conditions which the buyer seeks 

are more severe.

The use of contracts is an area in which the order buyer is especially 

adept at applying cutback conditions; When he writes the contract a month 

or two early, he often writes .the terms'so loosely that he can interpret 

them freely. If, at delivery time, the general price level has fallen from 

the time the contract was written, the order buyer applies cutback conditions 

to bring the actual price paid.down to.the price prevalent at delivery time. 

Again, this is not a blanket.statement. More than.a few sellers stated 

that buyers, whom they had dealt with for years, always made their contracts 

good regardless.of market conditions. This behavior, though was found to 

be a function of the competitive conditions of the area.

Cutback conditions was the area of complaint most frequently mentioned 

by those sellers who were displeased with their bargaining relations with 

feedlot operators 5 Several sellers complained that feedlot operators "did 

not know what they were-looking for in the first place", and, in addition, 

tried to pick out only the top of the bunch and offer average price.

There are, of: course, ways to- rectify.such" a complaint and some-will be 

mentioned in Chapter VI.
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Of'the total, sample, 88 percent reported:that they had. bargained for 

cutback' conditions . -Not-sorting: the;:feeder?:cattle-before: showing to the 

buyer'were 48 percent of-those?reporting.' -The: buyer accepted the cattle 

without"sorting? for -cutbacks from"47 percent?:of?:those;:, sellers-who' did not 

sort,;: .But . the- buyer sorted out cutbacks .from::the: other:.53 .percent:,of .sellers 

who did not; sort.

Fifty-two percent of the-sellers reportingcsorted?cutbacks=before 

showing” to. the buyers The? cattle-of 73 ■: percent: of: these= sellers were 

directly accepted b y  the' buyer o' The buyer.though? re-sorted: for. cutback 

the- cattle'of the-remaining:'.sellers?.in- this group.

The= complaints were-:.several. Ofcthet cutback?:cattle? of: the . total 

reporting” sellers', ' 17 percent 'were? said?. to havet been?. too:.heavy. - This is 

a complaint being increasingly .heard, and-more so in. 1963::because'.of the 

general- price trend. - On:: thc otherehand;, .13-..percentvof :.:ther sellers: received 

• complaints? that apportion"of”their: cattle were?beingtcntback.because? they 

were too? light. One-'would: suspect=.' this not? tov-beii-thetreal". reason- in most 

cases o ,

Off-colo-r^-brockle-facedjj and=: red-necked-::were? reasons given fo n  cutting 

back; cattle to 7 percent'of' the-sellers; This"reason has? no? economic 

foundation?but is'still being used as a priced-reducing".gimmick,=

Milk; type cattle' were=, cut? out" from: 2: percent? of;: thersellers bunches.

Buyers' complained"that"9:"percent' of' the?,sellershad” cattle:with bad 

eyes;'lump*-jaw', or- weret otherwise-.,sick' or-:crippled.

Buyers cut= back-thy cattle of" 2, percent: of: the; sellers'just'because 

they-didn’ t*, like? theirv conformation.
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Of. those buyers.'.whoi hack cutback:' cattle-',- 72,:percent-.offered .to buy 

the cutbacks, .but .at.’, avreducedc.pricei; lie. ,.from:.2 to 5 cents per pound 

less' than" the::regular..price.

Forty^-one?.percent of the sellers having.-cutbacks;:.kept- them and 

stocked'them' to yearlings-r.themselvesr, .:Another .37 .percent of sellers sold 

their • cutbacks;.at auctions'; The?.remaining-: 22 percentrof^ the sellers sold 

their cutbacks- to the~order-r^buyers.- at:the:: reduced'.prices',preferred.

: Strategies Im.The;;Uses.ofi:Feeder:Cattler.Eurchase.;.Contract

Contracts' are* used as. tools of:, strategy:; byrtherorderr.buyer', feedlot 

operator" and producer; "A' contract would hold'.no; purpose" for- a-bona- fide 

order buyer himself; • Therterm;!'contract." will later;.in" the%section be 

carefully- defined;  ̂Until;then;therterm- will:be-used?to;include all 

negotiationsr" forr the- exchange1,•"other than immediate,cof; ownership of 

feeder"cattle-betweenrtherseller"and.the.buyer.

The-order b UyerrtS- motive-' for us ingr■ ther,contract" istsimplef• and'rstraight 

forward: • he-" expectsf-the--price"' to be”higherrat".delivery;; time: and'.is- willing 

to speculate^ ;;Orvvto-:put*;it?another wayvtif?■ he'.beIievesr.he"h as - a future 

buyer, either' feed-lot' operator'or intermediatef.handlerv? who-will buy within 

a particular; price range; and',,.if;.he can"findva, sellerrwilling to sell in 

advance appreciably, below this: expected price range-,- he ,-will offer, him a 

contracto

Producer's motives for contracting' are?' usually;; two;- Most" of: them 

have a'market price expectancy;- If a b uyer?."should'.offer;;a.r contract price 

which'-is compatible ■ with? the-.producer ' s- expectancy- he;.may" accept and meet
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his price criterion, . At the- same .time;:he 'reduces, the .elementt of risk 

(as in the-Wold-Criterion.)  ̂ Many^others. contract-becaase;;bnyers: are out 

offering contracts during: the.:middle of the; haying, season-.when? the' cattle

m a n ’s operating costs-are,highest- and his cash-reserve .at:its.lowest. Some 

have a debt.situation.such= thatia contract:is.guaranteednagainst loss which 

he cannot-afford to by-pass.

Roy says that contracting of. feeder;.cattle„.is\..affected-.by- the?follow

ing factors:. (I) expectations:':of .profits' in., cattle, feeding-,-. (2) over- 

and-under supply of good feeder, cattle,-(3) ,. quality ..offeeder-cattle 

available, (4) competition among" feeding: areas, and (5) long-range economic 

prospects for.beef cattle as indicated by whether heifer calves are sold 

or held"for breeding stock. 64/

Sellers in Montana were asked, in the course.o f t h i s  study, what in 

their opinion m a d e .the buyer; contract for their cattle. Of those who had 

contracting experience, 20 percent.stated they thought the buyer was 

speculating on. a price, rise. ..Nearly .all of these, producers had sold to 

dealers; Another 15 percent :of the- sellers said:they= thought: the buyer 

was seeking .insurance againstia.price rise; .. Sixtyrthreef, or 65,percent 

of the contracting sellers- felt:.that' the buyer-was:seeking a dependable 

supply of. specified quality.cattle. . = . -

64/ Ewell Paul Roy, Contract..Farming-, U.S.A., Danville., The Interstate 
Printers and Publishers, Inc=, 1963, p. 158.

/
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Some' sellers said.they ,were more' inclined to contract some years 

than others ; 18- percent-were: so: inclined-., Reasons ,.given' were : when more

security is needed, when .outlook-is bad, and when runnings short"of feed 

or moneyo

There was no.definite reply ,from 16 percent, ,but; 9 .percent of ,the 

sellers said that.they..usually didv-notr.contract... .,Another-'57 percent of 

the: sellers, though*, said'that they usually did contract.

Buyers are- not .more-, inclined;: to ; contract,, in. some years; than- others,

7 percent1;of the sellers, thought,: Another .15;.percent'had .no: opinion, 

but. 78 percent, of the; producers contacted-.,thought .that: buyers’were .more 

inclined;.to ,contract /some..,years.. than; othersv ' They:, felt" that' the reasons 

were;,general .market, conditions , .bankers'* . attitudes, /feed conditions (such 

as com-..crop .and winter.wheat); weather conditions-, and/feeders' general 

outlook.

Sellers were even. moreLvaried'„in:„ their:, opinions: as ,.to whether early 

contracting..had..an..effect; on ther market" for; cattle.. /Forty-one ranchers 

. thought: early .contracting .had; no-, effect ,.on. ther. market; Thirteen said that 

the: amount, of early contracting set the: price- trend",." Forty-two/ranchers 

didn't know' if there--was: anyvmarket/.effeet-; Early; contracting-stabilized 

the- price, thought four,, ranchers „ Three/producers- felt’- that such' a- negoti

ation set a floor/toiprice andr one:-thought ..it/Setr-a. ceiling. It sends 

price .up,,. said thirteen ranchers ; ,it sends; it"down; said three : more,

. From observations/of, opinion",, inquiry was/, directed1 gradually to extent 

of use. of the- contract ..by "the., individual'.rancher.
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Of the total sample,: only: nine-.ranchers stated:definitely: to the 

affirmative- onrwhetherva- contract: to whicln they:;were: avparty.had been 

broken. ■. One rancher broke- his contract'.because , the ..buyer- later wanted 

to- change some- ofrthe terms:." Two contracts were ,broken by the buyer and 

the ranchers didn't know why. • Three-were: broken, by=, dealers- when, the- price 

level went down. One buyer-- passed away ,; another-went, broke-an,d-contracts 

were: voided'. One seller bitterly stated- that.,the. dealer used: an .unwarranted 

heavy- cutback, and, as far as he was: concerned; that- constituted a broken 

contract. He felt he had no choice,though, but to go-through:with the 

sale.

Seventy-nine ranchersrstated that:they had in recent years delivered 

their cattle to the'original buyer with whom-they had? contracted-. - Eleven 

said that- their contract had-been bought .by others--before delivery time.

One buyer-stated- that his--contract'had-been* bought from--the~ original con
tractor- by a- California-buyer, then in turn; by an Iowa, buyer- before- delivery 
time.

In 1962, 85 ranchers--in-- the sample--contracted-- their feeder cattle 

and 78 of these had'written-contracts; the others were.verbal. .

Thirty-two of the- ranchers reporting- had not sold their feeder cattle 

in 1963v  A contract had been signed by 51 ranchers in 1963 and nine ranchers 

had made verbal--contracts. .

The contract form had always been furnished-by the buyer to 94 of 

the ranchers; only one rancher-had used,his own for m . - , .
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The Time Element of Contracting and Delivery 

Early in the; study it became apparent that some ranchers regarded 

any signed paper, or- sometimes ■ even oral-,comments; a s a  contract: In fact,

many producers :had"only a hazy notion-of a...precise contract: definition.

What constitutes a contract to purchase cattle-may be examined as:to time 

and form. Table XXVII afford an- examination- of.' the time- element: in con

tracting in Montana; contract form will be.taken:up shortly.

A tabulation"was'made: ofrTable XXVII .of..the time lapse between the 

date of signing the contract' and the delivery, date-' entered in the- contract. 

The- delivery dates, incidentally, were- set'.nearly, evenly, b y  the .buyer and 

by the seller. When- set b y  the buyer," it' was:.usually according to 

availability of transportation-facilities^ .requirements- of' next' user and 

buyer operational plans--at least these are the factors reported by the 

seller.

TABLE XXVII. TIME INTERVAL.BETWEEN SIGNATURE'DATE AND DELIVERY DATE OF 
FEEDER CATTLE' CONTRACT, 120 MONTANA-..RANCHERS:, .1962 AND „ 
1963.

Lapse Time Between
Contract Signature Date Number of-Ranchers
And Contract Delivery In Each Time
Date ________________________________ Category______

3 days or less
1963
13

1962
5

I week 12 4
2 weeks 8 7
I month 13 17
2 months 20 16.
3 months 18 14
4 months' and more 6 3
No Reply 30 54
T otal 120 120

I
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Wheni the- delivery date,was .set by the seller,.it was influenced by 

Forest Service grazing permits', ,weather' forecasts;: for higher elevations, 

end of pasture season;,:..grazing: rights' on..Indian-.reservations-:, weaning time, 

whether- yearlings-, or calves;, . droughts conditions > and seller's tax situation.

Although', thet. delivery,.dates: were?,,reported'. toirbe'„ about;,evenly-set by 

buyer-and: seller in.the: total sample, .there".are-.,dif ferences:- in- areas which 

may be? correlated with; other attributes? of ';, the, competitive:' situation' in the 

particular area. :For instance-,-,in the-..Northwest„.area,,...all delivery dates 

were set b y  the- buyer.

In Table XXVII the large number of? !!no.:reply" i n  1963' was- because, due 

to the general market-' condition, - m a n y  ranchersrhad- not'-been-offered a con

tract or had been dissatisfied with' the offered:':pricev. In* 1962, the large 

number of-"no reply" is- due- to - memory-lapse-? of" the'.ranchers'-.- M a n y  did not 

have records of':the- past year :sufficient?:to; render this-information.

From- a n  examination of the- time- element i n  Table- XXVII- one, can see 

that' many ranchersr who- reported having-contractsv merely had formalized 

sales. • Delivery dates of two weeks' o r  less' could hardly be considered 

advance contracting. rI n  f a c t y o n l y  those-: agreements-with' delivery dates 

one- month- o r  more- i n  advancer, of -- signature-: date :shouldr ber considered to be 

advance contracts.

Granted this restriction;-only 63 percent of those reporting;in.1963 

had advance contracts from a time v i e w  point; i n  1962, 76; percent had

advance-contracts.
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.The- Contract Fprm

Anders on and- Kumpfr def iner a;., contract:. !'Inrorder torbe anT enforceable

contract , there: must;.be-v, (I) an agreement,: (2) based.upon: the: genuine- assent
;

of' the: parties, < (3) .. supported:, by r cons !deration, (4);,made, for: a. lawful ob- 

j ect, (5) - between competent: parties=, and . (6)... in: the; form- required' by law, 

if any". 65/

They say, ,"A valid contract'is-.an agreement- that is .binding and 

enforceable'!-. .. It ,has-. all:.of : the-ressential ..requirements-.mentioned' above.66/ 

And-, "An:agreement..arises:.when:onet.person-.,..the: offerer,..makes-:an offer and 

the person:toxwhom the\offernisrmade%.the-offerer^ accepts.-;. In any case 

there-must be-both-an-offer--and- an-acceptance; . If either: is lacking, 

there~ is no contract." 67/ They define- a. definite:offer-, "An offer; must 

be definite and certain. .If it is indefinite:or vague or if an essential 

provision"is lacking, it cannot be accepted; The reason is that the courts 

cannot tell what the parties are to do." 68/

65/ Ronald .A. -Anderson* and' Walter .A. - Kumpf:, .Business L a w , Sixth-, Edition, 
Cincinnati; Southwestern:Publishing.Company,.1961, p . 41.

66/ Ibid, p. 46. 

67/ Ibid,- p. 48. 

68/ Ibid, p. 52.
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Of a discharge of contract .they':: say, "Since-, the:, contract-bound-, the- default

ing party- to perform, the'injured party may'insist, on:: the1 observance of 

the-contract and. resortv.to:"legal:remedies". 69/

These two-:.writers ,define' an option: contract, "An. option contract is a 

binding"promise:, to keep:'anr offer open:, for :a:’Stated: period:of: time; or until 

a specified/, date:..;Under: a m  optionrcontract;: there: is-: no .obligation- on the 

offeree' to-exercise'- the:: option, r If. the::option;,.iscexercised:; the' money paid 

to "obtain1 the option:..1 is - ordinarily- applied:, asa=, down;: payment' on: the: purchase 

price.1 If the : optionr is- note exercised; ,the; offeror:, keeps: the: money paid 

him;.;If the offeror retains.any:,choicer,1: there:.,is:no: option- contract", but 

merely an agreement"to:.negotiate- at'.arfuture'date". 70/

The above" is- only-a scant1 treatmentrof; ther legal:..aspects' of" contracts, 

but will"serve as measuresrwhich-are- adequate; enough" to~indicate- whether 

the instruments' being-1 used*inrnegotiations-by selIersrandrbuyers'in' Montana 

are indeed- contracts;- Whether-thernegotiatiom1 was;in: fact-.a .contract would, 

of course; need -to' be' determined- by: the-courtsrom anr individual basis.

The terms-and'conditions’1 in1 contracts:did not-vary widely; It can 

be seem in "Table 1XXVIII that - in- fewer than; two-r thirds of - the' contracts were 

there any"kind'.of' weight:-.conditions;~." These1 t h e n -.Were- open' for the buyer 

to'specify' at-time-of1 delivery timer Onercontract- specified"that the buyer 

was1entitled to a 10 percent/ cutback;at.delivery.:time:for .either heavy or 

lightweight;1 one' other' contract"gave the:buyer-ar5 percent:cutback. In 

Table XXVIII any upper-limit"over 500 pounds;appliedrtocyearlings.

69/ Ibid, p. 170.

70/ Ibid, p p . 55-56.
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Five hundred and three- hundred pounds are the bounds within which most 

basic, price, bargains-, apply,. : Only one seller- claimed that he-laid down the 

weight specifications:; v:otherswere. m a d e r b y the..buyers.

TABLE- XXVIII. WEIGHT CONDITIONS'. SPECIFIED.. IN FEEDER. CATTLE CONTRACTS,
1963 AND 1962.

M  A X I M U M W E I G H T . M I N I M U M W E I G H T
Number of Contacts Number of* Contacts

Limit In Founts In Which. Specified Limits in Pounds Iir Which Specified

400 I 250 2
Average 400 I 300 - 16-

425 4 325 3
450 6 350 8
465 I 375 ' I-
475. . 4 400 I. .
500 14 Average 400 I
600 I None 63
650 I
None 61

Total 94 95

In referring to the grade of cattle only six contracts made- reference

to USDA. grades. One contract-required that the grade be at least USDA 

Good and'five contracts■ required'that■the; calves.be.. USDA Good and Choice. 

A  few contracts used non^descript.terms but most-made no written specifi

cation. as,.to. grades.

The basic price :was in all cases entered .into .the contract.

The amount of deposit required by 75 ranchers.was $10 per head. Two 

ranchers required $15 per head - and:seven- required.$20 .deposit per head.

A 5 percent deposit, based on total purchaser price;.was required by one 

rancher and .another required .15 percent deposit.: . Four: ranchers'did not 

demandr.a.. deposit... ..Of. those ranchers who. required a.deposit, 78 considered
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this' fund to be a forfeiture o r ■"earnest" money" deposit and 13 ranchers 

considered it as a part payment'with the buyer held responsible for 

acceptances of the;-cattle and;.payment.,.in- full on .delivery, date. In fact, 

all conditions for balance of payment'were :on ; delivery...date'. Payments on 

delivery in a large numberiof cases were in the form-of sight drafts.

The ,.seller. did not; extensively check the buyer's financial status 

or his. authorization;, ass.an. agent.. - In. 22..instances-: the. seller- asked his 

bank to' check .on the..buyer<; Twelve sellers ' felt, that; the. buyer's- reputa

tion; '. passed;.by- wordvof. mouth;,'..was;„sufficient. ■ One. seller, stated that 

the buyer;,was:.his. friend. Two; other sellers: asked;.about . the .potential 

buyer from another order-buyer: There were^54:ranchers] though,who made

no" effort:: to - inquire as - to- the : character: or rsolvencycof - the: buyer- to whom 

they sold. ■ -

Ther.e-weres-.no:provisions- for costs:of-.holding:cattle .beyond specified 

delivery date.: There.:were , some-cases'of' cattle being; held beyond such 

date, but only a very,few:gave- indication:.of,.advantage, being taken* Most 

■ cases.:of c delayed ,delivery:.date:were- due:to; weather: and::seller .as well as 

buyers:initiated:requests:,for:delays', Thererwere-; only; two:cases' in which 

thevbuyer-'. attempted::tor get:staggered delivery- datesr;from' the.;.seller.

There;.were: no:cases:ofr. contractual:' provision: for: arbitration of 

differencesi.betweenrbuyerv. and: seller.

Sellers- were." asked*; forrcomments-onr contract: forms:,and recommendations 

for"change..,» Mosttoft thenKindicatedr.a;.bewildered:.andchelplessf attitude.

: Comments;,commonly.offered-: are; listed.below:
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(1) 'lWei need"a better=.form".

(2) " I ' don*' t" understand"■ these: forms".

(3) uThercontractrsaysibuyer'. option?.on'.delivery .date and cutback”".

(4) "Contracts are buy ere or Ienteds,':'/: Theyrare;.difficult:, to read.
.The; wording; isr.unclear'.: : The formsrneedt.toebeestandardized".

(5) . '..'There: ist: tootmuchnunclearr. finer: printLonv:cutbacks.andeweighing
conditions."

(6) "We:.need:.a^standardizedrcontracts formewhichsgives" us?, an even
break".

(7) "The .wording:. Ion:..deposit ! shouldrmakeeclean.whati.klndsqf pay
ment: this is" o

(8) !!When?,thee cattle^are-.unloaded1 andedeliveredetor.therbuyer, the
.seller! s?, duties ̂ should?, cease".

The:..commentsand-analysis::clearly.'/demonstratevthattthe- contract forms 
available: and'. usedrand;.the-.-statesof::information-concerning'?contracts are 
something- less- thani.satis.f actorys-, .Exhibits:.:of r feedervcattle: contracts to 
be -found?; in ..Appendix- B are -believed~to';besfairly;, typical.1Tof- the' instruments 
andr termscnegotiateds ' Comparison^ of-:analytical: data■:and?-definitions- given 
earlier make" it obvious "that "instruments-typical Iysbeingrrnegotiatedi in 
Montanâ contain-elementsft.ofiT-contractsc andi".of coptionsy.'butrdo-not - qualify 
.fullycasreither. ;

Fowler .(1961) : 71/ and" Roy*,: (1963) 72/-. in- their: re cent", work have 

treated • feeder- livestockrpurchase=.contractss;. rFowler: lists - the--, essentials

71/ Fowler9 op. cit; , p. 366. 

72/ Roy9 op.; cit., p p y  158-160.
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of a good contract as..presented by Taylor (1950) 73/ Farther, he presents 

what he calls a simple\but sound contract form. 74/ The form is better 

described as indefinite and:unsound. ' Roy merely repeatsrwork which has 

been repeated by Fowler and*posed a contract.form,presented by Taylor (1950) 

75/» There is nothing; wrongvwith- this--procedure. These, writers-, though, 

have taken work which was;13 years old (for Roy), added nothing original 

to it, and presented-it', as ..being- completely adequate:, for - present;- conditions. 

The western cattle industry and- western- feeder .cattle;marketing are 

changing too, fast for. this; to be1 so. Nevertheless, Taylor did do a very 

good job. His Cattle Purchase Contract;.could, ..with, minor-- changes, be 

used as a model today- and; asvhe says, "protect the interest;,of both pro

ducer and buyer". 76/

The contract, ..then,.,is ;used as an implement" of: strategy, by both the 

seller and the buyer. Under the present-.conditions of contract form and 

bargaining power, though,,,it.must be conceded:that-the balance of power is 

tilted to the side of the buyer.

73/ Morris H. Taylor, Livestock Purchase.and Sale.Contracts, Extension 
Bulletin. 211, Utah State Agricultural College, Extension Service, 
Logan, Utah, 1950.

74/ Fowler, op. cit. p. 365. 

75/ Roy, op. cit., p . 493. 

76/ Taylor, o j d . cit., p. I.



CHAPTER V

MARKET INFORMATION— ITS ROLE IN DIRECT SELLING 

The data presented in the previous.chapter suggests."level of infor- 

.mation".as.a. critical problem:in the transaction.process;. It also examines 

the use. o f ■price,and.quality information.by the rancher.. Models.presented 

suggest changes in firm conduct and.industry performance to.be expected 

from changes.in levels.of market.information;. This.chapter points .the way 

to market information which"is needed to bring about these structural changes 

and to make:more'effective the expenditure of public funds for the gather

ing and dissemination-of market information." This chapter examines the 

availability of relevant market information; its.distribution among-sellers, 

and its'adequacy'for -grade and weight comparisons. as reported by surveyed 

ranchers.v This frame of reference will allow deductions as to how well 

able.the seller is.to play his optimal strategies. ;Suggestions.from the 

rancher, for.improvement"of market information,are. noted. Possible insti

tutional . impediments ; to; improvements in :marketing .information will be 

suggested.

!Seller's View of.the.Adequacy of His Market 
.Information.In'Relation To-That of.The Buyer

. Ranchers were asked if they thought they had available to them as 

much up.to,the minute'market information'as.the ,buyer. ■ If this was 

answered:by., anything, other;than- an unqualified affirmative, a sequential 

,inquiry as.to.how.he felt.this..affected,.his.ability to .bargain with the 

buyer was made.

■ There were no unqualified affirmatives except from some:of those who 

dealt regularly with farmer-feedlot. operators. These producers suspected
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that this class of buyers was about on the same level as they were.

There were 24 ranchers who gave an affirmative answer-, but followed 

with'a qualification. Of these, 16 ranchers felt that market information 

was equally available to them and the buyer, but they did not know how to 

get.it nor did they know how to use it.as it pertained to their own product. 

Three-of the 24 ranchers felt that they were in balance with the buyer 

except- for sudden changes:in.market with the buyer except they had such 

little time to allocate.to gathering and evaluating-..market.information.

The buyer has more.time to.get.and means.by which to get and analyze this 

information, they said.

Ninety ranchers replied to the inquiry in a negative manner. Twenty- 

four of these ranchers were not.really sure that.the market- information 

was-not available, but they were sure that they had not the time and means 

by which to obtain and analyze it. The seller's production problems and 

his work load are probably-the heaviest about the time he should be tuning 

in to the market more sharply. Thirty-one ranchers:giving this class of 

reply felt that the buyer had.a well-established.system of personal contacts 

and a highly developed pipeline of obtaining formal, instantaneous,and 

accurate information. Whereas, they, the ranchers, have only newspapers, 

and radios neither of.which furnish them with information which is complete, 

reliablei or very useful in- any way.

"He is. looking at my hold chrds", or some other cryptic comment 

was made by eight other producers.
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\

Practically all of the- ranchers in the sample-felt that the buyer 

had a top price in- mind before- her started talking,to the seller.

Types of Market Information Received And 
Types Used In The Seller's Decision-Making

USDA Mailed Livestock-.Market. News Reports

The1 fundamental ,reason;'for the authorization by Congress of a. market 

news service was to improve the-bargaining-position of the farmer and 

rancher, says Fowler= 77/ The livestock market news reports were initiated 

at a time when= most selling was done at terminal markets. Reporting 

facilities were logically established at the livestock- terminal markets. 

Reports from these facilities-, giving'market; conditions and price infor

mation, were reasonably adequate when the..primary selling of feeder cattle 

was done at these terminal markets.

Fowler further says that'the Coverage of the Federal market .news 

reporting system; as of-May, I960, includes range and feedlot direct sales 

throughout- the West' and Southwest'. - 78/ Such: a. statement" is -woefully in 

error= This-service covers-only a very few small, widely .dispersed areas 

in- the Southwest=- The Federal livestock.market"news.has-not kept up 

with the: changing, marketing- conditions-in the* West.- .The- present USDA 

livestock market news reports are based on:market conditions which are not 

comparable to the conditions-of direct-.marketing.

77/ Stewart H. Fowler, The:Marketing of.Livestock and M e a t , Danville, The 
Interstate Printers and Publishers-̂ . Inc=, 1961, p. 589.

78/ Ibid=, p= 590.
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The USDA presently maintains. 49 livestock marketrnews field offices,, 

most of which not only collect:market' data,- -but-. also: disseminate news 

through' the mail,radio; newspapers,■and other:news media, 79/ A few 

of these field offices:report1.;om. activities- at:. auction::marketsbut by 

far the most of the .markets':reported on are terminal:markets1-." Inr the state 

of Montana there is ones such;:office;• This office.collects data from two 

auction? markets•: in- the: same , city - and-: transmits? such? to, Denver' and San 

Francisco where it,.is:' them disseminated?.in:,..weeklyvlivestock: reports.

Very- f e w  Montana ranchers?, are; aware:.that; such' an:office- ever" did..exist in 

Billings: and still" fewer-:are: aware- that? it ..no; longer:issues:its own 

reports„

It .was shown:in'Chapter;I,that.the total numbers'of'feeder cattle 

being sent to- terminal markets' from" Montana'were-' decreasing? and becoming 

relatively less-important o '' In Chapter-III .itc.was: shown? that'the ranchers 

sampled- inr this study indicated"the? Iowest'-prefBrence? for: this" marketing 

method-o They' followedthrough--by. indicating- the-' lowest? number .of actual 

sales on this type;of ; market s - Since- most:of the? cattle;market" news, feeder 

and.otherwise, is?either" directly or- indirectly:fromrUSDAvmarket news 

reports-, a measure will nowcbe?made- of the?extent :to?which- the- rancher 

received and used?mailed- reports?from- .these'USDA;.field-,, offices? and sub

sequently news?reports by? other media«

79/ AMS-524. Directory of Federal-rState. Market. News; Reports-, USDA,
Agricultural Marketing;Service, Washington,.D.,C., January, 1964, 
P- 3.
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Ranchers in the sample were- asked which USDA mailed reports were 

received by them. The specification "news" was not used so as to make 

eligible, in the reply- any, USDA .publication which; ranchers received, but 

may not be classed by. him, as news. . Ninety-nine.,ranchers, or-82.5 percent 

of all possible replies.,:, said'that'they did, n o t . and,.had never- received a 

mailed livestock report from the USDA. The ranchers were than asked if 

they were familiar with the 1  procedure- for ..getting, on mailing lists for 

market news ,reports. Almost.the- same number replied; in the-negative.

They were then asked if they would like-: to get-,.on such.mailing lists.

They were shown a sample;,, copy;;, of . two;; different;, reports .from- this: worker * s 

file. Mostrof them expressed=.gratefulnessrfor::the.opportunity-of: getting 

on such a mailing list:. Theyrwere then; shown: the Livestock Market News 

Reports section in the Directory of - Federal-State, Market News Reports.

After a selection was madej.this worker supplied'.,them with the address of 

the selected field office and,instructions:for applying. These ranchers 

did not by.any means indicate that these, reports.would fulfill their needs, 

but did say that the reports would, be,a vast,improvement over their present 

informational status. The demand for reports from some field offices, 

particularly Denver and Omaha, should, now be increasing. It is hoped 

that this increased demand"will not be interpreted as an upgraded appraisal 

of the reports, .

In the Northwest area, 80 percent of- the1 ranchers= received’ no USDA 

reports„ All ranchers in this area asked for addressesrof mailing offices. 

Two ranchers received, the Western-"Livestock" Roundup-. One found it generally 

useful = One sheepishly admitted" that" he- found'it" confusing-;- there were
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probably many who "could"read ■ it"and .use it,;he said, but he was not one of 

them.

Five of "the ranchers:-in..the- Northcentral: area..received- the Western 

Livestock Roundup-;. One; found: it ■ unuseable:.and:,three-: found: it generally 

useful o One found ,it valuable..in informing' him. of:.the: grazing- and: weather 

conditions 'in the Central Plains and:. Southwestern , states.-; . ..Other ranchers 

in the: area sample.,received. nor.USDA'reports.

One Northeastern area, rancher:.received.:the:Westerni.Livestock Roundup 

but did not find it very useful. Others:in.the area,sample.received no 

USDA:'. reports.

In the Central area, three, ranchers.in the.area sample received the 

Western-Livestock Roundup' and' one received- a news report from- the Denver 

office. These-ranchers-found the- reports- to be"-generally- useful.-

Twc ranchers in the- Southwest area' sample-received the Western Live

stock Roundup; one also : received- a news-report from:, the: Denver- and Chicago 

offices, - - The latter'' rancher .had- attended- Beef'Production'.Schools and in 

other ways-had- associated- himself with activities- at Montana State College. 

The Western-Livestock- Roundup was found by-these:to be:quite- useful, for an 

understanding- of the- general.- situation- in:, a-particular season.

In the Southcentral area only: two- ranchers;reported- receiving mailed 

USDA releases- and' these-were conies-of- the Western:Livestock Roundup;- ■ These 

ranchers--liked-this--publication- and-found--it:helpful:.in- understanding the 

general"market-situation.
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No' reporting' ranchervin". the;,Southeast' area:.received? or: had ever 

received a mailed USDA market report.

Commission Firm.Mailed,.Reports.— Of the total possible replies, 80 

ranchers replied that they did not receive mailed reports:from.a commission
v * V

firm-located: at terminal-markets.

. In the;.Northwest;...areaj-;one: rancher :receivedv.a::mailed: report— the 

"Stockland News"— from: a commission:'firm: in, Spokane;: ,The rancher used 

this-report "when- deciding: on:: selling :his-cull-, cows-.and-usually sold 

through this firm." Another,rancher.received:a mailed.,report'from a firm 

in Omaha. :...Although:,he-.-said:,he- did ; not .use- this: reportrin- making his 

marketing decisions, .other:.ranchers' in ,the area;.did receive reports of 

market- conditions■ in Omaha through word: of mouth:;and-indications were that 

these reports-did.affect”their: marketing-decisions.

Fourteen of 20 ranchers ini the Northcentral area received no mailed 

reports from-commission firms-at“terminal markets. Two ranchers- received 

mailed reports 'from- a firm- in-Sioux City, and two- ranchers received reports 

from a firm- in- Chicago. - A firm in Portland, Oregon-, mailed a report to 

one rancher. Three ranchers received mailed.market reports.from-St. Paul. 

Three ranchers used-them.quite- a bit in molding-a frame of prices. Two 

were able to use them generally..in: conjunction-.with- other information.

. Commission .firms-hadimailedino-market .reports' to six.of the ten 

sample ranchers in the'Northeastarea., Four:ranchers:did"receive reports; 

two of .them' foundithe1 reports--useful:and-two .did not-.- Three of these 

ranchers .received reports:,'from;:Sioux^ City and ohe .of .them:received a report
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from Omaha.' Two of the; ranchers received 'aiv additional -.report" from St.

Paul.

In the Central area, :12 ofr20 ranchers.:.in ;the ,sample received no 

reports .from" commission.:firmsv: Seven- ranchers received such reports, 

but only two- found-them: of-even ,slight" value. : - Five: of": these .ranchers 

received reports:from.Simon_and Steele-in Sioux City, one rancher received 

a report"from St. Paul,,and another received.one:from Omahav One producer 

received an additional:.report:;from.Chicago.

. Seventeen . of . 2 0 ranchers:.in -the:: Southwest, received,?no: commission firm 

mailed" reports-. Thethree." that did,. receive- them": did:;:not” f indr them" of value. 

Reports were received from;;Sioux; City, and Lo s . Angeles .

:In,the;Southcentral .area 12 :of..20.producersdid: not" receive .commission 

firm reports". "Eight: received", such ..reports’;', threevfound rthemrof- no use, 

and five found.them"of: somer value-:in:.building.:anv.image;:of:market1 conditions. 

Reports came frourSioux"City and Omaha.

In" the- Southeast areâ ; 11 ranchersrdid”not::receive -market reports 

from-commission-firms; "Of the-nine"who”did'," two"found", them useless, and 

five found"they gavea.generai-picturecofrmarketrconditions and possibly 

may"have'" something" to" dorwith" establishing-price: trends;- Six ranchers 

received-reports 'from"Sioux:,City-, "two- received:;themrfronrD'envery- and one 

received"them from Omaha.

Anction Market' Reports;--Only ~35 ranchers",in:;therentire: reporting 

sample" did'not :rece±ve;:a:. mailed; report .'from" an: auction market;- Auctions 

are unques tionably, - then , ■ the : source 'of" ther larges tv,number- of mai led
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reports which- are received" b y -Mbntanar feederrrcattle..producers „

• Northwest-*areai 'None;.received. . - .

Northcentral are a::: .Nine;:: ranchers " received^, auc t ion^report s - and nine 

:did'not;:-.;Ther.reports;.werer.used?;for::comparison-.,with'.-:cnrrent7eountry. prices . 

:Greati:Falls., and;iSheiLbycwe-rectherauctions;.from:which7writtem.reports were 

received.

;Northeast:.areal .All^butvone?.ofcthe rlO ranchers?.Insther.area sample 

received auction, mailed .reports; " Twor ranchers;,did .not ruse them:at. all,

. the . otherssused;. them'.as? anothervmeansr ofrcomparisonswith? country prices.

■ Numbers- of .ranchers?:receiving-,Written-: reports:, and: markefcs"were:'::7, Miles 

C i t y 2,,: Billings’;' 2.,; Glasgow;; . 1» . Sidney. ,

Central-: area,:,,.. Al I Lbutrtwor of: the: .EOvranchers ?.:reporting: received 

auction, reports s' Numberssof r ranchers , receiving; written-.'reports and' markets 

were:• 12., - Lewistown;; r l;,;; GreatvFalls; .5,-Billings: LivestockrCommission;

.3,; ,Billings; Public-;. I;; Butte:, :Ttoo.:ranchers?-receiving:-Billings: Livestock 

Commis s ionr reports vs aidu they used-': ther report,considerably? in making 

marketing decisions;rothersrexpressedconlyracmild:interest-in-the reports.

. Southwest area; , Twocranchers ' in' therreportvdid' not-receive-written 

reports from: auction-markets^ vvNumbersrofvranchers^ receiving- writt-en 

reportsv andrmarketsLweresi L’tlb;;;;Butte-; 6:,-, Dillon;’ 3;,’ Bozemam; I , Idaho 

Fallsi Some?rancherss:saidrthey'soldctop? earlyr.forvtheserreports^'or others 

for< that=, matter; rtovbec-benef icialr to;; them: Vr1Threev ranchers? said' they - used 

the : reports;.for: comparisonvpurposesrand;one:, saidr.hevused: it? when ready to
sell: culls.
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Southcentral area: Nine -of "ther 20 ranchers: in the sample* received

no" written-- reports from auctions . ;Numbers~of ranchers;.-receiving- reports 

and markets' were: 9> Billings:Livestock,.Commission; 3,' Billings Public,

Three of .these;ranchers;-did?;not use: the reports,, :one; dependedcentirely on 

his’,-and; one read' it with'-mildrinterest,

Southeast area: Eighteen':ofr.20:. ranchers .:in-v the;, sampler did receive

written: reports. Numbers : of.: ranchers : receivingrreports rand:;markets were: 

9;:Belle".Fourche; .10., . Miles. City ; 6 ;-. Gillette-; ,4, .Billings'Livestock 

Commission; I,.. Sturgis:,. All .of . thesey .however, rexcept those:receiving 

Belle,.Fourche-v used: the,.reportst.for::comparison; purposes^: Those receiving 

the. Belle-: Fourcher report usually sold: some;, classes , of:,cattle on this mar

ket.

Bank.:Reports.,-Thirty-eight: producers: received:.mailed feeder, cattle 

market reports ■■ from ,.banks-.. vBanks ,. then;, . arec the; source of the second 

largest, volume- of mailed cattle .market:reports; received;:by. ranchers . in 

Montana,. .These-.reports: seemrto:::representvextremes: in',value. ..Reports from 

most' banks', are excerpts - from' the: DbanesrAgricultural: Newsletter-, R a n c h e r s
I

foundr this:, type of r report .written;:in .vaguev termsr and ..was.; practically worth

less. On. the:.other hand;,,.everyone, w h o . received„the.feeder cattle market 

report'published- byr the" 1st. National" Bank..of :Great1;Falls: labeled it un

questionably the most valuable market;newsc.report:ever received. Several 

ranchers stated that it was the:first'piece of mail,anyone opened.; It was 

praised highly b y  everyone'whorhad seen-it'. It is-known' in every area of 

the- state, and is disseminated- by several: news:;media..: Its, influence is far
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out of proportion'to' all'other*feeder cattle market: news reports combined.

Northwest-area: Six ranchers: in the sample: did or had and four did

not receive, market reports f r o m * b a n k s " .Four" ranchers had :received" a report 

from the Conrad Bank:, but the bank quit'publishing-the report-. One rancher 

received a report from.a Hamilton bank, but he felt that:the feeder cattle 

described in the: report .:were,.:much- higher- quality than his . The report 

lost value in comparison. Another.rancher received:a report from a 

Klamath Falls bank:, but said, he: always * sold his . feeder, cattle before the 

report came'out.

Northcentral area: Eleven of 20 ranchers received.market reports

from: banks . Reports : came." to mine, of. them-from, the: 1st National Bank of 

Great Falls; to one from the: Glacier Bank of. Cut.Bank; and to one from 

the Production:Credit.Association.

. Northeast, area: ".No. market, reports from banks: received.

Central area: Seven of:20. ranchers":received-:mailed" reports from

banks. Reports.:came: to..four- of .them from*:.the" 1st National Bank" of >Great 

Falls, . and . to" three , from:.a:. Harlowton bank.

Southwest- area: :. Three.ranchers received? market:.reports; from banks.

Two of the mailed reports were from* a Dillon bank and one'.was ,from the 

1st National Bank .of Great Falls.

Southcentral area: Six ranchers received market reports from a

bank; all were from* the-;Yellowstone-.Bank-at-" Columbus.

Southeastern area: . ..Five ranchers received, market. reports from a 

bank; all were from.the.1st.National Bank of Great Falls.
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Farm' Magazines"and:Agricultural Newsletters 

. There can be-;-no;'doubt that: the rancher-in-: Montana-,was- seeking, market 

information--'.on" feederrcattle:almost : tor the;.extent".ofrhxsrknowledge, of the 

subject=, and,his ability=;: :It is-true-; a s :some: of:..therforegoing .discussion 

has , pointed-out:, • that 'he,,:istnot7 making::full;use'.:of: that:which: is available. 

This in practically: all::cases: is: because= he:; eitherrhas.. tried the infor

mation and found ' it very; inadequate. or-: he v is - notv aware: of: its: existence, 

how to get it',' or "how:, to- use it, >

Only 23 ranchers; in: the:sample did:,notrsubscribe:to;:or. regularly 

read" farm magazines:.having:, market:, news= reports, or ..market. forecasts.

The term.-"farm'magazines?', wastintendedr to include agricultural; newsletters 

and • trade'weekly'newspapers',: ."As = will .be seen:,: the rranchers; in' the. sample 

generously: responded'with;.anyeperiodical' which:, contained- market news 

reports' or business'"forecasts" even;thoughrsomecof" these were- only; indir

ectly related" to the- cattle: industry:"-" Ranchersrin- the:.sample', subscribed 

to as • • m a n y  as: • ten- periodical s - f romrfwhich" they "hoped" totgetr. marketing 

guidance; If -they:subscribedrtovany, ■: they;subscribed:'to- at;least three 

such' periodicals', • Although" there- was "this: difference- among- individuals 

in" the'sample",' there"was' nor significant;: ̂difference= amongrareas', It will 

suffice', - then,:to-list"the", periodicals- in:order: of the;reported; reading 

frequency and" to - f ollow~wi th.;. a - disclosure=" of- thetmost' frequent sample 

comments,

Table XXIX is such a.list: O n e m a y  offer-several hypotheses as to

w h y  a rancher subscribes- to=- a-particular-1 magazine;," . This"inquiry was only
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. concerned':with- his.."Search1 f or™marketr:newsr.andc:f orecasts-.i: vThecrancher was 
also " asked-.-to'.comment: Oncwhethervthese; publications ..werernseful .in. making 
marketing:' decisions;,:.:.Itvcan- be-said' that subscription^frequency- does not 
necessarily:, coincide with, opinions:, of newsr.worthiness. rzOncthe: whole, 
subscribers: found:, theseirperiodicals-to be: useful, in providing-a: frame of 
thergeneral;situation.

. .All who., commented.-thought-‘that news I e t t e r s vboth.Doane's - andrKip I inge r ' s 
were , entirely- useless^ .., This: was- the-same: opinionvheld: of- excerpts . of 

newsletters: from .'these:, services: which' were:, printed; and: distributed by 

most banks; in Montana;;: those-which- were> “of courses in sampled areas.

Montana, banks , . then appear , to be- achievingr.no- advertising" value through 

. this ..medium:, v’These- reports - haver lit tie: relevance-: tor the: producer’s prob

lems- and! product, he says.

- Farm. Journal, .although"high.on'the: list j.was-’not.well:: thought of.

Even .the. western-edition.Wasvthoughtvtovherslantedcto:. the:benefit' of the 

• Corn-Belt.

Montana.Farmer:Stockman.Wasvmildly;received: astavsource:of: market 
:news. ,

.;Wes tern .LivestockLReporterrwasrwell: received’: by -.nearly all who sub- 

; scribed,1.;. .".Two- main reasonsrwere-..given: ~ vit' carried:USDAv. market: reports 

.•and-. it' carried- a. direct-..marketing' report; fromrthevlst^National Bank of 

Great.Falls::;.This.type::of:comment':does not correlate'well:with data sub- 

: mittedi above::under. !!USDAvMailed;livestock- Market; News' Reports", nor 

with comments; concerning:accuracyr:of'.;reports--to;:ber presented later. An 

explanation-will Vbevoffered::at" that"; time:.: . There were,;criticisms: leveled

i; ■■ "-I •

I
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at this-'periodical even? b y  those:who. praisedv Itrfor: its:.market news. Most 

of' these;criticisms were:comments on;editor!alzover^optimism.

■ TABLE-.XXIX.. MAGAZINES:. AND,?AGRICULTURAL; NEWSLETTERS:.READl. BY:.MONTANA 
CATTLEMEN.

. Number, of..Ranchers:'In. Study 
Title of Periodical .__________ _______________ Subscribing to Each -_______

Montana Farmer-Stockman 72
Farm Journal 58
Western. Livestock Reporter 44 •

Successful- Farmer 21
The: Montana. Stockgrower; (Mont.- Stockgrower;'s-v.As s 'n) 14
Western Farm Life " 9
Do ane:'. s;. Agricultural..Letter 9
Record-: Stockman 7
Cow Business; (American National.Cattleman's,.As s 'n) 5 .
Western Livestock Journal 3
Breeder's.Gazette 2
Kiplinger Newsletter I
US: News: and World Report I
Dakota:, Farmer . I
Minnesota Farmer I

Newspapers . =— Twenty-reight? of: the;, producers; in' the;; study did not 

receive a newspaper. % The:, majority of the; ranchers; who: did: receive news

papers . h a d . a: local, one- and"one- from-.the"nearest' large town. For instance, 

those: in .the Northwest; area received:: the' ".Interlake!.' from"Kalispell and 

the; uMissoulian".. from..:Missoulai These-' papers: carry news wire; releases from 

terminal;markets', frequently? only; Chicago,:, and usualIyvshort1.reports from 

nearby"auctions'. Mos.t.'.comments"on,,the:,usefulness-, of;;market'-'.reports con

tained:: in;, newspapers- were , just:;to: that'.effecti ... "they only; cover one or 

two :terminal; markets; and .an' auction-; the-' auctiom:peop-le " tell them what to 

say".
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Radio Reports.— Thirty-one of'the producers, interviewed did not 

receive market news reports, by:radio. . Ranchers-in- some; areas reported 

having very poor reception^ One..to three stations were reported being 

received depending on proximity of the ranch to a larger town; Ranchers 

preferred the reports either at noontime. or;between-6 .and; 8; o ’clock in 

the evening. Several/commented that the reports were:given,too fast, were 

not clearly: articulated^, and were;,at .bad .hours .. Some.felt the: reports 

should be repeated, several times a day during .the market; season in case 

they were missed just.at a. particular hour.

Again the reports were .in some ..cases /.wire, releases., from:-terminal 

markets, mainly Chicago,.and"local auction markets; . Therefore, the- comments 

were- the same/as. those;.offered/in'other sections:.of:.this" study which were 

concerned with these markets and reports therefrom.

• llLast Minute" News.— Ranchers were asked; if ,theycwere: aware of the 

market news on the day that they sold, or shipped.if they shipped to dis

tant markets on which cattle would not be sold on game day.as shipped. Of 

those who had sold in 1963, .fifty^-six had not checked the news on the day 

of sale or shipping. ' Twenty-two, ranchers had,. In. 1962,. 77 ranchers were 

not aware of the market news :on the day they'sold and- seven=ranchers w e r e . 

Many said that they did'not■recall. Some had telephoned/an auction market 

or their banker, a .few had/ telephoned, back to .a Corn, Belt, state. Some had 

read a newspaper or the latest issue of the WesternzLivestock Reporter 

or the Great Falls bank report. Most of -the-ranchers,..though, had 

listened to the radio market report on that day.
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.Television-Reports.— Television reception.was.riot .possible-for 21 of 

the ranchers interviewed,■ Seven others did.not desire to have a television 

market report furnished.. The. remainder in.the. sample, expressed: a keen 

desire for such. a.report.,-• They.were defiriite.in their desires. They 

wanted* a presentation! which: utilized a blackboard: or. chart;: Well, defined 

grades and weights, as. well as prices were desired; :: ...The.,best 'time, was well 

divided between 6 to 8 o'clock:-and: 7 to. 9 o'clock in. the- evening.

A. few. of these, ranchers-were..speaking .from;.,experience;. Lethbridge,

Alberta, was. reported, to-have .an excellent-, cattle market report much as
’■v ,described, above; .. Williston-,- North Dakota,...was. reportedTto-have a: similar 

report which-is well thought-of; Billings had.:a report which was not as 

well defined as-'these others; however, rit'was "reported to :.have been dis

continued soon after the-marketing.season began.in 1963.

Ranchers expressed the.opinion that'television.market.reports could 

have an educational value in helping the producer create an image of grade 

and quality in relation to. price.

A Critique:of -Market- Reports

-Ranchers were asked-if-they felt that there/.were-any market reports 

with which they were familiar-that^were intentionally misleading or con

sistently inaccurate.

Many producers complained "that: graderdescriptions- were^much to vague. 

Words usedcin reports which are supposed:to-be descriptive-of the conditions 

in the market convey little meaning to the rancher.. Also they complained 

that there was too much price spread reported for each.grade. This again
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made i f  difficult for "the- rancher::to- correlate his vfeeder, cattle with 

those.reported on.

Seventy-three-of the; ranchers■interviewed: stated .that- all known 

auction markets ; with- the exception; of"Belle-Fourche, 'intentionally issued 

misleading, market..reports..: .'These: reportst: the: cattlemen: said^. quote the 

prices/paid for:ther:few.topT-selling;feeder;cattle.,.or,other classes, and 

present : it as - if - the. price: pertained-:, to the.:average.. animal::of : that class 

which was;sold.on- the,particular:day:or week.. This complaint-applied 

wherever*.'and: however the, report: appeared;, in: mailed form:; in the newspaper, 

in the. weekly, on. the-.radio-, or on a-television program.

Many producers., complained that , any market information they received 

was too late to be* of. benefit. : For those-who wish.-to: contract this is, 

of course, especially,, true.

After these, above,; the-, most:.frequent--complaint:made-:wasr of USDA 

releases- in general:and:the: I960.cattle-on-farm:number- in:particular.

This refers.to an original=release which-was;later:found to be in error.

A change; in numbers- was:disseminated" a s 'soon ,as: the- error :was-apparent.

If and to what extent"the-producer suffered because, of ,this error is open 

to questions It is. offeredrwithout attempt to;support, that many ranchers 

which" reported- this complaint were aware of the error-only through reading 

periodical editorials.

Seller's: Ranking of Market News .Sources

Ranchers were asked, to: place in rank the-top three most important 

market news sources which were, used-in. making.marketing; decisions. This



ranking is shown in Table XXX.

The word-of-mouth method: of communicating, market news is obviously the 

most important state-wide source of market news. Cattlemen: talked to other 

cattlemen on the ranch,.in town, in b a r s , a n d  at rodeos; They talked to 

merchants in town and to their banker. They talked to order buyers and 

truckers.

Although- little enthusiasm was expressed in answers directly to 

previous questions ,on radio reports, this source was the third most fre

quently named in first"place-importance. A look.at the area breakdown in 

Table XXX reveals that this news media.is important in areas which have 

several auction markets in proximity.

Magazines were the:fourth most important'sources of'market news in 

first place ranking:and placings were spread rather evenly among areas. 

Logically, there should be no differences for;this media.

Feeder cattle reports from" the 1st.National Bank.of'Great Falls were 

mentioned by ranchers' in-eve r y  area in the"sample. Sometimes:the rancher' 

had. seen them republished,in.other media, sometimes.he or a neighbor had 

received a copy in the mail. Much of the importance of other bank reports

and of the Western"Livestock.Reporter depended on this report. Table XXX
\

shows it to be1 second of importance in- first"place, ranking; Notice is 

directed, though, to the areas-of most frequent placing. These areas are 

the Northcentral and" Central areas' for here'the report has the"most mean

ing. The report mentions numbers, describes- grades", and shrinkage and cut

back conditions . The report is describing, marketing conditions-in these 

two areas, for most of the bank’s- clients come from these areas. Although



TABLE XXX. MARKET NEWS SOURCES RANKED BY 120 MONTANA RANCHERS AS MOST IMPORTANT IN MAKING 
MARKETING DECISIONS, 1963.

Most Frequently Listed

Worti-of-Mouth 
Radio
Magazines (Excluding Separate 
■ Listings)

Western Livestock Reporter 
Attending Auction 
. Auction Written. Reports 
Montana Stockgrow Ass’n 

(Magazine)
Newspapers 
1st N a t 'I; Bank of 
' Great Falls 
Not Wishing to Make

A choice or Not Reporting

By Rank and By Area 
NW NC ' NE C SW

By Rank 
State

I 2 3 I 2 3 I 2 3. I 2 3 I 2 3 I 2 3 I 2 3 I 2  :5

6 3 I I 3 I 3 I I 7 I 5 2 7 '2 I 6 4 3. 35 16 7
3 I 2 7 2 2 4 I 6 2 I 6 3 6 4 3 18 25. 10

3 I 4 2 I 2 2 2 4 2 3 2 2 2 11 16 5
I I I I I I 3 2 4 I . 6 10 O

3 I I I I 4 I 2 3 2 9 9 I
4 2 2 I I I 4 2 I 7 7 4

I O . I O
3 I I I 2 I I 3 I 4 3 13 2

I 11 I 3 I 6 3 I I 23 2 3

O 2 18 o'2 16 O I I O 5 t-3 CO 7 8 18 O 3 16 1 3 13 8 CM 100

i

i
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no names are mentioned, .ranchers; in "theses areas;.can;.relate • ther marketing 

conditions'described= in the report almost directly:, to: theirrownv situation.

Sellers* Views On: Suggested Market ,News Improvements

.Auction/Market News:.-— Producers: were, asked: if1. it:.w6uld: be helpful to 

have: a .weekly, market ,news:, report covering:.prices^ _ grades,; rand: volume of 

sales, for auctions.

•Nineteen; ranchers .in the;sample;did..not::feel: they:needed:such;, a report. 

They either did not;use;auction markets at. all ..or:felt: that:their present 

informational..status; for:auctions; was;sufficient.

All. others .. stated; that; theyvwould. find , such; a. report:useful if the 

data we re. gathered, and; reports: disseminatedrby.a:: disinterested party.

These-:ranchers were;asked;to:describe-a.geographical area of desired 

coverage.;-With.few., exceptions,.; the;described;areas .which;corresponded 

almost precisely with the ,.frame=areas.of.this study:(See Figure 3).

..Next: they were askedc. to..indicate .a:, time-.period;, or: periods' for which 

a. report: would be mos t b e n e f i c i a l •. A., reporting: period :from: September through ' 

November: would please: 81- of. ther ranchers; in:. the::sample;; This is clearly 

the;period; to be>,. considered;for: any..:planning:purpose:.; It .indicates that 

the- rancher' is;still. primarily:interested"in;bet.ter,.market :informatioh for 

his primary product; feeder cattle.

Direct: Market'News..--Feeder = cattle producers: were: asked : if it would 

be helpful to have-a weekly; market'news-report*'“Covering-;.pricesgrades=, and 

volume of sales for direct selling.
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Six ranchers, in the 'entire.'sample." did "not reply, as. wanting such a 

report .- The "yes", replies, were= emphatic, . but were. followed,;frequently by 

an emotional: trough.vwith :a. remark ■ that such, a happening, would: likely be 

impossible.

At: this point it shouldi be:.pointed, out: that; an, institutional barrier 

to this type.of report .exists... Ranchers:and other rural, dwellers are 

highly reticent to release- conditions .of: their..own .sales:except:as- their 

own; impulses- may dictate-, ..Each. rancher: resents, having- his product compared 

with"that- o f : his neighbor,. most, especially..by.-..a; third, party,sunless such 

comparison has institutional acceptance such;as:.at ,county:fairs.or 4-H 

contests.:- Very likely:a.well.thought: out processhandled: with:great•finesse, 

would be. required, in . order,, to;: extract: sales: information, directly, from the 

producer.

These- ranchers were asked=:to:describe a..geographical - area: of: desired 

coverage. Again, .with:, few: exceptions, the . areas .described aligned closely 

with=the.Montana crop.reporting;districts.

They were asked to indicate a time period over;which such;a report 

would be-most" beneficial. Thirty-nine:.producers-, desired:a- period from 

September ■ through November-, 36- desired the-report: from- June through August, 

and 28 preferred it-from:-August1-: through;.October,;....A.,report' issued from June 

through-November then would satisfy-the requirements=of:practically all 

the1 responding- ranchers".' -Seven- asked for a period . from. July through 

November, three wanted-December-, through: February., - and"one- wanted March 

through May.
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The responding ranchers were asked by what .media,,would, they prefer 

such a report ̂ .. Ninety-four cattlemen would; prefer a .mailed report and 

eight would like it over the radio.

It should be. recognized., that the; following:..two .questions, were too 

difficult. to. allow .a .high .number;of prompt', well, thought out; responses.

The rancher was asked- to describe; the .person,.agency, or entity who 

he thoughtwas or could be made; capable a n d ;responsible, for bringing such 

a' report to. reality;. . Twelve- ranchers- thought- the. Montana; Extension Service 

at Bozeman a best choice, 12 thought the county: agent a best-prospect, and 

10 nodded at the State Government. Banks were the selection;of nine 

ranchers, seven others selected the USDA;. Seven ranchers thought that the. 

Montana Stockgrowers Association-should take this responsibility. One 

rancher pointed' to- the’.Montana; Livestock' Commission.

The responding ranchers were asked who;, if anyone, in addition to the 

agencies, mentioned above, should pay for the cost of producing and distri

buting such a market report.-'Most;.of them firmly: stated that the rancher 

should.in'some'way share .the-expense either through an assessment of some 

type such as is done'with the National Livestock and Meat Board, or by 

subscription.
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. Summary-

Most' of"the ranchers in"the sample thought that their information 

level, compared to thatrof the buyer, was low. ...Even those:;ranchers who 

thought that' somehow there may be-as.:much.information- available.to them 

as to the buyer-were sure that this information.to them, was not-as .easily 

available and as meaningful.. . Mearlyrall .ranchers: thought' that■the infor

mation-, difference- considerably:.affected.:their- ability torbargain with the 

buyer.

An agency of- the.federal.government' maintains;.a . substantial-livestock 

market reporting service. ■This service, though, reports on markets which 

are- of least importance:-to the. Montana- feeder cattle .producer. Very few 

producers in.:the-sampI e -even- realized': thererwere such: reports-and that the 

reports were available to~them"without.charge.

Very-few-producers- received-commission'firm:reports from-terminal 

markets.. These reports-:did not .significantIy-effect: the- marketing decisions 

of-these-ranchers.

The- source"of- the.;longest- number:.of ..market:.reports-was- auctions, as 

reported by the ranchers-in the=-sampler- These:reports had a significant 

effect on decisions on marketing"cullsrbutrhad.little effect on feeder 

cattle marketing- decisions.

A feeder cattle' marketing1:report--from-.one:particular bank was influ

ential in-marketing-decisions"throughout-;the-: state- sample - of-ranchers and 

was reported to be the-most" valuable- written--report' used.
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Ranchers* In-' the" sample subscribed: to ..'farm magazines -and "other periodi

cals in plenty but did.not'find'them-a.satisfactory^source, of.market 

information; One periodical~wasrwell-received: mainly: because, i f  carried 

the bank report mentioned above"and USDA market.reports.

Newspapers ,r for:.the., ranchers-sampled; ..were n o t . a. source of relatively 

useful -market infOrmation0

. Ranchers- in .the:sample-would like to have .television reports but found 

radio■reports deficient: in quantity,-quality and timing; • Even-at that, 

these rankers ranked, radio"reports, a s theirrthird.most"important’ source 

of market news; second' rank-was the"report fromrthe.1st National Bank at 

Great Falls; and first rank-was word-of-mouth.

Most of the - ranchers in- the sample would like to have additional mar

keting information-from-auctions providing it was gathered and disseminated 

by a disinterested"party; "Nearly all of these ranchers would'like very 

much to have a comprehensive:report on-direct"marketing:of feeder cattle. 

They seemed -to feel that"such" a thing would be too good to have much chance 

of becoming-fact.■ They-would like a mailed'report and would like to share 

the expense of' producing such'a.report.

Clearly, the Montana-producer- of' feeder cattle is:seeking, almost, . 

desperately, additional and better market:information.



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND 
SUGGESTIONS' FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Summary

The feeder- cattle'industry is-the"primary export" industry in- Montana„ 

Montana:is-still basically-an agricultural state- and generallyj:a larger 

portion of income to-the state accrues from-feeder- cattle-.than:from any 

other segment'of"agriculture-;" - Feeder cattle, from Montana have long been 

noted' for- high-quality and"have-beenr.in"relative- heavy demand.

However-; it'is no" secret- that", the- central - and" southern ' states are 

rapidly- becoming--, serious- competitors - for the-, traditional"markets of 

Montana-feeder-- cattle;- - Technological changes.: and- government' agricultural 

programs-have affected'the-agricnltural. output-of several--areas. Some 

areas; particularly - southern---and--central-states; now: find the production 

of" feeder--cattle "to-their- comparative" advantage;-- These - areas-have expan

sion- capabilities' in- excess'of-other-- areas; - Feeder :.cattle:. from-- these areas 

may-not be-able"to'reach-quite-the-same-quality level-as-those-of'Montana. 

Feedlot- operators;: t h o u g h y a r e - exhibiting: a- growing- feeling- that the best 

profit' position-may-not'be'in-feeding: the-highest- quality-straight-bred 

feeder cattle.

Montana's- position* as - a- leading- feeder--cattle;producing-.state depends 

- on; how-well-- its - producer-keeps-abreast' of" changing--production-, requirements 

and- improved marketing--efficiency; - -Thiszstudy-is- concerned' with- the latter.

Changes- in methods- of'cattle marketing-have long been underway; The 

producer-has ever-been-attempting-to-reduce his'cost-s of marketing and to
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gain for himself'more bargaining‘:strength. : The: changes from-one method of 

marketing-to another have-been:motivated.by these two aims.

The.empirical:sections of this"thesis'.are primarily concerned with 

the direct’ market. .This:emphasisris .because:of - the cattleman’s-expressed 

desire .for' and obvious:movement" toward"this-market:. It .is .postulated that 

when the' producer: is' facing" the - feedlot' operator- orchis ".representative,

. the- structural:.characteristics of" the .market" more nearly- approximate that 

of-pure- competition'on-the- selling side-and that 'of pure competition on 

the-buying- sidei ' When -the- cattleman:"faces- the-.dealer1— order buyer, data 

examined" indicate -conditions-approaching:'pure competition :oh"the- selling 

sider.but"show—considerable 'imperfection-on - the ".buying: side.

Analysis- of brand"inspection-records’by the Montana.State Department 

of: Agriculture- shows- that~cattle" being"shipped -out'rof-state: are more 

frequently being inspected-at country-points"than-at:all.organized markets 

combined.■ Analysis • of", market'method- preferences' conclude' that: interviewed 

■ producers "prefer" direct marketing-: to- other methods'..-Further;: interviewed 

.producers- decidedly prefer"to-sell"directly; to feedlot.operators above all 

: other-buyers'." ■ Upon" analysis: of-: the-.actual:'markets ‘ used' by-. the:_interviewed 

,.producers';-it'was" found that they were .selling"direct nearly according to 

. theirrdesires- but' that :far. fewer: arerselling" to feedlot operators than 

. desire.

The:,producer- in' the- sample':be:lieves-'more:.direct:selling .will afford 

him. more bargaining-strength: and- reduce' his' marketing costs... ■ He even 

believes that with" some-educational help this will aid:him"in improving 

the quality.of.:his product and in.reducing his overall production costs.
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Table V and the statistical design-of this study make possible the general 

inference of these findings ,to the industry.

The seller in the sample is characterized by the consistency with 

which he has sold to the same-buyers'even though he has .. expressed a desire 

for market change. An agent is needed by means of whichrpreference and 

performance may"be bridged.

That which, has normally been"thought1 of :as' the marketing, season as 

pertains to direct marketing' can n o w  be questioned. Responses from ranchers 

in the sample show that they have had more contacts from direct buyers in 

July than they have had in the peak marketing-month of.October.

It was first"posited that'if the degree of.market.information was 

equally available to the rancher and to the buyer, then a particular conduct 

pattern would be followed. Next it was posited that if the degrees of 

market information available to each contestant were not equal another 

conduct pattern would be followed. These conduct patterns of;firms would 

flow from the structural characteristics which are.in existence in the 

industry. -Models were constructed which', in effect, demonstrated how 

changes in the degree; of market "information:between- seller, and buyer 

would:.effect their conduct. Examination of the models, supported by the 

data provided demonstrated ho w  changes in." the: degree:, of ,-market', information 

between seller and buyer would effect' their conduct. Examination.of the 

models', supported by the data provided, demonstrated that .such.differences 

in conduct of the contestants did in fact, exist; and', therefore, allowed 

a conclusion that the" structural characteristics of" parts' of the industry

could be defined.
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A model:was'presented'by which" the :conduct, of the:two-contestants 

could be characterized in-a bargaining'contest:for- shrinkage" conditions.

A n :examination"of'the shrinkage.data:confirmed the:posited:conduct of the 

two contestants under" the."assumed; conditions' of . pure:.competition. It 

was further:presented' that:this-behavioral: status .had::not"'.always ..existed, 

but- was "a recent phenomena-; - The" cause , of .this: improved:: conduct ,was due 

to the research of and dissemination.'.:of". shrinkage ".information, in. recent 

years'. ' Therefore",' i f  was- demonstrated: that:.improved-.markef.'information 

as pertained: to- this; particular:set: of' bargaining strategies"had.indeed 

improved the' bargaining position of-,the"producer'and; therefore, had 

improved' the marketing" efficiency of " the: feeder" cattle:;industry.

Actual data for cutback bargaining"conditions" were examined. Again 

there"was:found tcbe' an imbalance of .bargaining strength".with the scales 

favoring the"buyer. - There is reason' to-think: that: improved information as 

would"pertain to other-sets'of bargaining:strategies would"even further 

improve the efficiency"of this: industry.

■ Most' sellers" in the" s ample, * in."order" to" play this optimal strategy 

sets according-to'"certain" posited behavioral patterns; .engaged in: forward 

contracting." Upon examination" ofA.contracting" data, :.it ..was, found" that con

tract" terms "being used" leaves'"many of' these* sellers much: disadvantaged. 

This disadvantage -is' brought' abpuf to"a; large.extent'by lack. of .market 

information. " But more- than this; m a n y  sellers! seemed ..to: feel" that their 

contract"terms-were oppressive; still-theyrbelieved' their.bargaining 

position to be too; weak to resist.
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The importance of a market is .determined-by the" volume" of trading 

therein-. A m a r k e f i s ' not necessarily a locations: itxis.made.of_a freely 

competing" buyer- and- a' seller .who-.have: facilities:' for t r a d i n g . At least as 

far as pertains to: Montana- theV.market:;has-'moved. away- from?, the once-big 

terminal, markets'. It has moved- out into".the' plains .andr,the-.mountain valleys ; 

wherever the: ranchers-1 r gates happen: to'..be;; ;.-.This: has: been:: cl early shown by 

data offered in: previous, chapters.

This survey indicates: that-while .the:market: for,Montana:feeder cattle 

is" in the' country; - the source of market::information: conclusively is not.

And since: these"marketings"are1 not1 made .public- information,"the-total market

ing information level can be:considered'inadequate:;"that:.amount: coming from 

and pertaining to direct"sales- is' in;.minute quantitiesv "Even" news of the 

terminal markets; to"which" he- has - lost': contact ,' was: welcome: when_.it could 

be obtained in" the. form of a mailed"report:, "according- to":the-ranchers in 

: the'.'sample".' He realized that -such reports" were far . from" adequate .for his 

purposes; they are- straws- and"he is grasping: for straws even.

The ranchers- surveyed" subscribed*to -a variety- of magazines and period

icals'. ' 'These,: he." felt," offered" little :aidy. in- fact:he: said:.reports offered 

in this media tend to"confuse him.

The rancher- in the - sample- was -- distrustful: of: market* reports e.mihating 

from auction yards. This may.be one of:: the reasons, he: was . unwilling to 

offer more patronage to them". Only. when:.he" had time toApersonally attend a 

sale did he put credence on this market"as-an information source.

A revamping of terminology in- all.market" reports .would'aid him in 

analyzing the value of his own product.
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Ranchers in the sample indicated that there would be an almost 

unanimous reception to market reports designed specifically for their 

market preferences for both feeder and.cull cattle. They distinctly 

indicated the type of market report desired, and the season of best use.

. Substantial resources are today being expended.for the.market report

ing of feeder, cattle., along with other, classes of-cattles One need only 

to contemplate the-data, presented, in. the" second, chapter- of this work to 

become skeptical of the effectiveness of these'expenditures. Is there 

any real reason the rancher cannot be furnished information better suited 

to his marketing aims?

Suggestions for Improvement of the 
Feeder Cattle Producer's Bargaining 

Position

There are many things which can be done to rectify the producers' 

informational deficiency. Some- can be done.in a short time, some not so 

short o Some are lent to simplicity ;' some- are very complex.

Grading.and Sorting Demonstrations

There have in the past been grading and sorting demonstrations conr- 

ducted through the cooperation of Montana Extension Livestock and. Marketing 

Specialists, and County Agents, using locally grown feeder cattle. This 

program needs to be expanded and accelerated.

Contract Forms

Many ranchers, when interviewed, said that they would have had their 

own contract forms printed but" unless others in the neighborhood did like-
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wise" it would be useless1; Since -the- contract: which-.is being" used in its 

present form- can" b e - and occasionally-is: detrimental- to-the-well being of 

a substantial.number of Montana citizens,it behooves tbe state to provide 

them with-a form.whose' terms "make the buyer-and the- seller-equal „ This can 

be done .two ways-: (I) :The Montana ExtensionrService can print and make

available through county.agents pads.of contract forms;.: (2). The ..Montana 

Experiment Station--can- produce-',a; bulletin- exhibiting' and explaining a model 

forvan equitable contract form.

Auction Market Reports

This study , as well as similar.studies conducted by: experimenters
■

• from Arizona and-New Mexico, has- demonstrated that the western rancher is 

little concerned with terminal markets.- . Yet'that is where" most of the 

USDA market news reporting-dollar is spent.. A portion of- this dollar should, 

as soon as possible, be moved to the feeder cattle producing areas to 

provide a reliable- and meaningful report" of- the- market" activities-. Ranchers 

in:Montana and elsewhere in the West have-said that they would like a 

news report o f :auction"market" activities- if the report-were .gathered and 

disseminated by-a disinterested-party. .. Further details on the need for 

this report is-to be found in" Chapter V.

Description of Price-Quality

USDA.and State Agricultural experimenters need to devise means of 

purveying price-quality relationshipsito the.producer in such a manner 

that he can, .through- use of sucbr a.descriptive market" report, reasonably 

evaluate his own product." Many of" the producers- interviewed complained
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that market reports' contained ,in..periodicals r and, otherrmedia" do.not aid at 

all in-value judgments of his cattle.
y

Regional Coordinated. Extension..Programs

There were indications- obtained, during" this s t u d y  that' the Corn Belt 

feeder-mayrbe relatively.well-informed.on- general market conditions, but 

that:he is- not well informed on the more detailed attributed of. direct 

buying* . A  coordinated educational effort of .the Extension.Services, of the 

Western Range and Corn Belt Regions could go far toward alleviating this 

deficiency.

Beef Advertising- Campaign

More: returns m a y  accrue to the- feeder cattle industry’s- advertising 

dollar through a revamped advertising campaign. It is suggested that 

rather than wage an "Eat More Beef" type :of campaign-, the feeder cattle 

industry .should, through advertising in Corn Belt dailies and- periodicals, 

inform- the feedlot operator of-the advantages of feeding high quality 

.Montana- feeder cattle.

. Knowledge-of Presently: Available .Reports -

The .rancher interviewed-has- shown - i n  Chapter" V- that" he is almost 

totally ignorant- o f -the- existence of mailed USDA market" reports. And 

inadequate as most of these are for his--purpose-; he has 'said, when he 

was- made aware of- them-,-, that- they would: improve-his informational level.

It. is. suggested:-that the Montana-Extension Service become-more aggressive 

■ i n  informing the rancher of these available reports' and offer-him definite 

assistaneei.-inbeing'placed:- o n  mailing- lists- of- his-choice. The Western
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Livestock Roundup--was-'generally Iiked:.b y  those -who" receivedr.itbut woe

fully few received: it o r 'knew of its:: existences Some- ranchers "did suggest

however, that it' contain'more' timely*information- on the-feed :grain situation 

in- the: Corn .Belt" states:;: the winter: wheat" situation: in: the Central Plains 

states1 and the" grazing; situation:" in" the "Southwest states.

Radio-Reports

, Whatever: market reports:: are:: disseminated: b y  radio , "they should be 

repeated . frequently-daily during-the marketing;season:.■ "Enunciation by 

announcers should be clear and at"a pace which" makes* understanding easy. 

Stations-should" offer a variety- of - reports; Recommend- that:.Montana. Exten

sion-Service- convey through’ letter:or pamphlet to radio stations, suggestions 

for- improving:markets- reporting: techniques', .means-.of: acquiring more and 

better ".market": information, and also :profferv. assistance: in';planning and 

formulating"feeder cattle.'market news■reports.

!Television Reports

Stations wishing to" perform a service" to . the rancher should devise 

market news programs to- berpresented during-the-marketing: season. The 

: presentation should employ . a chart of-display'.board; much:- in., the-manner 

of" the .weather- report and’ be;as descriptive" as possible; - .The pace: should 

be such- that the observer- can" fully assimilate .meanings:; Live- demonstrations 

of price and "grade"should" be::employed-wherever!.possible.;;;Recommend Montana 

Extension^Service take action- as ""outlined;in Radio--Reports above.
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Shrinkage Information Booklets

These booklets are" presently available,' through:, the .Montana Extension 

Service, .Only-in oner.county, though, was a -significant .number of the 

sampled.ranchers aware of its,existence. This type:of booklet should be 

made available to ranchers at more than one' location in the- county. When 

this- reporter offered'them a copy,- they took and expressed-gratefulness.

This booklet could be made much more inclusive,thereby more helpful 

than it-is:at:present=" Suggest'that revisions be performed; and new book

lets be made aggressively-available to the ranchers.

j*
Edueational Programs

Many-ranchers-are interested in educational:programs; such as the 

Beef Production School, offered by Montana State College.: Sometimes these 

programs are held during the rancherJs critical production or marketing 

season, and he cannot"attend; Suggest"that time plans for programs be 

reviewed with the rancher's convenience:in mind.

Direct Market Report

In Chapter V; it was demonstrated:that the producer:.intensively de

sired^'a report'which would inform.him of conditions in the:direct market. 

He has made known the type" of report "he wants; the periods of;, the year he 

wants it, and'the geographical'area-he:.wants it' to cover; He has given 

indications as to -who he thinks is capable of producing such a report.

He h a s; to an extent; demanded that he be allowed to-share in production 

and dissemination"costs.• "With' this peripheral information;:a study group
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could be formed and assigned "the '.task of !producingfirm-recommendations 

for bringing a direct market report into being. That:it.can be done has 

already been demonstrated:.by■?the .1st,.National Bank :of Great Falls. Its 

report" enjoys by far the highest, regard, of any.. This; institution has 

graciously volunteered its services ,.in. aiding a program.to .produce a com

prehensive direct, market report.

• Further Research 

Optimal-Size of Feeder.CalVes

Chapter IV, under the section on contracts, revealed that feeder 

calves over a-certain-weight limit were'not allowed. Producers have said 

that buyer resistance is met if the calves approach 500. pounds in weight.

* Yet production selection programs are partially based on fast gain. A 

study of a farm management nature should be conducted which has as its 

purpose the comparison' of advantages in feeding types"and;weights of calves 

and of the timing of the feeding program in relation to the size, age, and 

quality of the feeder calf«

Game Model

Theoretical economists of-a mathematical bent should give thought to 

developing a game model"which would be directly relevant to-a bargaining 

- contest between-a buyer and a seller such;as in this;problem. - Most extant, 

game models 1 are "concerned with" contestants-on"'the same side of the market,

■ i •„ e ■<,, a seller and a seller; or- a "buyer "and a. buyer.
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Buying Side ofthe^Di'rect Market

On1 several1 instances"in this work, it was mentioned that there were 

indications that 'dealer-rbuyers":of. feeder cattle in Montana exhibited 

imperfect "competitive'behavior:= . Rudimentary evidence r.was • gathered 

incidentally in the course"of .thisvstudy=" A study, o f Ltherbuying side of 

the feeder-cattle .industry:,-needsrto .be: doner in. order to more .clearly define 

the market"structure of-this'industry.which.is so vital to the"economic 

well-being of Montana=

)
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APPENDIX A
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(.141) (.859)
10 x 26 - 3.666 61 x 26 = 22.334
71 71

10 x 45 =- 6.345 61 x 45 =- 38.655
71 71

(r-1) (c-1) = (2-1) (2-1) = • Idf
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3.033 + .498 + 1.764 + .289 =

X ^  (I) = 3.84 Hq of independence is_ rejected.

5.584
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More than--20 percent-of F̂ ,. are :less than 5.

23 =

16 =



APPENDIX B

This Certifies, That

LIVESTOCK BILL OF SALE AND CONTRACT

, /'-Cs_________ of r/:- //&
Z

has this day bargained and sold to ^ /I . . <3. € O head of

/ynAyy L̂ -fô to be delivered F.O.B. cars, on or before O  days of

(f)r rf" h  19 at $_______________ per head or at $______________per cwt,

to be weighed on twelve hours shrink or % shrink at $ C*'/
ŵ t\! -I J*i.^-0 . -gereent cut back; Received as part payment % 3. OO O
balance of $ to be paid on delivery. I hereby guarantee

title thereto, viz:

No. Head Description Brands Location of 
Brands

Price Per Head

QJj* 1X. v t X ^  L <- / * / ^  "Z/Al f L '<■ (  :
Av  Z 1
1 ---. / y

-v i C. f t  I- rt>\ J  (
7W m #  y  / r  I o  I

SX9 f i s j ^ y l A s )  ^VzL V f v .-.-Z-.

^ 6'
/ v / r

All of ̂ above stock to be free from encumbrance,including taxes for year of 

delivery, and to pass federal and state inspection for interstate shipment. 

Health and brand certificates to be furnished purchaser, free of charge on

delivery. Above to be free of contagious disease and in merchantable condi

A 1̂ vrhv y<y Q /I_________________  Seller: , Z k k  ' 'f
J_ I

Purchaser: ^

tion. .
K v Z  (•

Witness: _______
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TWO DOT CATTLE CO. 
Belt, Maine

.THIS AGREEMENT, executed this /2. day o f (OrA_____lO^^between
hereinafter called'"Seller," and f ^ . ,L- of
r' ___ _ .hereinafter called "Btiver.11 /,hereinafter called "Buyer."

WITNESSETH: For the sum of // ^ W CjPDollars ( $ / ^  )
as part purchase price paid to the Seller, the receipt of which is hereby 
acknowledged, said Seller sells and agrees to deliver to said Buyer, or 
his order, the following described livestock F.O.B. cars at ^
between the dates of / jL____________ and / "S ________________
19 ^ T  inclusive, at the Buyer's option. Buyer agrees to pay balance of 
the purchase price at time of delivery. Seller hereby guarantees title 
to same, free of all encumbrances, including taxes for year of delivery, 
viz:

No. Head Description Brands Location 
of Brands

Price Per 
Cwt.ZT̂

/ Ii) T~
These cattle are vaccinated against 
Livestock are to be weighed as follows:
v ̂  x /2— ._____

/<— ■_ / ,-T ' / - / ‘ j. /  I

/ /  _

All livestock are to be sound and in merchantable condition, free of any 
contagious disease, crippled, deformed, blind, pink-eyed, locoed, lumpjawed, 
or otherwise deformed animals may be rejected by the buyer. All livestock 
must pass Federal and State inspection for interstate shipment. Health and 
brand certificates to be furnished by the seller.

Remarks:
s? £> jP Pa. I 7

J 2

The livestock under this contract is mortgaged to

Witness . ) A— s
(Seller)

I,j 'j"T
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C O N F I D E N T I A L

Rancher Schedule

Operation 

Area:

County:

Name: >

Location of ranch headquarters: .

1. Type of Operation 

Ca)(— ^  Cattle only

C  ~ Cattle and, sheep 

£ ^ Cattle and horses______ .

(b) C ^Cow-calf 

^  ^ Cow-yearling 

C  Calf-yearling, combination

(c) If. cow-calf ...operation: Do .you sometimes; carry-your calves

over, to. sell..as yearlings?^  . ̂ No C J Yes Why?

Did you carry any over: i n .1962i.: 1961?

(d) ( . ..) .Hereford ( .} Angus C  } Other (specify)

(e) If cow.operation: Which two months,do you have the heaviest
calving?

(~ ) . February ^ March C Z Z 3

2. Size.of Operation .

(a) . Any type ̂ cow. operation: .... i.

Number, of. brood-cows .. .. .

(_ , } Cattle and crops_ 

C  Other (specify)

(̂  .. i) Yearling (stocker) only. 

(" 7 J Other, (specify)
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2 o (a) Continued

Number .of replacement- heifers ,.. : 

Number of bulls . _____ .

(b) Yearling operation"..‘only:

Number of yearlings run ..:. Dates: of'.season

3 o If your: present; operation. about‘.the:.usual:.size: or have you had some
unusual changes; in- the: past: five:years? 

MARKETING;METHOD

CODE.OF.BUYERS

I, ..Feedlot Operator 5. Auction
2 o Order Buyer 6. Terminal
3. . Rancher 7, Other (Specify)
4 o Dealer/Trader a). Contract

b) Immediate Delivery

Ii How many and what: kind of ̂ buyers " contacted" your, about .purchasing"your 
‘feeder/stocker cattle in:

Noo & Code By. 
Order of Date 
.Contacted

. Dates 
of

Contact.

...Number of Cattle 
and

. Price 
Offered

Code.of Buyer 
To Which 
Cattle 

.Were Sold

1963

1962

1961

(If cattle not sold for.1963, ask."How,do youLexpect.to market this 
year?" and .enter in. column 4 with, brackets.)

2„ How .did. buyers find.;out. about, yoiir. cattle:in —

1963.................................... ....... ..........  .....

1962

. 19.61
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3 o Rank your preference of kinds of markets ~ _____

Why have you ranked them this way, that i s , what-are the advantages and 
disadvantages you see in. each? : _______________________ _____ ____

4o What is the closest^market to your ranch?

Do you ever sell there? No Yes What?

C 3 Only because it is the closest? 

C~ ^ Other? Explain

5 o What method of selling affords you the best'prices for your top cut 

cattle _________  . . _________ ; bottom cut..: ________________  ?

What are the things, that.make this .so?^

6c Do you stay with the same way of marketing:each.year (____J or do you

shop a r o u n d ) ?

Why do .you feel that, isan.advantage;.in..this?J.

7 o Were you aware of the. market news on the day that .you.sold (or shipped)? 

In 1 9 6 3 ( 2 2 )  No (~ )Yes In 1962 ( - ) No ( ) Yes

What Source? , What:Source?

■ ■ a) ______________________ a) ___________________  ,

b)_______________________________ b) ,__________________________ ■
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S 0 Did you prefigure and compare.up-to-date;(within,a month);marketing and 
transportation costscof. alternate "marketing;,methods/prior, to selling?

1962:

What sources did you go: to for, cost - figures?  . ~

PRICE BARGAINING

9» a) When you and the. buyer; began;-to bargain for .the; cattle, who, made 
the first offer?

1963:

C . Buyer

b) Did you accept his first offer?

(ZZ)No
c) Did you make a counter:offer?

C-. - 2<?/lb; over his price

.. over his price

e) Did he accept your counter offer?

f) Did he make a second;offer?

C More than: 2<?/lb. under your offer

■V -S
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9 o g) Did you accept his second offer?CD No C ) Yes (go to Y)

h) Did.you make a second counter, offer?

C  3 No C C 3  ^ess than 2d/lb. over his price 

(̂ . ^ 2d/lb; over his price 

^ ^ More, than 20/Ibi over his price(go to Y)
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a) Did he accept your, first offer?

C  ' ) No C  ) Yes (go: to Y)

b) Did he make a .counter offer?

Q 3 No,(out) C  .̂ Less.than 2d/lb; under your price

C ^ 2c/lb. under your price 

C  ^More than.2c/lb; under your price

c) Did you accept his.counter; offer?

C D n o  C  : 3 .Yes- (go to Y)

d) Did you make a second offer?

: ^-No (out) ^ Less, than: 2c/lb; over his offer

C 2*/lb. over his offer 

( 3  More, than :2<:/lb. over his offer

e) Did he accept your second offer?

C D no ) Yes: (go to Y)

f) Did he make a second counter offer?

- .^.Nq - (out) C  ^ Less. than.2d/lb. under your price 

([ ..)2d/lb. under your price

C ) More, than-2<:/Ib^ under your price
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SHRINKAGE BARGAINING

a) Who made -the firsts.offer of shrinkage,,.conditions?

C ■ Buyer C 3 You
b) Was the first offer accepted?

( ■ ' ^Yes C-..: 3 No
(go to-"Conditions")

c) Was a counter offer?mqde=by (you)-(buyer)?

iC  •) No- (out) C - '3 Yes

d) Was a second offer-made by (you) (buyer)?

CZZZ-^Accepted
(go to "Conditions")

(ZZZ) No .(out) C  ) Yes C D  Accepted
- (go to "Conditions")

e) Was a second counter offer made by (you) (buyer)? 

C  ) N o - (out) ( ^ Yes (ZZZ) Accepted
(go to "Conditions")

f)
Conditions of: Percent.

Shrink
Miles

Traveled
•; Type ' . 

Transportation
Time of 
Stand Feed

1st Offer
..................... .

1st Counter 
Offer

2nd Offer

2nd'Counter 
Offer

■
- -

g) Do you have a rule of thumb for, making counter offers^ say 2 cents 
over his price?

CD No CD Yes What?

What' do you base'if on? • -
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CUTBACK. BARGAINING

X.

a) Did you.sort your cattle before, showing to. buyer?C 3 No CD Yes (Number )
Did He SortC 3 No (out) CD He. acceptedCD Yes (Number______) C - 3-He resorted (Number____ )

b) What"were his"reasons for cutting back? ________________

c) Did he offer to1 buy the cutbacks?

CDno' (out) CD Yes
What was his.price _______, and other conditions for buying
the cutbacks?________________'________ ■ __________________________

d) If this buyer didn’t, take them-, how were your cutbacks sold?

C J Direct (Order Buyer)
_____  (Feedlot Operator)
C D )  Auction

Price.Received. _______ .

C D '  Terminal

Other (Specify)

IO0 a) What weights do buyers prefer for:

C J Calves (CD Yearlings
H o  Does your bank cooperate, with you on. making.marketing decisions?

No . (2__ J  Yes ; How?_________ ___
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*First enter 1962 data. If seller has 1963 contract enter data along side 
of block on margin.

C . • CONTRACT. TERMS. AND.. PROCEDURES

1. What do you. think made the. buyer contract .for,your ...cattle:

; a) Speculating on a price rise.

___ J) b) . Insurance against a price rise.

C 3 c) Dependable: supplyof. specified-quality cattle.

C 3  d) Other.. (Specify)..... . . , .__________________________________ _

2. Have you ever had a contract, broken or failed, to be. completed?

C 3  No C ' y Yes

. Why, what .caused,it?_______________________________________

What action did you take?____________ - ■ __________

3. Was (were) your contract (s): Form-furnished by:

( 3 Written C  ) Verbal C  3  Buyer ( )■ Seller
4. Do you have an extra copy of the contract you use which you could spare 

for attachment to.this, questionnaire.

;;5". ■ Have cattle been, delivered .to original contractor onr each contract,^ ^ 

or has the original, contractorrsometimes.sold:.the:contract to another 

buyer? C 3
: • ’ C

. 6. What were the datesv contracts were.:.signed in:

1963:____________;____________________
1 9 6 2 _______________________
1961: ______________________ ’

7. What were the contract delivery dates in:

1963:___________________________________
1962:____________________________ _______
1961: _______________________________
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How arrived at and why?

7» (continued)

8 0  Did the"buyer want to stagger the delivery, dates : C ■■ ■ No Q ^Yes ; 
what were your reactions?

*9«, a) What were the maximum. and; minimum, weight limits;.specified in the 
contract(s)? x

■: Maximum. • .............________  'Minimum.-,; ; • ■

b) H o w  did you and therbuyer gp ; about' getting,.agreementron:: this?

c) What was the spread of the actual;delivery.weights?

*10. a) What - pereentager of number. :reject ion- was ,.buyer.: entitled" to. because
of light weight? . . ' : _______  . Heavy -Weight? ____________

b) How did you and the buyer go about getting agreement on this?

c) Other conditions?

*11v Was grade=of cattle'specified? Q " 3 C - 3 Yes What Grade?

^ ______.______ Was - the; grade actually traded; on, set by:

( 3  Bargaining, Describe ;,

C O  Buyer

C__) You
*12. Was the price entered:in the contract? . . .-........ ' ~__________________

*13. What was the deposit'or down*payment by amount;and/or percentage of 
• total purchase price?

*14.;Is this sum considered -by^you:to be a "forfeiture'^ or "earnest .money"
deposit? ■■ ... ~_______ ;__;_____ JOr a part: payment with ..buyer held

- entirely accountable? - ________- - ' . ' ' •.______________
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*15o What were the conditions for- balance of payment?

*16» How do you. check buyer.’s financial status or his authorization as an 
agent?

*17» Were there provisionsfor costs of. holding; cattle;, beyond; specified 
delivery date:

Determined..by whom?

Paid by whom?

*18; Were there provisionsfor. arbitrationr-of-,;. differences "between you and 
the buyer in"the- contract?

C  ■ ) Yes , C ) No ( -  ̂What? ________

19 o What would you. recommend: that would "improve^contractual arrangements 
and terms from-"they.sellers: view point?

20» - Are you more...inclined.;.to,, contra'ct.-in . some . years: than in others?

C - Yes Q 2 )  No

. What • are the things; that:make up :this., inclination?

21; Are buyers more^inclined to seek contracts in some'years than in others?

C D .  No ■ C ..3 Yes

What are the things that make him-want t o ;do this?

22» Do you think that/,contracting, early ,,effects the; market, later tin?

.... C D No C D  Yes

In what way?
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D 0 MARKET INFORMATION

Ii a). Do you think you have ..available to your as much, tip-'to the minute 
market information-as the buyer?

CD Yes CD No
)

Just how seriously .do you think this affects your ability to 
bargain with him?

b) Have you had any.indication that the.buyer had.a top price set 
in his..mind..before..he.;.started..talking, to. you?

• CD Yes CD n°
2. What do.you. need.in . the way of a.mailed .report, to.help you decide how 

to sell your.cattle?

3. Which USDA mailed reports, do. you, receive? ) None; if none are you 

familiar with the procedure for getting..on .the..mailing, list?

C 3 Yes . J)No;.. if no, would you. I ike:, to., get., on "the mailing list

C ) No ( . JlYes; if yes ,. give. interviewee; address from AMS-48 0

. Have .. Receive Use in Making
. . Received Now Marketing Decisic

a) Denver (Billings) L oS 0 Market
and News. Report ( ) ( ) ( )b) Chicago LoS0 Market.and. News
Report ( ) ( ) ( )

c) Sioux Falls L 0S o Market and
News Report ( ) ( ) ( )

d) Spokane L oS 0 ,Market and News
Report ( ) C ) ( )

e) Other L 0S 0.Market, and News:Report( ) ( ) ( )
f) .Livestock and. Meat .Situation ( ) - () ( )
g) Western Livestock;.Roundup ( ) ... ( ) (. )
h) Other ( ) ( ) ( )
Comments extracted, on: use:
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Do these reports meet your need? (\__) Yes
In what way do -you. think they,could.be: improved? .

No

4« Commission Firm Mail Reports: that ..you receive C—  ^None

a)
b)

Have
Received

Receive Use in Making 
Now Marketing Decisions

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

Comments' extracted on use:

5 o Other market mail reports-., such:.as banks,:.auction markets CD None

...Have . ., . Receive Use in Making
Received Now. Marketing Decisions

a) ( ) ( ) ( )
b) ( ) ( ) ( )
c) . ( ) ( ) ( )

Comments extracted on use:

6. Do you read regularly the. market news and forecasts:in any farm-magazines 
or agricultural newsletters?. CD No CD Yes

!

Use in making marketing decisions?

( ^  No C O  Y e s ; In what way?

7 o Do you read regularly .livestock market reports .in. newspapers? ~) No

Yes

a) , (daily)
b) (daily)
c) (weekly)

( ) 
( ) 
( )

Do you. feel these.should.be improved?

Use- in Making 
Marketing Decisions

( )
( )
( )

CDYes CD)No
How?
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8 o Do you listen to livestock market reports on the.radio? ^ ) No

Station & City & Time Yes Use in Making 
Marketing Decisions

a) ( ) ( )
b) ( ) ( )
c) ( ) ( )

9.

Do you feel that these programs should be improved?

( ) Yes C ) No
How?

Are livestock reports clearly written and easily, understood?

C *) Yes C D  No
Explain: . . .

IOo Are there any market reports, which you feel.are.intentionally mis
leading or consistently inaccurate?

Which?
( _ _ ) Y e s CDno

H o  Db you have good TV reception? CZZD^es CZZD
Would you like to be furnished, a. TV: market report?C " D Yes^ ^ No 

If so, what time, station and type of report?

12» Any other information that.you receive that we have not discussed?

1 3 o Do you have telephone conversations concerning.marketing? ^ ^None
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13o (continued)

Frequently During.. .Seldom.Except Seldom
Marketing. Season When*Ready to at All

' Sell

a) Local Ranchers ( ) ( ) ( )
b) Feedlot Operators ( ) ( ) ( )
c) Order Buyers ( ) ( ) ( )
d) Dealer/traders ( ) ( ) ( )
e) Auction Markets ( ) ( ) ( )
f) Terminal. Markets ( ) ( ) ( )
g) Others (specify) ( ) ( ) ( )

Comments:

14o Would you rank the market news sources which you use in making marketing 
decisions from the most, important'down:

■ • ' ’ a)_______________ ;_____ _;_______ ._______.______ _________________________________ _

b) ___________ _______________ __________________ :_________________,

c) ______________________________________________________________________________

15» a) Would it help to have a weekly market news report covering prices, 
grades, and volume of sales for auctions?

*'i *

. C ) Yes ■ G-D No
If yes, indicate period and area of..desired coverage.

Area

December thru February 
March thru.May 
June thru August 
September thru November

Would it help to have.a weekly market news report covering prices, 
grades, and volume- of sales for-direct:selling?

GZDYes GZD
If yes, indicate period and area. .
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Area

• December'thru.February 
March thru May 
June, thru August 

. . September thru November

b) If y e s , do.you-think .this should be:like the Billings Radio-Report 
or what otheryideas .would.you have?

15 a) (continued)

c) . If yes, who do you think should do: this? ..And.who.should pay for the 
cost?

16.. Other comments or..suggestions:for,.marketing .information which" you feel 
would .improve: your .marketing position.
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